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Chapter 1
Rare event analysis of communication
networks
The subject of this monograph is the performance analysis of a particular class of communication networks: multiservice networks. · In this first chapter, we start by giving a
brief survey on some technical issues of these networks and explain the design and control
problems that have to be solved. The second section shows how to put these matters into
a mathematical framework: the problems can be approached by applying probabilistic
techniques, e.g., queueing theory. Section 3 provides an overview of known results from
queueing theory, particularly those of interest in view of design and control of multiservice
networks. One important conclusion from Section 3 is that large deviations theory is an
important tool in performance evaluation, in particular rare event analysis. This theory,
to which the greater part of this thesis is devoted, is described in more detail in Section
4. Section 5 outlines this monograph and explains the relationship between the chapters.

1

Introduction: Multiservice networks

The interaction between science and technology on the one hand and society on the other
hand can be explained in several ways. Two extreme points of view are the following. The
first assumes a mechanism in which technological innovation is basically caused by new
scientific and technological developments ( technology push) . Technology is the 'engine of
growth'; demand from society follows the supply of new products. The second says the
opposite: new technologies are demand-led, i.e. , they are developed as a consequence of
consumers' demand ( demand pulQ.
The growing interest in today's world in high-speed communication networks can be
explained from both mechanisms. New technologies (in particular fiber optic technology)
enable to transmit and switch data at very high rates. The capacities involved are nowadays typically on the order of gigabits (10 9 bits), per second. On the other hand, there
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is a quickly growing demand for new communication systems. Consumers' requirements
are shifting both in quantitative and qualitative sense: there is a need for the extension of
already existing services (telephony, electronic mail), but also new sophisticated services
were recently introduced or will be introduced in the near future (high speed data, video
conferencing, home banking, high-definition TV, multimedia, etc.).

1.1

Broadband ISDN and Asynchronous Transfer Mode

The future standard for high-speed networks will be B-ISDN (Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network). The two main issues of B-ISDN, in which it differs from 'traditional' communication networks, are 'broadband' and 'integrated services'. 'Broadband'
refers to the fact that data is sent through the network at very high speed, 'integrated
services' to the fact that B-ISDN supports various kinds of services, sharing common
network resources.
There is a number of motives behind the development of B-ISDN. First, B-ISDN's
broadband character enables to provide high bandwidths, required to support (future)
sophisticated services as high speed data, video, etc. Apart from that, due to its integrated
character, it is able to support services in which multiple types of traffic are involved
simultaneously, for instance videophone or data transmission accompanied by speech. The
resulting network is very flexible : for the introduction of a new service no new network
needs to be developed. As a consequence, the development of B-ISDN is attractive for
both datacom and telecom industry.
The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) concept is the widely agreed upon concept
for the transfer of information across the user-network involved in B-ISDN. It is being
standardized by organizations as the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) as
well as the ATM Forum. The implementation of ATM can be briefly summarized as
follows. Suppose a message has to be sent through the network.
• The data traffic, sent by the user, is packetized into ATM cells, i.e. , it is assembled
into fixed size elementary transfer entities. These cells consist of a 48 byte information
field (reserved for user information), as well as a 5 byte header (containing the 'label', i.e.,
information required by the network to send the cell from the source to the destination).
• Before the cell transmission can occur, a connection is set-up by a signalling procedure.
This procedure allocates the resources that are required by the call. Cells belonging to the
same connection follow the same route (the communication is therefore called connection
oriented) .
• The data cells that make use of the same link are merged (or multiplexed) on a firstcome-first-serve basis into one single stream. The data units of the individual streams can
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be identified by means of their header label. In this respect , it is interesting to compare
ATM with another way of data transfer: Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) . In TDM,
the time axis is divided into intervals (or slots) of fixed length. Suppose the network
is shared by n connections, then stream i may offer its data during the ith slot in anslot frame . Clearly, the individual streams are identified by their position within a time
frame, so no header is needed. We say that TDM provides synchronous transfer and ATM
asynchronous transfer.
• At arrival at the destination, the ATM cells that belong to a particular connection are
reassembled. This is simplified by the fact that all cells of one connection follow the same
path, implying that there is no problem of packet sequencing. Of course, in case of a per
packet routing this reassembly would be more troublesome.
• After the termination of the call, the occupied network resources are freed .

1.2

Advantages and disadvantages of ATM

The huge advantage of asynchronous transfer is the so-called statistical multiplexing effect.
This effect can be explained as follows . Suppose a particular link is shared by a number
of connections. During a connection, the associate traffic stream is sometimes active,
sometimes not (for example telephone traffic) . Of course it would be safe to reserve as
much bandwidth as is required if all sources are active. This is called peak rate allocation.
However, in practice, not all connections on a particular link will be active simultaneously.
Therefore, the bandwidth allocation can be done quite efficiently: it suffices to reserve
less than peak rate in order to provide a given quality of service (i.e. , a very small fraction
of cells that are lost, for instance 10-9 ) . Clearly, this is an efficiency gain with respect
to synchronous transfer, where peak rate allocation is necessary: silences of one source
cannot be used by other (active) sources.
In addition, ATM is very flexible . It is relatively easy to add a new service to the
existing network, as explained above.

There are some disadvantages of integrating several classes of traffic as well. First,
the traffic streams offered to the network by sources of different types can be very heterogeneous. Any type of traffic (data, voice, . .. ) has its own characteristics and service
requirements. For data, it is important that the traffic arrives at the destination, the delay is less relevant. For voice the opposite applies: quite a large loss can be tolerated, but
the delays may not be very large. In principle, however, ATM handles different classes of
traffic (with different burstiness conditions and Quality of Service (QoS) criteria) in the
same manner. Unless priority mechanisms are introduced, this situation is not optimal for
both data and voice traffic. To overcome this problem, also separate buffering of different
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traffic classes is proposed.
Also, the asynchronous transfer has some disadvantages. In ATM , a cell header is
required, involving some overhead cost, whereas in TDM no header is needed. In fact, the
efficiency and flexibility of ATM imply complexity: the traffic streams inside the network
are much more difficult to manipulate and control than in TDM.
Finally, the choice of the size of the ATM cell is a compromise. To satisfy the specific
requirements of their own clients, telecom and datacom industry had a different preference
with respect to the size of the ATM cell. The 'ideal' size of an information packet for
voice traffic is relatively small (a 32 byte information field , increased by a 4 byte header) ,
leading to small transfer delays; the 'ideal' size for data traffic (64 + 5) is large, reducing
the ratio of overhead. The choice of 48 + 5 byte is simply an average.

1.3

Network design and traffic management

Problems that arise with respect to the implementation of ATM can be viewed at two
levels. The first level is network design, i.e., how to develop the network itself, to provide
service in the required grade. The solution must be chosen in an economically optimal
way, i.e., at lowest cost. The second level is traffic management (or traffic control) : if
the network is in use, what actions have to be performed to maintain the desired service
level (satisfying the QoS criteria of the users at lowest cost) . This issue requires the
development of effective mechanisms for controlling the offered traffic. An important
distinction between these levels is that the second kind consists of decisions that have to
be taken in real time. On the contrary, the calculations needed for network design have
less stringent time restrictions.
can be done by a concept that basically consists of two steps.
These steps have to be performed sequentially, but an iterative approach might lead to
better results.
NETWORK DESIGN

• In the first phase the most comprehensive view of the network is considered, i.e. , the
topology of the network has to be determined. It must be decided where to situate the
nodes, how to interconnect them, etc. These decisions are based on factors like the
equipment to be used, rough estimates for the concentration areas of potential users,
and the expected traffic volumes. Subnetworks can be identified, using techniques closely
related to combinatorial optimization.
• Given this topology, the network resources must be allocated. This is a dimensioning
problem: how to choose the buffers of the nodes and the capacities of the links in the
network, in order to meet all constraints (with respect to loss and delay), of course, at
lowest cost. Clearly, a detailed description of the offered traffic is required to perform
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this resource allocation adequately. Here techniques from stochastic analysis, particularly
queueing theory, can be applied.
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT (traffic control) can be viewed as the set of actions, carried
out while the network is in use, to make the network behave as desired. We first distinguish
different time scales, to which these functions are related.

First, we have call level (or connection level) : the time scale on which a connection
exists, which varies from minutes to several hours. During a call there are different 'states
of activity': the source can transmit at its peak rate, at zero rate (a silence during a
phone call, for instance) , or somewhere in between. This time scale, on which the source
alternates between the states, is on the order of microseconds to seconds. A period of
being active is called a 'burst', and therefore this level is called burst level (or activity
level) . During bursts, traffic is generated more or less homogeneously in time, which gives
rise to approximating the traffic by 'fluid'. Of course, then we abstract from patterns at
cell level: the level at which the individual ATM cells can be identified. The time scale of
this level is typically on the order of microseconds. Having introduced the time scales, we
can list some mechanisms to control the communication traffic. These functions protect
the network against traffic congestion, in the sense that they enable the network to fulfill
the agreed Quality of Service.
Connection acceptance control and call routing are traffic control actions on call level.
• Connection acceptance control (or call admission control) controls whether the net-

work resources are sufficient to accept a new connection, without violating the service requirements of all users. When a request for a new connection is initiated
(during the 'set-up phase'), it must notify the network its 'parameters'. These
parameters consist on the one hand of traffic characteristics (traffic rates, burst
lengths, etc.). On the other hand, the user lets the network know its desired quality
of service (maximum tolerable loss and delay). Based on this information, and the
information of the connections already accepted, it must be decided to accept or
reject the call.
• Call routing is closely related to connection acceptance control. When the network

determines that a connection can be accepted, it must explicitly choose the route
from source to destination. Of course, this must be done without violating service
requirements of the new, accepted user as well as the users that are already active.
There is also a number of traffic control techniques on burst/cell level, such as user
parameter control, shaping, and adaptive rate control.
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• User parameter control. As said, as a call arrives , it promises to satisfy several traffic
characteristics. In return, the network promises to meet the required service level.
This can in fact be seen as a contract, negotiated between the network and the user.
A typical contract consists of traffic characteristics as for instance the mean rate,
peak rate, and mean burst length. However, it cannot be said that the user always
obeys its promised activity level: some users attempt to abuse the network or they
underestimate their bandwidth requirements. Therefore monitoring of the traffic
characteristics is necessary. The User Parameter Control (or 'policing function') is
the enforcement that the user is 'confirming', in the sense of transmitting at a larger
(mean, peak) rate than mutually agreed upon.

A way to implement such a protection against 'non-confirming' users, is by a socalled Leaky Bucket mechanism . This mechanism allows transmitting at a larger
rate than peak rate, but only temporarily. The cell stream that has to be policed,
feeds into a 'pseudo-queue ', which is served at the so-called leak rate. When the
buffer of this queue runs full , the source has violated its contract, and it is decided
that cells of the original traffic stream are discarded. Several algorithms have been
proposed to police for instance mean input rate, peak rate or burst length.
• Traffic shaping. It is useful to develop methods to decrease the variability of the
traffic streams, in order to increase network efficiency (i.e. , utilization) . For instance,
by inserting buffers that are emptied at a constant rate smaller than the peak rate
of the incoming traffic, the peak rate of the outcoming traffic is reduced . This
kind of procedures is known as traffic shaping. Notice that, in the above-mentioned
example, the variability indeed decreases, but delays become larger.
• Adaptive rate control is a reactive traffic control action, where user parameter control
and shaping are preventive. If congestion occurs, a message is sent to the source,
saying that the offered input rate is too high in order to provide the desired QoS .
An other reactive mechanism is to discard cells that cause congestion (where the

choice between cells is based on information in the header of a cell, that tells the
importance of the cell). The last mechanism can be viewed as a kind of priority
structure.

1.4

Literature

A comprehensive treatment of the ATM concept is provided by Onvural [140] and de
Prycker [45] . Coombs, Saviotti, and Walsh [40] comment on the demand pull/technology
push debate. Le Boudec [114] is a tutorial, giving some insight into the technical issues
of the implementation of ATM. The comparison with TDM can be found in de Vries
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[49] . The scheme for network design is based on the report edited by Roberts [155],
that also provides an extensive round-up concerning performance evaluation and design
of multiservice networks. The three time scales are due to Hui [89]. Furthermore, the
list of traffic control measures are adapted from de Vries [49] and Eckberg [56]. The
Leaky Bucket algorithm goes back to Turner [179], and is also described in [114] and
[155] . Adaptive rate control, in conjunction with the available bit rate service for ATM is
explained in Smith, Adams, and Tagg [168] . Stallings [169] summarizes the more technical
aspects of ISDN and ATM , in a very general setting. The introduction of Awater [10] gives
a brief exposition of recent developments and a look-ahead at the future of multiservice
networks, featuring ATM.

2

Queueing n e twork modeling

In the previous section we found that, to achieve the desired grade of service at lowest
cost, proper network design and traffic control should be performed. In order to do so,
an accurate model has to be developed. Such a model must be simple enough to allow
mathematical analysis, or, at least, simulation. On the other hand , it must capture the
congestion features that emerge in real communication networks. A proper balance must
be chosen between tractability of the resulting mathematical model and the accuracy of
the description of the communication system. It appeared that performance analysis of
quite large and complex systems is enabled by a queueing network modeling.
This modeling basically consists of two elements. The first is traffic modeling, aiming
to describe the statistical properties of the traffic offered by the network users. In the
second place, we have to develop network modeling: consisting of topology of the network,
buffers, service rates, etc.

2.1

Traffic m odeling

Traffic modeling (or source characterization) comprehends the statistical behavior of the
traffic offered to the network. Following Hui [89], we can now make a distinction between
traffic description on call, burst, and cell scale, as introduced in Section l.
Mostly it is assumed that customers of the multiservice network (i.e.,
requests for a connection) arrive according to some stochastic process, for instance a
Poisson process. In general, Poissonian input describes reality reasonably accurate, since
there is a large number of potential users, each with a small probability of requesting a
connection, see Tijms [173, p. 27-28] . In an ATM network typically multiple types of
users are involved. Their call arrival processes can be modeled by introducing multiple
•

CALL LEVEL.
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Poisson arrival streams, each with a specific arrival rate.
• BURST LEVEL. We now consider a more detailed time scale: the statistical properties of
the traffic (ATM cells) generated by a specific customer, for instance a voice, video, or data
source. In 'early' studies (till, say, 1980) the interarrival times of cells were often taken
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d., so-called 'renewal input'). However, this
assumption is irrealistic for communication applications, e.g. the modeling of ATM traffic.
Within a call, traffic generated by a source can be described by a process alternating
between busy (or on-) times and idle (or off-) times. During an on-time ( burst) cells
arrive with relatively short interarrival times, during an off-time (silence) no traffic arrives.
Notice that a correlation structure is introduced: the interarrival times are no longer i.i.d.
In this way, we arrive at burst level: the time scale at which sources alternate between
the on and off states.

The above mentioned alternation can be modeled by Markov modulation, which was,
among others, introduced by Neuts [134], [135]. A Markov modulated Poisson arrival
process is a doubly stochastic Poisson process, based on a two-state continuous time
Markov chain. If this chain is in the first state, arrivals occur according to a Poisson
process with a certain rate; in the other state no arrivals are generated. Implication is that
the arrival process is a short-range dependent process: the correlations between the traffic
arrived in time intervals that lie k units time apart will fade out, exponentially ink. During
bursts, traffic arrives more or less homogeneously in time, giving rise to a (continuous)
'Markov fluid' approximation: the activity level of the source alternates between bursts
(generating cells at a constant rate of r per unit time) and silences (transmitting at zero
rate), see e.g. Kosten [109]. Notice that, consequently, the detailed behavior of cells is
ignored.
However, research showed that some kinds of traffic show burstiness at a large range of
time scales. For this type of arrival processes, there is no natural length of a burst, since at
a wide range of time scales (ranging from milliseconds to hours) similar traffic patterns can
be observed. For that reason, the arrival process is called self-similar. A natural way to
show self-similarity (or fractal behavior) is the following. Plot the arrival rate as a function
of time at different time scales. In case of self-similar traffic, after rescaling the vertical
axis, it cannot be said which picture belongs to which time scale. This kind of traffic
is characterized by long-term dependencies, and, as a consequence, cannot be captured
within a Markov modulated framework (which only generates short-term dependency). A
lot of qualitative relations derived for arrivals with short-term dependencies (as Markov
modulated traffic) do not apply to self-similar traffic. For instance, aggregating traffic
streams does not 'smooth' its statistical behavior: instead of a statistical multiplexing
effect, the burstiness (i.e., the degree of self-similarity) is intensified [115].
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Early references on self-similarity are Fowler and Leland [69], who describe this phenomenon for Local Area Networks, and Leland, Taqqu, Willinger, and Wilson [115],
concerning Ethernet traffic. They give a mathematical description of the notion of selfsimilarity. 'Long-range dependence' means that the autocorrelation between the traffic
arrived in slot t and in slot t + k decays hyperbolically in k; in case of short-range dependence this decay is exponentially fast. A measure of long-range dependency is the
so-called Hurst-parameter H; H = 1/2 is Brownian motion, where H > 1/2 shows
long-range dependent behavior. Robert [153] mimics self-similar input (on a finite timescale) by Markov modulated processes, with the intention to use the results for Markov
modulated traffic, in order to analyze queues with self-similar input.
• CELL LEVEL. Finally, we arrive at the most detailed time scale: cell scale. At the cell
scale, we fix the calls that are connected as well as their 'transmission states' (burst or
silence). Under these conditions, the ATM cells arrive almost equidistant in time. Most
of the time, the aggregate arrival rate is smaller than the service rate. However, due to
the asynchronous character of the system, congestion can occur: if several cells arrive
'simultaneously', they cannot be served immediately. The deterministic services make
discrete-time models particularly applicable, see Chapter 6 of Roberts [155] and Bruneel
and Kim [22] for a survey on these.
COMBINATIONS OF DIFFERENT LEVELS. Models on burst and cell scale can be combined
in an integrated model. Examples are Heffes and Lucantoni [84] and other references in
Chapter 8 of Roberts [155]. Clearly, for smaller buffers, a few cells can cause a buffer
overflow, so the cell-scale effects are dominant. For large buffers, there must have been
extremely long bursts and short silences: then burst-scale effects determine the loss behavior. In Hubner and Ritter [87] a model, that covers call as well as burst blocking, is
addressed. Hubner and Tran-Gia [88] even consider a three level model: an approximation
of the loss probability is given, considering fluctuations on call, burst and cell scale.
BY-PASSING THE MODELING PHASE. Nearly all methods first choose a statistical model,
then estimate the parameters, and finally compute or approximate the performance measures as the loss fraction or percentiles of the delay distribution. Several objections can
be made to this procedure: there are no strict guidelines to select the statistical model,
the number of parameters describing the traffic behavior may be large, the estimation of
the parameters can be cumbersome, etc. To overcome these problems, methods have been
proposed to skip the modeling and estimation phases. Duffield, Lewis, O'Connell, Russell, and Toomey [54] estimate the so-called entropy of the input traffic, which is directly
related to the bandwidth that is required in order to satisfy the QoS requirements. In this
way rough estimates for the loss fraction can be derived. Courcoubetis, Kesidis, Ridder,
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Walrand, and Weber [42] develop an algorithm covering routing and call admission control without using a model description: every switch of the network constantly observes
its spare capacity and extrapolates this to the situation that an additional source were
connected.

2.2

Network modeling

After having described the input processes, we now focus on the description of the ATM
network itself. The network can be seen as a set of nodes connected by links. At the
nodes, connection requests arrive according to some arrival process, see the call level
above. Then it is decided whether the call is accepted or not, and a route is determined.
Once the source is accommodated, it generates traffic (ATM cells, see burst and cell level)
that has to be sent along the nodes on the route towards its destination. In fact all nodes
are queues, where the arriving traffic has to be 'processed' ('served'). In other words: at
the network nodes, several traffic streams are multiplexed. In ATM networks the service
is done at a constant rate (link capacity) . If the arrival rate temporarily exceeds the
service rate, cells are queued: they are put into a buffer. This buffer has limited size,
implying the possibility of cells being lost. So, in fact, each queue is characterized by its
service rate and buffer size.
Having described the characteristics of the offered traffic and the ATM network, we
have finished our queueing model. Obviously, queueing analysis considerably eases the two
tasks formulated in the previous section. If one is able to calculate relevant performance
measures (cell loss fractions , waiting time percentiles, blocking probabilities) for queueing
systems with given topology, buffers and service rates, one can perform proper network
design. In either an explicit or an implicit way, the sensitivity of the performance of
the system as a function of the design parameters is described. This knowledge helps
us to design the network in an optimal way. As indicated in Section 1, combinatorial
techniques are very useful as well with respect to network design, especially in order to
perform adequate topology design .
On the other hand, the traffic management mechanisms can be formulated as queueing
phenomena; e.g. de Veciana, Kesidis, and Walrand [48] provide a traffic management
framework in terms of queueing analysis. Call acceptance control can simply be performed
by comparing performance criteria with and without an additional traffic stream. Also,
the Leaky Bucket algorithm can be translated into a queueing model, see the access
regulator in Elwalid and Mitra [60]. Congestion control by a priority structure can be
modeled by priority queues, see Jaiswal [92], Takacs [171]. Shaping is basically inserting
an additional queue in order to decrease traffic variability.
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Approaches for performance evaluation

As we saw in the previous section, in order to perform adequate network design and management in communication networks, insight into the performance of particular queueing
systems is useful. Relevant performance indicators are (on burst/cell level) the probabilities of loss due to overflow and extreme delays, and (on call level) the probability of a
new arriving call being blocked. These events are usually rare, that is, the probability of
occurrence of such events is extremely small. An immense literature has been developed
to accurately capture these rare events probabilities. Below we shall present a brief summary of methods to evaluate the performance of communication networks, with emphasis
on the analysis of rare events. We first consider, on cell/burst level, a single queue in an
ATM network. Then, we present a survey on methods used for analyzing call level behavior of ATM networks. We shall discuss, for both of them, the techniques that are used for
performance evaluation purposes. These techniques can be divided into five categories,
cf. Cohen and Boxma [38].

3.1

Cell/burst level behavior of single ATM links

Classical references on single queues are the textbooks of Kleinrock
[106] and Cohen [37] . They provide a thorough analysis, applying continuous-time Markov
processes and other techniques. A more recent survey is Chapter 4 of Tijms [173]. A
common assumption in these texts is that the input consists of renewal streams.
(1) EXACT ANALYSIS .

Neuts [136] considers the class of Quasi Birth-Death processes, in which queues with
Markov modulated Poisson arrivals can be fitted . For that reason, this model is more
relevant with respect to the analysis of communication systems. Notably, the resulting
solutions often have a matrix geometric structure. A relevant extension is the queue
with batch Markov modulated Poisson input, see Lucantoni [117] ; Blondia [14] covers the
discrete-time version.
The first successful analysis of a queue fed by (identical, exponential on-off) Markov
fluid sources is given in Kosten [109], whereas Anick, Mitra, and Sondhi [5] improved
this pioneering work considerably. However, it should be noticed that similar models
were analyzed in the context of production systems more or less simultaneously, see e.g.
Wijngaard [188] . If a constant service rate is assumed, the entire buffer content distribution can be given explicitly in terms of a so-called spectral expansion that emerges from
some eigensystem (that contains the generator of the underlying Markov chain as well as
the traffic rates). These results were extended by Kosten [111] to a fluid queue fed by
multiple classes of general Markov fluid sources, as is the case in an ATM setting. Again
the buffer content distribution follows from an eigensystem, but no explicit calculation of
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eigenvectors and eigenvalues is possible.
(n) NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS. Unfortunately, exact analysis yields explicit results only
for a very restricted class of models: mostly numerical techniques have to be applied to
convert the implicit, exact expressions. Typical examples are:
• Suppose a queue can be described by a Markov chain; then the state probabilities
follow from the balance equations. This can usually not be done explicitly. However,
quite efficient numerical techniques are developed, that solve this system of linear
equations, see appendix D of [175] .
• Often, solutions remain 'hidden behind the Laplace curtain': only a result in terms of
a Laplace transform (or a probability generating function) is available. Therefore,
a number of techniques has been developed that numerically invert this kind of
transforms, see for instance Abate and Whitt [3] .
• Furthermore, numerical techniques are required in case of queues fed by Markov
modulated input. Then the performance measures are often given in terms of eigenvectors/ eigenvalues, which cannot, in general, be calculated explicitly.
(m) HEURISTICS. If explicit calculation, possibly in conjunction with numerical methods,
is not possible or too demanding, one can resort to heuristic methods. A frequently used
heuristic is to approximate general distributions by phase-type distributions, as the Erlang
distribution or the Coxian distribution. This can be done by fitting a number of moments,
for example the mean and second moment. As a consequence, the system allows a Markov
chain modeling.
Another accurate heuristic is developed in Tijms [174] . For a considerable class of
queueing models, the state probabilities in the infinite-buffer model are far more easy to
capture than in the finite-buffer case. For that reason, methods have been developed to
heuristically link the solutions of both models.
(Iv) ASYMPT0TICAL TECHNIQUES. If exact analysis fails , one might attempt to develop,
instead of heuristics, asymptotical expansions. An important class of asymptotics is the
heavy traffic approximation by means of diffusion processes, see Borovkov [17] for general
models and Knessl and Morrisson [107] for fluid queues. For our applications, however,
large buffer asymptotics (buffer size tending to infinity) and large system asymptotics
(number of sources tending to infinity) are more relevant.
Large buffer asymptotics often have an 'asymptotically exponential' form : The probability 1r(B) of a queue of buffer size B being full is (for large values of the buffer size B)
of the form
1r(B) ~ 17exp[-BB],
(1.1)
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where amplitude 1J > 0 and decay rate 0 > 0 are constants. More formally: 1r(B)e88 ➔ 1/,
for B ➔ oo. Of course, this kind of relations is very useful if one is faced with the task of
choosing a buffer size, such that the loss fraction is below a certain very small tolerable
level ('buffer dimensioning'). For renewal input, we refer to Takahashi [172] and Tijms
[175]. For systems with Markov modulated arrivals similar results can be found, e.g.,
using matrix-geometric methods as [136], and more recently, [2] and [34] . Decay rate 0
can be expressed as dominant eigenvalue of some eigensystem.
For Markov fluid input, asymptotic exponentiality has been established as well [5],
[111]. Decay rate 0 can be found easily. This is done as follows . Suppose the queue is fed
by sources i = 1, ... , n. Kosten [111] found the so-called effective bandwidth functions
C;(·), directly obtainable from the characteristics of source i. These functions determine
the decay rate 0: if C denotes the constant service rate, 0 is the unique, positive solution
of Li C;(0) = C. Kesidis, Walrand, and Chang [105] put the effective bandwidth into
the context of large deviations theory (LD), a collection of techniques that is particularly
suitable for the analysis of rare events, explained in more detail in the next section.
As explained, 0 can be calculated fairly easily. However amplitude 1J is difficult to
capture. In the case of two-state Markov fluid sources, Stern and Elwalid [170] and
Baiocchi and Blefari-Melazzi [13] found solutions and approximations. In the general
case, to get 1/, an eigensystem with possibly complex eigenvalues has to be solved, which
is (particularly for large systems) computationally intractable.
Choudhury, Lucantoni, and Whitt [33] , [34] describe how to approach this problem.
A common simplification is to replace 1J by 1: 1r(B) ~ exp[-0B]. However, especially in
queues fed by a large number of sources, 1J tends to be typically very small due to the multiplexing effect. However, they also show that for sources (less bursty than Poisson) 1/ can be
considerably larger than l! To overcome this problem, Elwalid, Heyman, Lakshman, Mitra, and Weiss [59] examine an asymptotic approximation of 1/: 1J = TJ(n) ~ 1J1 exp[-0'n],
where n denotes the number of sources. This last study applies results from LD.
The counterpart of large buffer asymptotics is large system asymptotics. Suppose a
queue fed by n (identical) sources, emptied at service rate nC. If n grows, overflows
become increasingly rare because of the multiplexing effect, cf. the approximation of
TJ(n) in [59]. This kind of rarity is considered in Weiss [184]. If 1rn(B) denotes the loss
probability in the model with n exponential on-off sources, service rate nC and buffer nB,
he shows that n- 1 1og1rn(B) tends to a constant (for all C larger than the mean input
rate of a single source and all B :::: 0). For B = 0, this limit can be calculated explicitly,
for small and large B accurate approximations are deduced. Again, LD techniques play
a crucial role in the analysis. There are also (LD) studies which are asymptotic in the
buffer size as well as the number of sources, for instance Botvich and Duffield [18], Tse,
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Gallager, and Tsitsiklis [178] .
With respect to queueing analysis with long-range dependent input traffic, very few
results are known. Duffield and O'Connell [55], [53] (applying LD) and Norros [138], [139]
derive large buffer asymptotics. Loosely speaking, they find that loss probability 1r(B) is
of 'Weibull-form' exp[-0B 2- 2H] for some positive constant 0 and Hurst-parameter H.
(v) SIMULATION TECHNIQUES. Since the above methods obviously have their deficiencies
(especially with respect to accurately capturing 1/), simulation might be a solution. A
problem is that rare events are involved, implying that estimation by direct simulation is
very time consuming. To overcome this problem, variance reduction methods have been
proposed. One of them is the so-called ReSTART method, see Villen-Altamirano [182] .
Suppose the frequency of a buffer overflow must be estimated. Then (i) first estimate the
probability of reaching B/2, and (ii) next the probability of reaching B, starting in B/2.
These two events are less rare, and therefore easier to estimate. Glasserman, Heidelberger,
Shahabuddin, and Zajic [75] give a more mathematical treatment of this method.
However, importance sampling (in conjunction with large deviations theory) is probably a more powerful simulation technique than ReSTART. It is basically a simulation
technique in which is sampled from a probability measure that differs from the actual one,
see Glynn and Iglehart [77] . Under this new measure, the rare event under consideration
becomes frequent . Unbiasedness is recovered by using the appropriate likelihood ratios:
for each sample path during the simulation, the performance measure being estimated
is multiplied by a correction factor, expressing the relative likelihood of the observation
under the new measure with respect to the old measure. Of course, we are interested in
the change of measure providing the largest variance reduction. In a queueing context,
this problem can often be tackled by applying large deviations theory.
Large deviations theory enables us to find , for a broad class of queueing systems, the
exponential decay rate, above called 0. In fact we derive an asymptotical relation which
is weaker than (1.1):
lim _Bl log1r(B)

B➔ oo

= -0.

To get the value of 0, we have to solve a kind of variational problem. Mostly, we have to
minimize an entropy function ; the optimizing arguments in fact describe the most probable
trajectory from the equilibrium situation to the rare event. The idea behind importance
sampling (in conjunction with large deviations) is to change the probability mechanism
such that the average behavior of the model under the new measure coincides with the
most probable trajectory to the rare event. This change of measure is endowed with some
optimality properties. The first study to combine importance sampling simulations with
large deviation techniques was Siegmund [167]. It should be noticed that in a reliability
(instead of queueing) context, techniques different from large deviation results must be
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used to find an appropriate new measure [78], [85], [133], [164].

3.2

Call level analysis of ATM networks

Effective bandwidths, as introduced above, are also useful in order to perform call acceptance control (CAC) for a single ATM link. Suppose that a loss probability of at most f
is allowed; nr sources of typer are already accepted, Cr(·) is the effective bandwidth of
a typer source, and a source of type s must be connected. Approximating T/ by 1, it has
to be checked whether Lr nrCr(0) + C,(0) :S C , for 0 := -(log f)/ B. If this inequality
holds the source can be accepted, otherwise it should be rejected. However, notice that,
based on the knowledge that (for fluid) TJ can be considerably smaller than 1, this control
mechanism underestimates the remaining available bandwidth.
Notice that the above acceptance control procedure reduces to checking the admission
condition in circuit-switched networks: C circuits are available; a source i connection
requires C;(0) bandwidth in order to guarantee a loss probability below f. To perform CAC
in an ATM network (instead of a single link), knowledge is required on the bandwidth
that is required by a traffic streams of a particular type on any link of the network. The
studies of de Veciana, Courcoubetis, and Walrand [46] and Chang, Heidelberger, Juneja,
and Shahabuddin [28] provide some insight into this matter. Now let Air denote the
bandwidth required by a type r call on link j , let nr the number of type r calls connected,
and let Ci denote the bandwidth available (link capacity) on link j. A call of type s is
accepted if and only if Lr nrAjr + Ai• s; Ci for all links j.
In this way, CAC in an ATM network reduces to CAC in circuit-switched networks,
see Ritter and Tran-Gia [152]. Assuming that type r calls arrive according to a Poisson
process with rate Ar and have holding times with mean µ; 1 , we might try to calculate
the probability that a type r call is blocked, given this CAC rule. The model is usually
called 'multirate loss model' , where multirate refers to the fact that different kinds of
customers/services require a different amount of bandwidth. The analysis of this kind of
models goes back to Erlang [62]. He considered a telephone network consisting of two
switches connected by a given number of circuits.
To analyze Erlang's multirate loss-model, the same methodological subdivision as
above applies. (i) Exact analysis yields rather explicit results: the steady state distribution
of the network occupancy is of product form . The analysis of product forms, originated
by Jackson [91], has attracted much attention, see for instance Kelly [95] and van Dijk
[180] .
Although an explicit expression of the blocking probabilities in the multi-class loss
model is available, calculation is cumbersome. This is due to the fact that a summation
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over a possibly huge amount of states has to be performed, particularly in order to calculate the normalizing constant. Kaufman [93] and Roberts [154] found, in the single-link
case, efficient (ii) numerical solutions that cope with this problem. The normalizing constant can be calculated, in models of low dimension, by an algorithm that is similar to the
one presented in Buzen [25]. Also, an algorithm based on inverting Laplace transforms
has recently been proposed by Choudhury, Leung, and Whitt [32] .
Another possibility is to use (iii) heuristics, for instance those of Lindberger, mentioned
in Chapter 4 of [152] . Applying a scaling as in Kelly [96] , (iv) asymptotics of the blocking
probability can be found. Kelly multiplies the arrival rates as well as the link capacities by
n, and derives results that are asymptotic in n. Gazdzicki, Lambadaris, and Mazumdar
[72] and Chapter 12 of Shwartz and Weiss [166] use LD methods to gain insight into the
asymptotical behavior under this scaling. Finally, (v) simulation techniques are proposed
in order to avoid the summation. Harvey and Hills [83] apply an acceptance-rejection
technique, and Ross and Wang [158] develop an importance sampling procedure.

4

Brief introduction to large deviations

In Section 3, we claimed that large deviations (LD) is a powerful technique to give asymptotical rare event analysis of multiservice networks. In this section, we will turn our attention to LD; we first explain the scope of LD, and then we briefly review the theorems
that are relevant in the context of this monograph.

4.1

Scope of large deviations theory

Criteria to measure the performance of computer and communication systems can be
divided roughly into two classes. On the one hand, several criteria are related to the
average behavior of the system: what is the mean delay?, what is the mean queue length?,
etc. On the other hand, however, the effect of rare calamities can be that huge that it is
worthwhile to analyze the so-called deviant behavior. As we saw in the previous sections,
for network design and traffic control purposes, we must be able to capture performance
measures related to the deviant behavior: small probabilities of loss, extreme delays, and
call blocking. LD is particularly suited to analyze these rare event probabilities. Within
the spectrum of performance analysis techniques presented in Section 3, LD belongs to
the asymptotical techniques, and is very useful in order to develop efficient simulation
methods.
LD deals with probabilities that tend more or less exponentially to zero in a certain
parameter. These situations arise very naturally in many contexts. Think for instance
of a random walk with negative drift, and let P(B) be the probability of ever exceeding
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B > 0. It can be argued that a reasonable approximation for P(2B) is P(B) 2 . Extending
this procedure we find the above-mentioned exponentiality. Similar heuristic arguments
can be used to make plausible that the loss fraction of a communication link decays
approximately exponentially in the (finite) buffer size.

It should be remarked that LD is not suitable for the analysis of all kinds of rare
events. As pointed out in Weiss' tutorial [185], LD addresses rare events that arise as a
consequence of a large number of unlikely events happening together. An example is a
buffer overflow that is caused by a large number of large bursts. Consequently, LD cannot
capture the behavior of a queue in which the tails of the burst length density are heavy
(i.e., polynomial), because in that case it is very likely that one excessive burst causes
overflow, see Anantharam [4] and Asmussen and Kliippelberg [8] .
As indicated in Section 3, LD theory has two main features . First, it gives asymptotics
(namely the exponential decay rate) of rare event probabilities, and , as a by-product,
insight is gained into the question in how the rare event occurs, provided that it occurs:
the most probable trajectory. In the second place, LD gives quite useful guidelines how
to accelerate rare event simulation.
For instance, consider the probability of a lost cell 1r(B) on a communication link with
buffer B . It is interesting to examine how the queue builds up from empty to overflow.
Heuristically, this can be examined as follows. It is perhaps reasonable to assume that
it would occur with a small positive slope, since this behavior does not deviate much
from the average behavior. A disadvantage, however, is that this behavior should be
maintained for a very long period of time, in order to reach overflow. On the other hand,
if it happens via a trajectory with a very large positive slope, the (very deviant) regime
has to be active for a relatively short period. We see that there is some trade-off between
these two effects. LD theory enables to quantify a 'cost' of having sloper during one unit
of time: I(r) > 0, where the rate function I(r) increases in r > 0. To reach overflow, this
slope should be maintained during B/r units time. Clearly, to find the optimal slope,
B/r · I(r) has to be minimized. If r• is the minimizer, f(t) = r•t (a straight line!) is the
optimal trajectory towards overflow. Also B - 1 1og1r(B) -+ -0, where 0 := I(r*)/r* . The
knowledge of the optimal path can be used to achieve huge variance reduction in rare
event simulations, as explained in Section 3.

4.2

The Large Deviation Principle

A crucial role in LD is played by the large deviations principle (LDP) . This principle
describes the limiting behavior of a sequence of probability measures (Pn)n, by introducing
a kind of 'cost function for deviant behavior'. We give a brief explanation of this concept
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here, using the example of large deviations of sample means. More details on the concept
can be found in, e.g. , Dembo and Zeitouni [50] .
Consider the partial sum of n independent samples from a common distribution, denoted by Sn . According to the (weak) law of large numbers, the sample mean converges
(in probability) to the meanµ (supposed to be finite) of the individual random variables.
As a consequence, for all positive 1:,

P('; E[µ-1: ,µ+1:l) ➔ 1 ,
as n ➔ oo. However, what is the probability of the sample mean of the first n samples
lying in a set not containingµ? To answer this kind of questions, large deviations theory
has been developed.
Suppose a sequence of measures (Pn)n that assign a value in [O, 1] to all elements of a
certain topological space. Note that in this space open and closed sets are defined . The
rate function I( ·) is a mapping from this space to [O, oo], satisfying
limsup .!:_ logPn(F)::; - inf I(x) and liminf .!:.1ogPn(G)
n➔ oo

n

x EF

n-+oo

n

~

- inf I(x)
xEG

for closed F and open G. This setting is called an LDP.
In the case of sample means Pn(·) := P(Sn/n E ·) , defined on topological space R .
Based on the law of large numbers and the large deviations principle, we see that the value
of the rate function/( ·) inµ must be zero. Also, it can be shown that /( ·) is a convex
function that is positive elsewhere. In fact, I(x) measures in some sense the discrepancy
between x and the theoretical limiting meanµ , or the 'cost' of sample mean x instead of
µ. Cramer [43] was the first to identify the rate function/(·) for sample means. Bahadur
and Rao [12] and Chernoff [30] gave useful extensions of this LDP.
So far, we assumed the random variables to be independent. However, allowing (shortterm) dependencies, Gartner [71] and Ellis [57], [58] show very sharp generalizations of
Cramer's result . Of course, some additional conditions must be imposed in that case.
As we presented an LDP for sample means, LDP for a lot of other stochastic processes
can be derived. Consider for instance the so-called empirical distribution of the i.i.d.
sequence (X;);, defined as follows:
1

Ln (X) := n

X

# { i E { 1, . .. , n} : X;

= X} .

Evidently, this empirical distribution converges (in some sense) to the density of the (X;);.
As expla:ined above, large deviations provides us the exponential decay rate of rare events,
in this case the probability that the empirical distribution Ln based on the first n samples
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lies in a set S that does not contain the actual distribution. Sanov [161] found the rate
function J(·), which is O in the actual density fx(·) and positive elsewhere. Ellis [58] calls
the LDP for sample means 'level 1', the LDP for empirical distributions is 'level 2'. The
LDP's of different probabilistic levels are related by contraction principles.
The empirical distribution of a Markov chain satisfies an LDP as well. Clearly, the
'state frequencies' of Markov chains converge to the invariant (if uniquely determined) .
Miller [128] and Donsker and Varadhan [52] developed large deviations results for this
empirical distributions of Markov chains. However, after the establishment of the GartnerEllis theorem, the proofs of these results could be simplified considerably.
Finally, we mention that LDP's can be derived for some classes of stochastic processes,
having a kind of 'average path'. Now we are interested in the decay rate of the probability
that the path of the stochastic process lies in a set of paths that does not contain this
average path. This problem can be solved by minimizing a certain action functional over
all paths in the set under consideration. The minimizing argument is the 'most probable
trajectory', in case of being in the 'rare set'. Mogulskii [132] found results for random
walks, Shwartz and Weiss [166] treat a class of continuous-time, discrete-state processes.

4.3

Literature

In recent years several textbooks in the field of LD appeared. Ellis [58] emphasizes the
relationship between large deviations and statistical mechanics. He was the first to identify
the several probabilistic levels of LD, see above. Deuschel and Stroock [51] is a detailed
but mathematically very demanding treatment of the subject. Bucklew [23] is sometimes
more handwaving where tedious mathematical derivations are involved. He pays attention
to several engineering applications, e.g. in the field of information theory, detection theory,
and quick simulation methods to estimate small loss probabilities in queueing systems.
Dembo and Zeitouni [50] is a more technical exposition (on an abstract level) of general
principles arising in LD theory.
During the past· decade, LD became the tool for analyzing rare events in communication systems. For instance, the August 1995 issue of IEEE JSAC - which can be
considered as 'state-of-the-art' in the field of ATM networking - consists for about 50%
of papers on LD theory or applications. Two surveys on the application of LD in communication are included: Weiss [185] and Chang and Thomas [29]. We also mention the
recently published book by Shwartz and Weiss [166]. It partially deals with a rigorous
treatment of an important class of large deviations results. Apart from that, a lot of
applications in communication networks are provided.
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5 Outline

Outline

In the course of this thesis, the emphasis gradually shifts from models on very detailed
time scale (cell-level) in a very detailed part of the network (one single queue) to models
that consider connection level of an ATM network. On cell- (and burst-)scale, we are
mostly interested in the asymptotics of the packet loss fraction, on connection level the
most important performance criterion is the blocking probability. The chapters are in
principle self-contained; the relationship between the chapters is explained in the outline
below.
In fact, each chapter contains the rare event analysis of a particular queueing model,
i.e., asymptotics of the loss/blocking probability, the most probable way towards this
rare event, effective bandwidth results, and importance sampling simulation techniques
(mostly with a proof of their optimality with respect to variance reduction) . An exception
is chapter 6, where the rare event analysis (e.g., the importance sampling program) mainly
serves as a tool for resource allocation purposes.
Chapter 2 treats the rare event analysis of the class of single queues, with a renewal
batch-input process and general service GJX /G/1. This kind of models can be used for
cell/burst analysis of a single link in an ATM network, in particular if service times are
assumed to be deterministic. Although the arrival streams are of renewal type, they can
serve as a first approximation of ATM traffic (usually having some correlation structure),
see Kelly [99]. The analysis is to some extent analogous to Sadowsky [160], who considered
GI/G/1. The loss probability decays exponentially in the buffer size; the (exponential)
decay rate is found. An important condition for these results to hold is the exponential
tail of the service time distribution. We also provide a framework to perform call admission control: we derive an expression for the effective bandwidth function, similarly
to [99] . Our analysis is closely related to 'change-of-measure' arguments and importance
sampling. Importance sampling under a particular change of measure is shown to have
some optimality properties. We also comment on importance sampling techniques that
alternately use the original and an alternative measure. This chapter is based on Mandjes
[124]. A condensed version can be found in Mandjes [119] .
Chapter 3 focuses on cell loss on burst level on an ATM link. The input is modeled
as a general Markov fluid source, which can be the superposition of a large number of,
for instance, on-off sources. The exponential decay rate (in the buffer size) of the loss
probability is given. The loss fraction can be estimated by simulation, which can be sped
up considerably by applying importance sampling. Explicit results on the optimal change
of measure are given: notably, the new measure corresponds to a Markov fluid source, the
conjugate of the original. It is shown how to efficiently calculate the parameters of this
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source. In fact, two techniques are given: the first yields the new source characteristics
from an infimization of an entropy function , the second from an eigensystem. It is shown
that both approaches are equivalent. The analysis is extended to the ATM link, fed by
multiple, non-identical, Markov fluid sources. Applying the notion of effective bandwidth,
we find an efficient way to capture the conjugate sources. This chapter has been published
as Mandjes and Ridder [125].
In fact, Chapter 4 considers the same model as dealt with in Chapter 3: burst level
performance analysis of an ATM switch. Where Chapter 3 is related to large buffer asymptotics of a single link with Markov fluid input, Chapter 4 concentrates on large system
asymptotics of the same model. The exponential decay rate of the overflow probability
is examined, as a function of the number of sources n. Analogously to Weiss [184] this
decay rate and the optimal trajectory towards overflow are considered for zero, small, and
large buffer sizes, where buffer size and service rate are proportional to n. The techniques
used here substantially differ from those employed in Chapter 2 and 3: there we used slow
random walk large deviations , likelihood ratio techniques, and importance sampling; here
we rely on Freidlin-Wentzell-like large deviations [70], calculus of variations, and time
reversal. The most significant contribution of this chapter is that we allow the sources to
be of general Markov fluid type, where in [184] only on-off sources with exponential on
and off times are considered. Just as in Chapter 3, the last section addresses the situation
in which the queue is fed by multiple classes of sources. This chapter will be published
as Mandjes [123] .
Chapter 5 is a logical continuation of Chapter 3. Again a large buffer analysis of an
ATM system on burst level (Markov fluid input) is given. However, now a tandem system
instead of a single link is examined: the output of the first queue serves as input for
the second. Due to the constant service rate of the first queue, this queue is basically a
shaper. the bandwidth required by the output stream of the first queue will be smaller
than required by the input. One goal of this chapter is to rigorously deduce an expression
for this effective bandwidth. Implicitly, then the decay rate (in the buffer size) of the
overflow probability of the second queue is determined. Conjectures from Chang et al.
[28] on the exponential decay rate and the optimal change of measure (in order to estimate
the loss ratio in the second queue) are proven. This chapter is based on Mandjes [120].
A summary of this chapter is given in Ridder and Mandjes [149].

In contrast with the previous chapters, Chapter 6 is of practical rather than theoretical
interest. In the previous chapters, we tried to capture, for fixed resource allocation, the
overflow probabilities in ATM networks; here we try to perform resource allocation at
lowest possible cost. We find a number of very applicable and intuitive guidelines. The
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techniques used are (i) asymptotics for the required bandwidth as a function of the buffer
size, for given maximum allowed loss fraction, (ii) heuristics that reduce dimensioning in
multi-link systems to dimensioning in single links, and (iii) the fast simulation (importance
sampling) program described in the previous chapter. Some comments are made on the
question how to optimally (i.e., using the minimal amount of bandwidth) perform resource
allocation under delay and loss constraints in tandem and intree networks. This chapter
is based on Mandjes and van den Berg [127], where a summary is published in Roberts

[156].
Chapter 7 considers the network on connection level. As described earlier, by assigning
an effective bandwidth to each connection, the ATM network can, on connection level,
be viewed as a (circuit-switched) loss network, as described in Kelly [96]. The state
space is an 'integer polyhedron'. The steady-state probabilities appear to be of product
form , but explicit calculation of blocking probabilities is impossible because of the huge
summations involved. We contribute to the algorithms to capture this blocking probability
by developing an importance sampling simulation procedure. The choice of the alternative
distribution is closely related to large deviation theory, and it can be calculated by solving
a convex programming problem. This chapter will be published as Mandjes [122].
In fact, Chapter 8 is not in the scope of ATM analysis, but focuses on mobile communications. However, it has a lot in common with the connection-level analysis of ATM
networks. Mobile communications are often implemented by a cellular network: the area
is divided into cells. In cells that lie far enough apart, the same frequencies can be used
without interference. The feasible region of the number of callers active in the cells of the
network is again 'integer polyhedral'. If the equilibrium distribution of the cell occupancies is product form, we can use the same techniques to determine blocking probabilities.
It appears that the restrictive reversible routing condition of Pallant and Taylor [143]
is not required to obtain product form, by introducing a redial mechanism in case of
blocking. This chapter is based on Boucherie and Mandjes [19] .

Chapter 2
Batch-arrival queues
This chapter deals with the analysis of small overflow probabilities in single-server
queues with batch arrivals. First, for the class ofGix /G/1 queues we give analytical
expressions for the decay rate (in the buffer size) of these probabilities. In case of
Poisson arrivals effective bandwidth results are deduced. Furthermore, we propose
a change of measure which enables the execution of importance sampling in an
asymptotically optimal way. Simulation results for a specific application show large
speedups.

1

Introduction

In queueing theory the analysis of rare events has attracted much attention. An important
example of these is rejection due to a buffer overflow in a finite capacity queueing system.
In order to maintain an adequate level of service, a crucial design issue is how to choose
the buffer size to keep the probability of a rejection below a given acceptable level. As
this probability can usually not be determined exactly, one might try to approximate it
by using an asymptotic expansion for large buffer sizes. For instance, one can show that
the rejection probabilities vanish at an exponential rate, under some model assumptions.
However, these approximations sometimes only yield rough estimates for buffer sizes in
the range of interest. To overcome this problem, one can use simulation methods.
Estimating the statistics of rare events by simulation involves several problems. Since
the event of a buffer overflow typically occurs very infrequently, the naive direct Monte
Carlo method may be infeasible in practice: very long simulation runs are needed to obtain
an accurate estimate. To ease the task of estimation by simulation, we can apply variance
reduction techniques such as importance sampling (Glynn and Iglehart [77]) . Simulation
data are sampled from a probability measure that differs from the actual measure. In order
to maintain unbiasedness, the output must be corrected by a likelihood ratio, expressing
the relative likelihood of a realization in the original system with respect to the modified
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one. Of course, we want to choose the parameters of the importance sampling model in an
optimal way: the speed up should be as large as possible. Cottrell, Fort, and Malgouyres
[41] formulated an optimality criterion and found the optimal change of measure in several
models. Their analysis is based on large deviations theory, in particular the theory of slow
random walks.
In this chapter we consider batch-arrival queues with a limit on the workload or on
the queue length.
• First consider the 'workload model'. Batches of customers arrive at a single-server station
according to a renewal process. The interarrival times ( An)n have density a(·) and mean
EA. The batch sizes (Xn)n are i.i.d. and independent of the arrival process, and Pk
denotes the probability of batch size k. Each customer brings along an amount of work,
which is independent of the arrival and batch-size process. These work requirements,

(Sn)n, are independent samples from one common distribution with density s(·) and
mean ES. The buffer is emptied at a constant rate of, say, 1 per unit time. The buffer
contents is restricted to B. We consider several strategies to deal with in a situation of
an arriving batch whose work requirement exceeds the remaining buffer capacity. In the
case of complete rejection a complete batch causing overflow is rejected, while in the case
of partial rejection only the part of the input in excess of the remaining buffer capacity is
lost. We let the offered load to be smaller than 1: p := (EA) - 1 ES EX < 1, assuming the
means to be finite .
• In the 'queue-length model' the arrival process is again renewal; interarrival times have
density a(·) and mean EA . At an arrival epoch a batch of customers enters the system.
The batch-sizes are i.i.d. and distributed as X on lN (with Pk the probability of batch
size k), independently of the arrival process. The customers's services are i.i.d. with
density s( ·). Independence between this service process and the (batch-)arrival process
is assumed. The maximum number of customers allowed in the system is B. Again we
distinguish between complete rejection ('overflow batch' lost entirely) and partial rejection
and assume p < 1.
Clearly, the queueing processes regenerate themselves at the beginning of a cycle, i.e. ,
each time a (batch-)arrival occurs that finds the system empty. We let o:w(B) and o:q(B)
be the probabilities of a loss cycle in both models, whereas 1rw(B) and 1rq(B) denote the
long-run fraction of (completely or partially) rejected customers. In case of single-arrival
queues Parekh and Walrand [144] heuristically found the asymptotics of the o:(·) and the
optimal change of measure to estimate them; Sadowsky [160] gave genuine proofs. Our
contribution is to (i) generalize these results to batch-arrival queues and (ii) to treat the
simulation of loss fractions 1r(·) instead of o:( ·).
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The organization of our study is as follows . In the first part of this chapter, Section
2, some background on slow random walk theory and importance sampling is provided.
We also formulate an optimality criterion for the importance sampling input distributions ('change of measure'), and show how such an optimal change of measure can be
constructed.
The second part, Section 3 and 4, consists of new theoretical results on the workload
and the queue-length model, respectively. In Section 3 we show that a random walk can
be embedded in queues of the workload type so that the theory outlined in Section 2
becomes applicable. It enables us to find the exponential decay rate of a.w(B) and the
optimal change of measure to estimate this probability. These topics are addressed in
Section 3, where we also extend the effective bandwidth results found by Kelly [99] to the
Mx /G/1 system and (heuristically) to the Glx /G/1 system.
In Section 4 the queue-length model is examined. It appears that the slow random
walk results cannot be applied in this model, only in the particular cases of the Gix /M/1
and Mx /G/1 queues . Therefore, other methods are applied to find the decay rate of a.q(·)
in the (general) Glx /G/1 model. We find the optimal change of measure to estimate this
probability as well.
The last part of the chapter, Section 5, is devoted to practical issues that are related
to the importance sampling simulations. We describe how to adapt the simulation approach to make it applicable for estimating the long-run loss fractions 1r( ·) instead of
a.(•). Following Goyal, Shahabuddin, Heidelberger, Nicola, and Glynn [78], this can be
done by a procedure in which the importance sampling can be 'turned on and off'. We
give some comments on the number of cycles needed to get an estimate whose confidence
interval has a length with a specific ratio relative to the estimate (= 'relative error' or
'relative efficiency'). Finally simulation results are given for the loss fractions in a queue
fed by multiple (batch-)Poisson sources. The results confirm that we have studied a useful
technique to obtain accurate estimates of small overflow probabilities.

2

Importance sampling in conjunction with large
deviations: a review

This section is an overview of some basic principles in the field of large deviations that
are relevant to this study, e.g., slow random walk theory. Furthermore, we indicate how
to apply these results in simulation.
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2 Importance sampling in conjunction with large deviations: a review

Slow random walks

The large deviations of sample paths of random walks are treated in Dembo and Zeitouni
[50, p. 152-160]. Cottrell et al. [41], Parekh and Walrand [144], and Bucklew [23, p.
56- 73] consider a more general framework: sample paths with Markov increments. In this
section we shall restrict ourselves to i.i.d. increments.
We assume a sequence {(;, i E JN'} of i.i.d. random variables, inducing the random
walk {Sn:= Z:::;'= 1 ( ; , n E JN'}. We define the slow random walk Sn(·) as follows :
l lntJ
Sn(t) := n i=l

L (;

for t E [0, T], where T is fixed . Just as Sn/n converges to E(6) in probability (E(6)
assumed to be finite) , Sn(·) converges (in the supremum metric on the interval [0, Tl)
to f (-) in probability, f (t) given by E(6) t. We assume the random walk to have a drift
to -oo, i.e., E(6) is negative. Furthermore, we denote the moment generating function
(mgf) of the increments by M{(0) := E(e 8{ 1 ) , and the large deviations rate function is
given by I{(x) := sup8 (0x - logM{(0)) , which vanishes at x = E(6) and is positive
elsewhere.
Mogulskii [132] found that Sn ( ·) satisfies a large deviations principle, i.e., under some
mild conditions on the set A of (differentiable) functions on [0, T] we have

1
lim -logP(Sn(·)
EA)= - inf loT I{(J'(t))dt.
n
/EA o

n--->oo

Let a(B ) denote the probability of the random walk {Sn, n E JN'} reaching [B, oo)
before hitting (-oo , 0]. We denote by Ar the set of absolutely continuous functions f(·)
with f(0) = 0, f (t) E (0, 1) fort E (0, T), and f (T) = 1. We find
lim

B--->oo

1
loga(B)
8

=-

inf inf

T >O /EAT

IT h(J'(t))dt.
Jo

(2.1)

This expression can be simplified [23, page 61-62] to -0• , where 0* is the unique positive
solution to the characteristic equation M{(0) = l. The optimizing f( ·) in (2.1) is given by
the straight line M{(0*) t. From M{(0) = E(6) < 0 and the convexity of mgf's, it follows
that M{(0*) is positive, so M{(0*) tis an increasing function . Its slope can be regarded in
a sense as the slope of the most probable trajectory of the slow random walk to level 1,
or the slope of the optimum path of the random walk to B (for B large).

2.2

Importance sampling

So far we only found a very rough asymptotic expression for a(B) (a(B) = g(B)e- 0 • 8 ,
for some function g(·) with logg(B)/B ➔ 0) , and therefore estimation by simulation can
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be useful. We might think of simulating the random walk until (0, BY is hit, repeat this
procedure several times, and estimate a(B) by the proportion of runs the random walk
stopped in [B, oo). More formally: let {dil} ({S,</l}, respectively) denote the sequence of
increments (partial sums, respectively) in the jth run. Ti is the first epoch in the jth run
at which (0, BY is hit. Our estimator becomes (1/n) LJ=l Ii, where Ii is the indicator
function of the event {SW 2: B} . As pointed out in the introduction, this procedure
behaves very badly as a result of the rarity of the event involved here.
To overcome this difficulty, we consider the possibility of making use of importance
sampling (IS). The original model is governed by some probability measure P, but we
generate simulation data under measure Q, with respect to which P is absolutely continuous. Let the increments have density f{(·) under P and g{(-) under Q. Define Li as the
likelihood ratio (or Radon-Nikodym derivative, or simply likelihood) of the jth run:
()

()

L . := dP (cUl . .. (Ul) = !{((/ ) . . . f{((,l;).
J

dQ

'>1

'

cc(J))
cc(J))
9{ '>1 ... 9{ '>T;

' T;

With obvious notation, we have that a(B) = E(1'l(J) = E(Ql(LJ). Therefore, weighting
the simulation data by the likelihoods Li yields the unbiased estimator (1/n) Lf= 1 Lili.
It can be checked easily that variance reduction is achieved if/ = 1 implies L < l, see
for instance Walrand [183]. As n ➔ oo, the estimate converges to a(B) a.s., by the law
of large numbers.
The number of runs required to obtain a fixed relative efficiency and confidence is
approximately proportional to the squared coefficient of variation of LI under the new
measure Q: Var~Q'(LI)/a. 2 (B), see [183, page 335-336]. We are left with the task offinding
a measure Q that minimizes Var~Q)(L/). We use the notion of asymptotic optimality, cf.
[41], [160], [28]. Since Var~Q)(LJ) = E~Q)(L 2 I) - a 2 (B) 2: 0, we have
liminf Bl logE~Q'(L 2 /) 2: lim _Bl loga 2 (B)
B ➔ oo

B ➔ oo

= -20*.

One calls an IS procedure asymptotically optimal (a.o.) if this lower bound is attained.
We choose measure Q such that the density of the(; is changed to 9{(x) = f{(x)e 0 ·x; an
increment under this change of measure has mgf M{ (0 + 0•). We call 9{ ( ·) an exponentially
twisted version off{(·) . Clearly, the new random walk has a positive drift: E(Ql((i) =
Mf(0*) > 0. We sample from the new distribution Q (the conjugate of the original one, P)
until the partial sum attains a value in (0, By. Since the conjugate process generates a
positive drift, level B is exceeded more frequently. In fact, it is exceeded with probability
bounded away from zero, whereas under Pit is hit with exponentially small probability. It
can be shown easily that L = exp[-0*Sr]. We found that Lml is bounded from above by
exp[-m0• BJ, almost surely, m E JN0 . We conclude that we achieved variance reduction:
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I= l implies L < l. We even have that this change of measure is a.o.:
limsup Bl logE~Q\£ 2 /)::; lim Bl loge- 29 ·s
B ➔ oo

B ➔ oo

= -20*.

Under P the number of runs that is needed is proportional to Val;l(J)/o: 2 (B) ~ l/o:(B),
so exponentially increasing in B; under Q this number turns out to be more or less
constant in B, cf. Section 5.

3

Analysis of workload model

As we saw in the previous section, the choice of an ideal importance sampling distribution
to estimate the probability of reaching a high level in random walks with a negative drift,
comes down to finding the conjugate process. In several queueing processes a random walk
can be embedded, which enables us to find the conjugate. This is done in the first part of
this section. In the second part we use the Mx /G/1 results to deduce some ramifications
of the effective bandwidth results of Kelly [99] . Heuristically, we give extensions to the
Glx /G/1 queue.

3.1

Conjugate process of the workload model

Consider the workload model. After removing the boundaries O and B, we obtain the
so-called free buffer process. In this process a random walk can be embedded easily. Take
for Sn the buffer contents just after the nth (batch-)arrival. Then Sn = I:;'= 1 (; with (;
i.i.d. and the mgf of the increments is given by

= MA(-0)

oo

L (Ms(0))

k

Pk

= MA(-0)Mx(logMs(0)),

k=l

in self evident notation. We assume that the characteristic equation has a unique positive solution, which we denote by 0:-V . We get, by applying the results of Section 2,
lims➔ oo(l/B)logo:w(B)

= -0:"».

Note that the existence of 0:-V implicitly assumes that the moment generating function
M,(0) is finite for some positive 0. If this is not the case (for instance, if the density of the
S; has a 'heavy tail'), the analysis is far more complicated [8], [7] and no large deviation
results can be used.
Now we address the topic of finding the conjugate model, i.e., the optimal IS model
with respect to estimating the probability of a loss cycle. As stated in the previous section,
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the increments of the 'new random walk' have moment generating function M~(0
We get that this function equals

MA(-0- 0;,,) ~ (Ms(0 + 0;,,))k( M (- 0• )(M (0* ))k).
MA(-0:,,) ~
Ms(0:,,)
Pk A w
s w

+ 0;,,).
(2.2)

From (2.2) we conclude that the a.o. change of measure with respect to estimating aw(B)
is
a(x) -+ a(x)e- 0:»x/MA(-0;,,)

(2.3)

s(x) -+ s(x)eo;,,x /Ms(0;,,)
Pk
for x

3.2

~

-+ PkMs(0;,,)k MA(-0;,,) ,

0 and k E JN. Note that (2.3) are indeed densities.

Effective bandwidth results

In this subsection we consider the situation of multiple distinct sources feeding into a
single queue. We suppose N types of traffic sources, which we first assume to be Poisson.
In the last part of this subsection we will drop this restriction. There are n; type i Poisson
processes with rate A;. A stream of type i brings along batches of customers, where the
batch-size is distributed as X(i) with density Pii). Each customer provides a random
amount of work, distributed as S(i) with density s;(· ), i = 1, ... , N. The work is put into
a buffer that is emptied at a constant rate of 1 per unit time. This setting is motivated by
high-speed networks, such as ATM , in which several classes of traffic are multiplexed in
a switch. Our purpose is to provide criteria whether or not a source should be admitted,
given some service requirement.
Note that we can find an alternative description of this model: there is one Poisson
stream with rate A := I:f:: 1 n;A; generating batches of customers. The arriving batch is
of type i with probability n;A;/ A. Therefore, the offered load is given by

A { ~ n\A; ES(i) EX(i)}

= ~ n;A; ES(i) EX(i) ,

which we assume to be smaller than 1. As said above, the queueing system under investigation fits in the Mx /G/1 framework . Therefore, we find 0;,, via

which becomes

~ . (A;(Mx<•>(logM5 (i>(0)) L.,

i=l

or simply

n,

0

1)) =

l,

I:f:: 1 n;C; (0) = l. The functions C; (·) have several nice properties.
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• We have that C;(O) := lim8i 0 C;(8) equals A;ES(i) EX(i), i.e., the offered load by
one source of type i . We can show this by means of Taylor expansions. For 8 in a
neighborhood of 0, we have Mx<•> ( logM8 c,>(8)) = 1 + 8ES(i) EX(i) + 0(8 2 ), which
implies the statement.
• The function C;(·) is convex and increasing on [O, oo). To prove this, we write

Note that ( Ms<•> ( 8) / is an mgf, the mgf of the sum of k drawings from a distribution
with density s;(·). Now letting Y be a non-negative random variable with cumulative
distribution function Fv(·) and mgf Mv( ·), let Y have density (EY)- 1 (1 - Fv(·)) .
Then integration by parts yields

We find that C;(-) is a weighted sum (non-negative weights!) of mgf's of random
variables having positive mean. Since these are convex and increasing on [O, oo), so
is their sum.
Using the properties above, it is easy to verify that the following relation holds:
N

:En;C;(8)::s;l
i=l

{=:::}

1
lim -logo:w(B)::s;-8.
B---->oo B

(2.4)

This result can be viewed as an effective bandwidth result, cf. [48], and is a generalization
of the results given in Kelly [99], who considered M/G/1 sources. We call C;( ·) the
effective bandwidth function of a source of type i, whose interpretation is the following:
Suppose that we are faced with a performance criterion that the decay rate of o:w(B)
should be smaller than a prespecified value, say -8. If already n; Mx /G/1 sources of
type i are accepted (i = 1, ... , N) , and the service requirement is still satisfied, we can
determine the remaining capacity by 1 - Ef:, 1 n;C;(8) . If the bandwidth of the source to
be accommodated fits in this space, it can be accepted without violating the performance
criterion. In other words: the effective bandwidths can be used to perform call acceptance
control. We note that for 8 = 0 the effective bandwidth constraint simplifies to the
stability constraint. A general treatment of the effective bandwidth concept can be found
in Whitt [186] .
We can heuristically extend the above relations to a multi-class Glx /G/1 setting in
the following way. We let the interarrival times of type i traffic be i.i.d . and distributed
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as A(i), with density a;(·). We first notice that the effective bandwidth function C;(·) in
the Mx /G/1 case can be regarded as follows : Suppose only one traffic stream of type i is
feeding into the buffer, then C;(0) represents that service rate, such that the decay rate
of aw(B) is -0. In other words: it can be checked that C;(0) in the multi-class Mx /G/1
system is the solution for C in
1
1
MAc,i(-C0)Mx<•>(IogM5 c,i (0)) = 1, so C;(0) = - - MAc!i (
(I
( ))) . (2.5)
0
Mx<•> ogM5 c,i 0
Of course, this function C;(·) can be calculated for the multi-class Glx /G/1 case (instead
of Mx /G/1) as well! However, this effective bandwidth function remains heuristic, because we cannot formulate an analogue of (2.4). This is due to the fact that cycles (as
defined in the introduction) are not regenerative anymore in the multi-class Glx /G/1
queue, so aw(B) is not defined.
A nice feature of the function C;(0) , as defined implicitly by relation (2.5) , is that
limo-1.o C;(0) = (EA(i) )- 1 ES(i) EX (i) remains valid, just as in the multi-class Mx /G/1
case.
It is a matter of straightforward calculus to determine the conjugate of this multi-class
queueing model:

a;(x ) -+ a;(x) e- 0:UC,(O:.,)x /MA<•>(-0::ic;(O:J)
s;(x) -+ s;(x)e8:Ux/M5 c,> (0::i)

(2.6)

(i)

Pk

0::i solving

4

Lf: 1 n;C;(0) = 1, x 2: 0 and k E JN .

Analysis of queue-length model

For the second model - the queue-length model - we know how to embed a random walk
only in some special cases, such as the mx /M/1 and Mx /G/1 queues (as a result of
memoryless properties). Consequently, we can use the results of Section 2 to find the
decay rate of aq(·) . We start this section by examining these two models. Notice that we
denote by 0q the decay rate of aq(B) , i.e. limB_, 00 (1/ B) log aq(B) , assuming to exist.
In the (general) Glx /G/1 model, no random walk can be embedded, and therefore no
slow random walk theory is applicable. Therefore, we have to develop other methods to
characterize the decay rate of aq(·) in this case. That is done in Theorem 4.1. We end
this section by giving an a.o. change of measure.

• The Glx /M/1 case. Let the service times be exponentially distributed with mean
µ- 1 . Let the (; now represent the increments of the queue-length process between two

4
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consecutive batch-arrivals. After removing boundaries O and B, these are i.i.d. and their
mgf is given by

M{(0)

roo

= Mx(0) lo

Ee- µx(ktx )k e- ka(x)dx = Mx(0)MA(µ(e 00

0

0

-

1)).

Equating this expression to 1 yields 0;. It can be checked that the decay rates 0;,, and
0; are related by 0; = log Ms(0';,,). Just as in Section 3, one can determine the conjugate
process: Pk becomes under the new measure Pkeo;k/Mx(0;) , µ is replaced by µc 8; and
a(x) by a(x) exp (µ(e - 0; - l)x )Mx (0;) (which is a density). Using the relations between
0';,, and 0; and (2.3), we conclude that the optimal changes of a( ·), s(·) and the distribution
of X in both models coincide in the Glx /M/1 case.
• The Mx /G/1 case. Again we are able to embed a random walk (in the free buffer
process) . We define the(; to be the net increase of the number of customers between two
consecutive service completions. Its mgf is given by, .X denoting the rate of the Poisson

arrival process,

Equating to 1 yields 0; . We again find that the relation between 0;,, and 0; is given by
0; = logM8 (0';,,) (or 0;,_, = .X(Mx(0;) -1) ). Under the a.o. Q we have that Pk changes to
pkeo;k / Mx(0;) , A becomes -XMx(0;) and s(x) is replaced by s(x) exp (-X(Mx(0;)-l) x )e- 0;
(density!). Again we can deduce that this change of measure is equal to (2.3).
In Section 3 we found that the change of measure (2.3) is a.o. in the workload model
with respect to estimation of aw(B) . The above calculations show that (2.3) is, in the
Glx /M/1 and Mx /G/1 model, a.o. in order to estimate aq(B) as well. This gives rise to
the idea that it might also be a.o. in the Glx /G/1 case.
Furthermore, in both models examined above, we found the decay rate of aq(B) to
equal log Ms(0';,,) . This suggests that this is also valid in the Glx /G/1 case.
We prove these two properties in this section, by following the arguments of Sadowsky
[160] to some extent. We first deduce the relation between the two decay rates; this
relation enables us to conclude asymptotical optimality of the change of measure (2.3) .
THEOREM 4.1. Calling the decay rates of the probability of a loss cycle in both models
0;,, and 0;, respectively, they are related as follows:

0;

= log Ms(0';,,) .

PROOF. We let Ak be the interarrival time between batch k and batch k + 1; Sk is the
service time of customer k; Xk denotes the batch-size of batch k , where k E JN. Define
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stopping times

EA; > E
+ · · · + xk >
EA; < E
x,+ .. +xk

k

T := inf { k > 0 :

}

S;

k-1

T(B)

:=

inf { k > 0 : Xi

B and

X1+-·+Xk-B

}

S; .

Note that T does not depend on buffer size B. Clearly, aq(B) can be characterized as
P(T(B) < T) .
UPPER BOUND. Suppose we execute importance sampling, making use of the new densities defined in (2.3), which we will call Q or the 0~-twisted version of the original measure.
Start a cycle and continue simulating until an overflow occurs or the cycle ends. Let /
be the indicator function of the event {T(B) < T} and L be the likelihood. Denote
by (A 1 , A 2 , .. . ) the interarrival times, (S1 , S2 , . . . ) the service times, and (X1 , X 2 , . . . ) the
batch-sizes during this realization. Clearly, we have that o:q(B) = E~Q.)(LI), so o:q(B) is
bounded from above by the expected value of L (under measure Q) conditioned on an
overflow during that cycle E~Q.)(L I/= 1).
Therefore, suppose / = 1. Let C denote the number of customers whose service has
been started before the overflow. In the IS simulation, we have scheduled T(B) - l
interarrival times. It can be verified that the likelihood becomes

(2.7)
which can be simplified to

We use the convention that sum (products) defined over an empty range are defined
0 (1, respectively) . The difference between the number of customers that entered the
system and those who have been served (the queue backlog) exceeds (at an overflow) B,
so clearly C is not larger than X 1+ •••+ Xk - B. Apart from that, z::;;J~)-l A; < Z:::f: 1S;.
We conclude that an upper bound for aq(B) is given by M8 (0~)-B / MA(-0~). It follows
that
limsup Bl log o:q(B)
B ➔oo

~

- log M8 (0~) ,

i.e., we established the upper bound.
LOWER BOUND. Again notice that o:q(B) = E~Q.\LII = l)E~Q.\I). First consider
E~Q.)(I) = Q(T(B) < T). Note that (since Q generates a positive drift) we have
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Analysis of queue-length model

Figure 1: Overflow cycle. B

= 14.

Batch-sizes are X 1 = 2, X2 = 4, X3 = 5, X4 = 3, and X s = 4.
T(B) = 5, C = 4, and C' = 3.

_________________......_____________
t

S1

Queue
length

S2

B

5
4
3
2

Time ➔

(i) Q(T(B) < oo) = 1 for all Band (ii) Q(T = oo) =: q

> 0. Some calculation yields that

for all B

I Q(T(B) < T) -

Q(T

= oo) I

(1 - q) x Q(T(B) < TIT< oo) ,

which tends to 0. We find
lim Q(T(B) < T) = Q Vk > 0 :
(

B-HX)

k

LA; $

i= l

X 1+- ··+Xk

L

= l . We let C'

= q

> 0.

(2.8)

i=l

Consequently it remains to prove the lower bound for E~Q\L
Assume I

)

S;

I / = 1) .

denote the number of services that have been started at the

arrival of batch T(B) - l. We have C' > X 1 + · · · + Xr(B )-l - B (no overflow!) and (by
2
definition of C') Ef~fl- A; > E~ 11 S; . It follows that C - C' < Xr(B) · Simple algebra
yields, cf. equation (2. 7) ,

x (eo:,AT<s>-1 MA(-0*w )) .Ile

i=C'

(e-o:,s, Ms(0* )) (
w

1
)
M S (0•w )XT( B ) M A (-0·)
'
w
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for T(B) > 2. For T(B) = 1, 2 similar expressions hold. Now suppose that the batch sizes
(service times) are a.s. bounded by mx (ms, respectively). We can check that, given
I= I,
L

> Ms(0:n)-B ( e - 8:,ms
- MA(-0:,,)
Ms(0:,,)

)mx

'

with probability 1. Thus, under the assumptions mx < oo and ms < oo, we have
1

liminf -Blog aq(B) ~ - log Ms(0:,) .
B ➔ oo

It is a technical matter (see Ney and Nummelin [137] , Sadowsky [160]) to generalize
this lower bound to unrestricted distributions (using a truncation argument) . We give
here a variation of that proof. Let E(m) be the event that for all batches 1 to T the batch
sizes are not larger than mx and the customers do not require more than ms service time.
Choose m := (mx, ms) large enough so that on E(m) we have with positive probability
that S1 + · · · Sx 1 ~ A1 . Let aq(B , E(m)) be the probability on the intersection of E(m)
and a loss cycle and aq(B I E(m}) the probability of a loss cycle conditional on E(m) .
Obviously
aq(B) ~ aq(B , E(m))

= aq(B I E(m)) P(E(m)) .

We notice that P(E(m)) is constant in B . We define the following conditional mgf's, the
mgf's of batch size and service time under the condition E(m):
mx

L e8kPk

Mx(0 I mx) :=

rms 8

Jo

e xs(x)dx

/oms s(x)dx

0

Ms(0 I ms) :=

k~x

LPk

0

k=O

It is easy to verify that for positive 0, Mx(0 Imx) increases to Mx(0) and Ms(0 I ms) to
Ms(0) as mx and ms tend to oo. Let 0:n(m) be the positive solution of the characteristic
equation
MA(-0)Mx( log Ms(0 Ims) I mx)

= 1,

parametrized by m. Let Qm denote the 0:i(m)-twisting of the original conditional distributions. We get that aq(B I E(m)) equals the mean of LI under the measure Qm . Using
the 'bounded batch-size and service-time case', we find that aq(B I E(m)) dominates
Ms(0:n(m) I msrB (
e-8:,(m)ms
MA(-0:,,(m))
Ms(0:,,(m) I ms)

)mx

X E(Q=)

B

I
( ).

29

( - )

The last factor of the right hand side of (2.9) converges (B -+ oo) to the (positive)
probability (2.8) under Qm , which is a constant (in B) . We get for arbitrary ms, mx the
following lower bound for the decay rate of aq(B) :
1
liminf- logaq(B)
B ➔ oo 8

1

~ liminf 8
B ➔ oo

logaq(B I E(m)) P(E(m))

~

-logMs(0:,(m) I ms).
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Now we let m approach (oo, oo) , in such a way that mx as well as ms are increasing.
Mx( · I·) is increasing in both arguments, so (for fixed positive 0) if m ➔ (oo, oo)
MA(-0)Mx( log Ms(0 I ms) I mx)

t

MA(-0)Mx(log Ms(0)).

It follows that 0~(m) .!, 0~ , and therefore MA(-0~(m)) increases to MA(-0~).
consequence, we have for their reciprocals
Mx( IogMs(0:(m) I ms) I mx) .!- Mx(Iog Ms(0:)).

As a

(2.10)

Again noting that M x (0 I m x) is increasing in 0 (0 positive) as well as m x , it is straightforward to obtain that log Ms(0~(m) I ms) cannot increase anywhere along them-path to
(oo, oo), because this would violate the monotonicity in (2.10) . We conclude that, as m
approaches (oo, oo), - log Ms(0~(m) I ms) increases monotonically to - log Ms(0~). We
have found a lower bound for the decay rate of o:9 (B) :
1
liminfBlogo:9 (B) 2 -logMs(0:) ,
B ➔oo

•

as required.

Similarly to the slow random walk results of Section 2, we are able to prove optimality
properties of the IS technique. We have on the one hand that E~Q\£ 2I) 2 o::(B) , implying
liminf-Bl logE~Q)(L 2J) 2 lim _Bl logo::(B)
B ➔ oo

B ➔ oo

= -2logMs(0:) .

But our choice of IS makes sure that this lower bound is reached:
.
1 1 E(Q)(L2J)
- 2B 1
(0*)
11msupB
og 8
:S 1·1m B1 1ogMMs(0~)
( .) 2 - -2 ogMs w.
B ➔oo
B ➔oo
A - 0w
Consequently, this simulation procedure is a.o.

5

Importance sampling of loss fract ions

We have determined for the queueing model under consideration the optimal change of
measure of the original model, in order to estimate the probability of a loss cycle o:( •).
However, in practice we are often interested in more detailed quantities like the long-run
fraction of customers who are (completely or partially) rejected. Regenerative analysis
yields

1r(B) - E{J\N)

- E(J\D) '

(2 11)

.

where 1r(B) can be read as 1rw(B) or 1r9 (B) . Here N denotes the number of rejected
customers during one cycle, D is the number of customers arriving during a cycle, and
the index B represents the buffer size.
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Description of the simulation procedure

The denominator of (2.11) can be estimated in a straightforward way using the original
model. However, the numerator includes the rare event of a buffer overflow. Using the
original distributions (say P) the estimation becomes troublesome, as explained in the
introduction. An alternative is sampling from the IS distributions (Q) that are asymptotically optimal with respect to estimating aw(B) and o:q(B). Indeed, due to the 'positive
drift' overflows are not rare, but notice that the length of a cycle may attain very large
values. To circumvent this practical difficulty, we use a new measure n, composed from
P and Q, in the following way.
(i) Start from an empty system and simulate the process under Q. If the cycle ends
before a customer is rejected (despite the 'positive drift' under Q), we put N := 0
and the simulation of this cycle is finished. If on the other hand overflow is reached,
we denote the likelihood of the sample path by Land go to step (ii).
(ii) We finish the cycle, by simulating under P. We denote by N the number of customers lost during this cycle.
Obviously we have that E~\N) = E~R\LN) . Note that we add in superscript the underlying probability model. The technique described above is called 'measure specific
dynamic importance sampling', see [78], [28]: specific measures are used to estimate both
numerator and denominator. 'Dynamic' refers to the fact that the IS is 'turned on' until
an overflow and 'turned off' thereafter.
Repeat the above recipe n times; the obtained values are (LN)i, ... , (LN)n- We also
simulate n cycles (under P) to obtain D 1 , ... , Dn . An unbiased estimate for the numerator
is (LN)n := I:;~ 1 (LN);/n, for the denominator Dn := I:?= 1 D;/n, each converging a.s. to
the corresponding means. Therefore, we have the following efficient estimator for 1r(B) :

(n-(B))n

:=

(L~)n.

This estimator is asymptotically normally distributed with mean 1r(B) and variance

a 2 ·= ¼(Var~R)(LN) + 1r 2 (B)Var~\D))
n·
(E~)(D))
.
This variance expression is the familiar variance of a ratio estimator, with zero covarianceterm, since the observations of the numerator and denominator are observed from different
cycles. An (approximate) confidence interval is given by (n-(B))n ± q1 _ 0 ; 2 /(a~), where
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q0 denotes the a-quantile of the normal distribution. Here a~ estimates a-~, taking for
Var~'R-\LN) the sample variance

1 n
2
n _ ~ ((LN); - (LN)n) ,
1
for Var~)(D) an analogous expression, for 1r(B) the estimate (i(B))n, and for E~\D)
the sample mean Dn.
Very similar to proving that Q is a.o. with respect to estimating a(·), it is straightforward to show that n is a.o. with respect to estimating 1r(·). This property is shown
in [121] . A key result in this proof is that a(·) and 1r( ·) have identical decay rates.

5.2

Simulation results

This subsection treats the fast simulation of overflow probabilities in a multiple source
Mx /G/1 queue as described in Subsection 3.2. This example is of the 'workload-type';
the simulation of queues with restricted queue length can be done similarly. The model
under the original probability measure P is characterized by 6 types of sources. Note
that the batch-sizes can attain value O i IN, but it can be verified that all results derived
earlier remain valid.
Table 1: Model under original measure
Type

Number

Arrival rate

1
2
3
4
5

10
10
5
20
2

0.100
0.010
0.020

6

2

0.100

Batch size

Job size

~ Geom(0.600) ~ Erl(3, 3.000)
~ Bin(3, 0.333) ~ Erl(2, 8.000)
~ Pois(l.000) ~ Erl(2, 10.000)
~ Bin(2, 0.333) ~ SE(0.500, 3.000)
~ Det(l)
~ SE(l.000, 4.000)
~ Pois(0.500)
~ Det(l.000)

0.010
0.020

Offered load
0.083
0.050
0.100
0.111
0.050
0.100

Here Erl(n, A) denotes the Erlang(n) distribution with scale parameter A. SE(a, A)
is defined as the shifted exponential distribution with location parameter a and scale
parameter A : this distribution corresponds to the sum of an Exp(A) rv and a positive
constant a.
Following the lines of Subsection 3.2, we can find the decay rate -0;,, of aw(B) and
1rw(B): -0.9487. Using the transformations (2.6), it is easy to check that the exponentially twisted version of an Erl(n, A) rv is again Erl(n), but with scale parameter A - 0;,, .
Analogously: SE(a, A) becomes SE(a, >. - 0;,,). It is a matter of elementary calculus to
obtain that the Bin( n, p) distributions must be replaced by

B' (

M5 c,>(0:U)P

m n, M5 c,>(0:,,)p+ 1- p

)
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distributions; using Q instead of P , Geom(p) becomes Geom(l - (1 - p)Ms<•>(B:V)), and
Pois(.X) is replaced by Pois(AM8 c,>(0:V)) . Finally, we multiply A; by Mx <•> (logM8 c,>(0:V)).
We get for Q
Table 2: Model under importance sampling measure

Type Number
1
10
2
10
3
5
4
20
2
5
2
6

Arrival rate
0.031
0.026
0.125
0.021
0.068
0.221

Batch size

Job size

~ Geom(0.330) ~ Erl(3, 5.051)
~ Bin(3, 0.392) ~ Er1(2, 7.051)
~ Pois(l.221) ~ Erl(2, 9.051)
~ Bin(2, 0.540) ~ SE(0.500, 2.051)
~ Det(l) ~ SE(l.000, 3.051)
~ Pois(l.291)
~ Det(l.000)

Offered load
0.550
0.088
0.168
0.449
0.180
0.570

We changed the stable queueing system into an unstable one: the offered load is 2.005
instead of 0.494. As explained in the previous section we can combine measure P and its
conjugate Q to a new measure R . As pointed out in the introduction, several rejection
strategies can be used. we will consider:

1. Complete 'overflow batch' lost.

2. Jobs of the 'overflow batch' are put in random order. Those jobs that fit in the
buffer entirely are accepted, the remainder is rejected (the 'overflow-job' is rejected
completely).
3. Jobs in the 'overflow batch' are put in random order. The part of them that exceeds
level B is lost. Consequently, the 'overflow-job' is processed partially.
4. Jobs in the 'overflow batch' are put in increasing order. The fobs fitting in the buffer
entirely are processed, the others are lost. We might hope to decrease the long run
fraction of customers lost, compared with strategy 2.

We estimated the following performance measures by simulation: (i) the probability
of an overflow o:w(B) , (ii) the long-run fraction of customers whose job is not processed
completely 1rw,;(B), and (iii) the fraction of work lost 1/w,;(B), i = 1, ... , 4. We conclude
with a comparison between the usual direct simulation method (regenerative, as explained
in [113]) and the quick simulation method described above. We are interested in performance indicators like the number of cycles and simulation time required to obtain an
estimate with a certain fixed confidence and relative efficiency.
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5.3

Evaluation of the simulation results

For our results we used confidence of 95%, and relative efficiency (i.e., the ratio of the
confidence interval half-length to the estimated value) 10%. In the tables we list estimates,
the number of runs needed (divided by 1000) and the computer time, where m indicates
minutes and s seconds. The simulation jobs are executed on a 486 personal computer.
Because of large simulation times we omit results for direct simulation and larger values
of B . We notice that T/w,i(B) shows the same asymptotical behavior as aw(B) and 1fw,; (B)
(for i = 1, . .. , 4) :
lim Bl logaw(B)

B ➔ oo

=

lim _Bl log1rw ;(B)
B-H :,o

I

=

Jim _Bl logrJw,i(B)

B ➔ oo

= -0: .

(2.12)

As shown theoretically in [121], we find that the number of cycles Cns(B) needed to
get some fixed level of confidence in the direct simulation, blows up exponentially (in
buffer size B) with rate 0;,, . In fact , in the tables we find that Cns(B) is more or less
inversely proportional to 1rw(B). The simulation time grows approximately proportionally
to Cns(B) .
Table 3: Direct simulation
Discipline 1

B
4

6

8

Table

B
4

6

8

Discipline 2

Discipline 3

Discipline 4

-R-w ,1(B)

-R-w ,2(B)

-R-w,3(B)

-R-w,4(B)

aw (B )

1.42·10- 2
182
lm
2.04·10- 3
1437
10 m
3.09-10- 4
10451
69 m

9.01-10- 3
189
lm
1.32·10- 3
1429
10 m
1.94·10- 4
9812
64 m

1.31 ·10- 2
199
lm
1.87-10- 3

8.08·10- 3
177
lm
l.18·10- 3

1464
10 m
2.87-10- 4

1355
9m
1.80-10- 4

8.12-10- 3
41
13 s
l.38·10- 3
278
2m
1.92-10- 4

10802
72 m

9122
62 m

2006
12 m

4: Direct simulation
Discipline 1

Discipline 2

Discipline 3

Discipline 4

i/w,1(B)
2.65-10- 2
32
13 s
4.28·10- 3
222
2m
5.89•10- 4
1752
12 m

i/w ,2(B)
1.91·10- 2
32
13 s
2.63·10- 3
246
2m
3.88-10- 4
1780
12 m

i/w ,3(B)
1.26·10- 2
45
18 s
1.67•10- 3
360
2m
2.68·10- 4
1830
13 m

1.80·10- 2
33
13 s
3.14-10- 3
217
2m
4.15·10- 4
1778
12 m

i/w,4(B)
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B
4
6
8
10
15
20

Discipline 1
fw ,1(B)
l.41·10- 2
7, 12 s
2.10-10- 3
8, 20 s
3.14-10- 4
8, 26 s
4.98 • 10- 5
8, 31 s
4.31 · 10- 1
8, 50 s
3.88. 10- 9
8, 1 m

Discipline 2
fw,2(B)
9.27-10- 3
7, 13 s
1.27-10- 3
8, 21 s
2.03-10- 4
8, 29 s
3.04 • 10- 5
8, 35 s
2.62 · 10- 7
8, 52 s
2.29. 10- 9
8, 1 m

Discipline 3
fw,3(B)
l.26·10- 2
7, 16 s
l.88-10- 3
9, 25 s
2.74-10- 4
9, 32 s
4.26 • 10- 5
9, 41 s
3.63 · 10- 7
9, 59 s
3.07 · 10- 9
9, 1 m

Discipline 4
fw,4(B)
8.38-10- 3
8, 14 s
l.17·10- 3
8, 22 s
l.69·10- 4
9, 32 s
2.69 · 10- 5
8, 36 s
2.37 · 10- 7
8, 55 s
2.03 · 10- 9
9, 1 m

Discipline 3
i/w,3(B)
1.21-10- 2
2, 4 s
l.60·10- 3
2, 6 s
2.55- 10- 4
2, 7 s
4.05 · 10- 5
2, 9 s
3.57 · 10- 7
2, 13 s
3.08. 10- 9
2, 17 s

Discipline 4
i/w,4(B)
1.79-10- 2
2, 4 s
3.04-10- 3
2, 6 s
4.41.10- 4
2, 8 s
5.77 · 10- 5
2, 9 s
5.52 · 10- 7
2, 13 s
4.40 · 10- 9
2, 17 s

&w(B)
8.64-10- 3
1, 1 s
l.28·10- 3
1, 1 s
l.99·10- 4
1, 1 s
3.0o-10- 5
1, 2 s
2.68·10- 7
1, 2 s
2.09-10- 9
1, 3 s

Table 6: Importance Sampling

B
4
6
8
10
15
20

Discipline 1
ilw,1(B)
2.74-10- 2
2, 3 s
4.08-10- 3
2, 5 s
5.11-10- 4
2, 7 s
9.05 · 10- 5
2, 9 s
7.61 . 10- 7
3, 19 s
6.99 . 10- 9
2, 18 s

Discipline 2
ilw,2(B)
1.79-10- 2
2, 4 s
3.03-10- 3
2, 5 s
4.25-10- 4
2, 7 s
6.52 · 10- 5
2, 9 s
5.57 · 10- 7
2, 13 s
4.60 . 10- 9
2, 17 s

Defining C1s(B) analogously, it can be shown that lim 8 .... 00 (1/B)logC1s(B) = 0. In
other words: the number of cycles required by the IS technique is subexponential in B .
From our simulation results we even find that C1s(B) is in fact almost constant in B! The
simulation time grows more or less linear in the buffer size. This is because the length of
a cycle under n is approximately proportional to B: the contents increases from O to B
approximately linearly (under conjugate measure Q) and then decreases from B back to
0 approximately linearly as well (under original measure P).
In the simulation example we find that strategy 4 indeed improves the long-run average
number of rejected customers, compared with 2. Finally, we conjecture that probably even
stronger properties than (2.12) hold: from the experiments it appears that the probability
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to be estimated multiplied by e0:»B tends to a constant.

6

Conclusions

We have deduced large buffer asymptotics of the loss probability in batch-arrival queues.
We saw that the slow random walk is a powerful tool, provided that a random walk
can be embedded. If this is not possible, as in the Gix /G/1 queue-length model, other
techniques must be used, e.g. , the likelihood ratio techniques of Theorem 4.1.
We also conclude that the IS technique permits us to execute fast tests on overflow
probabilities, varying the buffer size. If the arrival or service process is changed as well,
then a new alternative probability measure has to be calculated in order to perform the
fast simulation.

Chapter 3
Markov fluid queues with large buffers
This chapter addresses characteristics of finite-buffer queues with Markov modulated
fluid input, particularly those related to their deviant behavior. Our aim in this
chapter is to find rough asymptotics for the probability of a loss cycle. Apart from
that, we derive some properties of the fluid process in case of the buffer contents
reaching a high level {which process we call the conjugate of the original process) .
Our main goal is to obtain methods to find the rate matrix of this conjugate process.
For this purpose we use large deviations techniques, but we consider the governing
eigensystem as well, and we discuss the relation between these two approaches.
We extend the analysis to the multiple source case. Finally, we use the obtained
results in simulation. We examine variance reduction by importance sampling in a
multiple source example. The new statistical law of the fluid process is based on
the conjugate rate matrices.

1

Introduction

Nowadays in engineering, probability and operations research much attention is paid to
Markov modulated fluid queues. Their interest lies in the possibility to model probabilistically the buffer behavior in ATM switches. Several research issues and mathematical
analyses have been initiated by these fluid models. Before we introduce our model and
notation, we first give a brief overview of these.
The fluid model can be considered as a queueing system with finite buffer that is filled
(continuously) by input streams and emptied at a constant rate. The buffer is used by one
or more customers (sources) , generating Markov modulated input streams. The main idea
behind the model is that we assume that the input of queueing systems may be highly
correlated in time: the arrival pattern consists of bursty moments (peaks) alternating
with periods with more quiet input. This means that the fluid model is a more natural
representation of reality than models with 'homogeneous' input, e.g. Poisson processes.
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If the input consists of identical independent on-off sources, we may consider the
modulating process as a birth-death Markov chain. This model (with uniform birth
and death rates) is analyzed by Anick, Mitra, and Sondhi [5]; later, the model with
general birth and death rates was solved by van Doorn, Jagers, and de Wit [181] . A
system of linear differential equations, describing the evolution of the buffer contents in
time, is derived. Equilibrium probabilities of the buffer contents and other performance
parameters are derived from the spectral expansion of the solution of the associated
eigensystem. Therefore, this approach is referred to as the governing eigensystem method.
Later, Kosten [110], Mitra [130], Stern and Elwalid [170], and Elwalid and Mitra [60]
found further generalizations. This approach allows us to examine the rare event of a
buffer overflow: the deviant behavior appears to be dominated by an eigenvalue of the
eigensystem mentioned above.
Recently, the large deviations approach of analyzing fluid systems has received much
attention. An asymptotic approach based on large deviations is given by Weiss [184]
and leads to analyzing the occurrence of rare events in models with a large number
of (identical) sources. On the other hand, a lot of other authors derive asymptotical
expressions in the buffer size by using large deviations techniques. Examples are Ridder
and Walrand [150], who consider one source, and de Veciana, Olivier, and Walrand [47],
examining the particular case of a birth-death source.
The approaches mentioned above mostly assume the traffic intensity to be smaller than
1. In case of heavy traffic, diffusion approximations are discussed by Knessl and Morrison
[107] for the model of Anick et al. [5] and by Kobayashi and Ren [108] for extensions
to multiple types of traffic. Expressions for the steady-state distribution of the buffer
contents are derived in these studies.
An important issue in the study of ATM networking models is the effective bandwidth
problem. Suppose that there are several types of sources. It is very relevant to know how
many of each of them can be accepted in order to maintain a reasonable service level,
e.g., keeping loss probabilities below some prescribed small value. Commonly one writes
the constraint "'E,{[= 1 nkCk $ C, where nk is the number of type k sources each having an
effective bandwidth Ck and C is the deterministic service rate. Kelly [99] analyzes this
problem in a 'traditional' queueing context ('renewal input ' streams) , Gibbens and Hunt
[74] consider correlated input: Markov fluid on-off sources. Kesidis, Walrand, and Chang
[105] and Elwalid and Mitra [61] link the effective bandwidth concept to the eigensystem
method mentioned above and the large deviations concept. They find that the effective
bandwidth can be expressed as a Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of an eigensystem. The
same approach for discrete time ATM models has been pursued by Chang, Heidelberger,
Juneja, and Shahabuddin [28] . Whitt [186] gives a detailed summary on the effective
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bandwidth concept.
Since the techniques mentioned above mostly yield only asymptotics of the probabilities of interest, simulation can be quite useful. However, using ordinary Monte Carlo
estimators, long simulation runs are required for good relative efficiency of the estimates,
particularly when the loss probabilities are small (say of the order 10- 9 ). Importance
sampling may lead to variance reductions and hence 'fast simulations' are possible, see
e.g. Siegmund [167] and Glynn and Iglehart [77]. Cottrell, Malgouyres, and Fort [41] find
with large deviations techniques an exponential change of measure that is in some sense
optimal; Parekh and Walrand [144] apply this result in a queueing context. To execute
the 'fast simulation' we have to determine the statistical characteristics of the conjugate
model, i.e., the model under the new probability measure. Feller [68, Ch. XI and XII],
Asmussen [6] , and Anantharam [4] concentrate on this subject in a general setting, Ridder [148] finds sufficient conditions for the parameters of the conjugate model in case of
a Markov fluid process.
The modulating input process can be considered as a continuous-time Markov chain
X ( ·), on a finite state space E = {1, . .. , d}, with infinitesimal generator A := ( .A;j )f,j=l.
We recall the convention .A;; := - Li,ii .A;j =: -.A; . We assume that the Markov chain is
irreducible, and 1r denotes it unique steady state distribution. While the Markov chain
visits state i, the buffer is filled continuously at a constant rate of r; > 0 units fluid per
unit time, representing e.g. ATM cells or communication packets. The input pair (A, r)
represents the characteristics of the source that uses the buffer. The buffer is emptied by
a continuous output flow with rate C > 0 cells per unit time, independently of the current
state of the modulating process. The buffer has 'large' but finite size B. We may regard
(B, C) as the system characteristics. To guarantee the stability of this system, we assume
throughout (1r, r) < C, where ( ·, ·) denotes the inner product. To avoid trivialities, we
suppose that there is at least one state i with a rater; that is larger than C.
Defining S(t) as the amount of fluid in the buffer at time t (where t ~ 0) , the development of the buffer contents is given by the following differential equation:

S(t

+ dt) = S(t) + (rx(t) -

C) dt ,

provided that the right-hand side is feasible: 0 ~ S(t) + (rx(t) - C) dt ~ B. Otherwise
the buffer contents remains on equal level (i.e., 0 or B): S(t + dt) = S(t).
In a way described in Ridder and Walrand [150] and Ridder [148] we can identify cycles
in the evolution of S(·), consisting of a busy part followed by an idle part. In this chapter
we give rough estimates for the probability of an arbitrary cycle being an overflow cycle.
In case of buffer size B, we denote this probability by o:(B) throughout. Notice that these
cycles are not strictly regenerative, since the busy period cannot start in particular states
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of the underlying Markov chains, e.g. those with r; < C. How to overcome this difficulty
is explained in Ridder [148] and Kesidis and Walrand [103].
Furthermore, it is clear that during an overflow the underlying Markov chain does not
behave according to the transition rates of the modulating Markov chain: S( ·) hits [B, oo)
although we assume the offered load to be smaller than 1. In case of a cycle reaching
overflow (B large), the Markov chain behaves according to the conjugate (or dual) rate
matrix M := (µ;Jf,i . The contribution of this present chapter is to discuss two ways
to find this conjugate model. The first uses large deviations theory, in particular slow
random walk theory, in order to find the decay rate of a(B) and the dual rate matrix.
The problem boils down to an eigenvalue problem, and we propose a straightforward,
efficient algorithm to solve this. The second method gives the decay rate and dual matrix
as the results of a variational problem: the minimization of an entropy function. We also
prove equivalence of both methods.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 addresses the slow random
walk approach, to find decay rate and conjugate model In Section 3, we come to the same
decay rate and dual matrix, but they emerge as the result of a variational problem: the
minimization of an entropy function. Section 4 uses the previous results to execute importance sampling in an asymptotically optimal way. A multiple source case is considered.
Conclusions can be found in the final section.

2

Slow random walk approach

Tackling the problem of finding asymptotics for a(B) we may investigate the free buffer
process, just like in Ridder and Walrand [150]. They consider a process S(.) denoting the
amount of fluid in the system after removing the boundaries O and B. They fix an initial
state, say 1, and let (j be the increment of fluid between the (j - 1)-th and jth return to
this state. These increments are independently and identically distributed, and therefore
slow random walk theory becomes applicable [23, Ch. 4]. Defining the large deviations
rate function or Legendre-Fenchel transform by

11 (x) := sup (Ox - logEexp(06)),
8

it appeared that the following rough asymptotic relation is valid:
lim _Bl log a(B)

B➔ oo

= T>O
inf T Ii (-Tl) = -0•,

(3.1)

where 0• denotes a positive solution of the characteristic equation Eexp(06) = 1. The
renewal reward theorem says that (7r, r) - C equals the ratio of E(i and EY1 , where Yi.
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denotes the time elapsed between two consecutive returns to state 1. We see that 6
obviously has a negative mean. Now it is easy to prove that the characteristic equation
has a unique positive root. However, how to find this root?
For the moment generating function Eexp(06) it is in general not possible to find a
simple closed expression. Conditioning on the jump from state 1, one may easily verify
that it can be written as follows

=

Eexp(06)

where the variables x; ( where i = 2, ... , d) denote the moment generating functions of the
net amount of fluid generated by the free buffer model starting in state i until absorption
in state 1. They are implicitly defined by
X;

So for a fixed 0, the moment generating function in this argument can be found by solving
a system of d - 1 linear equations in d - 1 unknowns, which can be done easily using
standard Gauss-Jordan procedures. Applying for instance a bisection method we can find
the value of 0*. The domain for 0* is

D(0) := {0: A; - (r; - C)0 > 0, i = 1, . .. , d} ,
In this domain the equations have two solutions: 0 and 0*. Defining x 1 = 1 and recalling
that A;= -A;;, we get for i = 1, ... d:
d

-(r; - C)0* x;

LAijXjj=I

We define the diagonal matrix R by diag{r 1 , . .. , rd}- As treated in Stern and Elwalid
[170] we may ignore the case of r; = C for any i E E. Then the system above reduces to
-0*x = (R-CI)- 1 Ax. In other words: -0* is eigenvalue of (R-CJ)- 1 A, with associated
right eigenvector x = (1, x 2 , ..• , xdf. Since the x; represent moment generating functions,
they are all strictly positive. We also see that the choice of the initial state (in the system
above: state 1) does not affect the value of 0* nor the associated eigenvector (besides
the normalization: in case of initial state i E E we have x; = 1). We conclude that we
have found the connection between the slow random walk approach and the governing
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eigensystems, cf. related work of Anick et al. [5], Mitra [130], Stern and Elwalid [170],
and Elwalid and Mitra [61] .
As pointed out in Kesidis, Walrand, and Chang [105] the effective bandwidth of a
Markov fluid source (for fixed 8) can be regarded as the output rate C(8) , such that
the decay rate of o:(B) equals -8. Again this problem can be converted into a system
of equations. For fixed 8 and C, the moment generating function can be calculated by
solving the set of linear equations; effective bandwidth C(8) is that value of the output
rate, such that E exp( 86) equals 1.
The effective bandwidth concept eases the task of deciding whether a source should
be accepted or not, in case of multiple sources sharing a single buffer that is emptied
at a rate C (call acceptance control). Suppose that a service level 8 should be maintained, and source 1, ... , K are connected, having bandwidths C1 ( 8), ... , CK (8), such
that ~{; 1 C;(8) < C. If the effective bandwidth of the source to be accommodated fits in
the 'remaining space' C - ~{; 1 C;(8) it can be accepted, otherwise it should be rejected.
As said in Elwalid and Mitra [61], the effective bandwidth can also be seen as the maximal
eigenvalue of R + A/8.
It is well-known that (Asmussen and Rubinstein [9]), in case of an overflow, the increments (; have an exponentially twisted distribution. This means the following: If the
increments of the free buffer process between two visits to state 1 have cumulative distribution function F(·), the increments along the path to level B (for large B) approximately
have distribution function

1_:

e9•xdF(x) instead of [ : dF(x)

= F(u) .

(3.2)

We call the increments of the twisted process (;'. It is easy to check that (3.2) gives the
following 'translation property' holds for the moment generating function of the 'old' and
'new' increments:
Eexp ((8 + 0*)6)

= Eexp (BG).

(3.3)

The new increments induce the conjugate process, that can be used for variance reduction
objectives in simulation, as mentioned in the introduction. To perform these simulations,
it is important to find the rate matrix M = (µ;J)1,i=l of a modulating Markov chain that
goes with (;. However, since in general no closed expression for the moment generating
function can be found , it is unclear at this stage how to find these rates.
In a very direct way, we can find sufficient conditions to satisfy (3.3) . Consider an
arbitrary cycle from state 1 to state 1, visiting 1 = i 0 ➔ i 1 ➔ · · · ➔ in ➔ i 0 = 1,
satisfying ii =J ii+ 1 , j = 0, . .. , n - l, i 0 =Jin. The chain stays a time tk in state ik. The
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probability of this realization to occur is

(";::')···(t~o)

X

(>.; 0 exp(->.; 0 to)) ··• (>.;nexp(->.;ntn))dto· ·· dtn.

(3.4)

So the moment generating function of 6 in 0 + 0* equals
all

~
L-,

00
{

}_
cycle, -co

f
e(D+O*)x(>. · ·· ·A·· )
Jt.
t;:'f)r;;-C)t;=x
into

1011

X

(e - A;o to ... e- A;ntn)dto·· · dt n dx ,

where the summation is over all cycles starting and ending in 1 and the inner integration
over all ti satisfying

all

I:.'J=0 r(ij)tj = x.

This expression equals Eexp(0(i)

L 1-oo
roo it,r__ ·-C)t,-x
-- e8x(µioi,·--µinio)
cycle,

X

=

(e-µ;oto ... e-µ;ntn)dto•·•dtndx,

.I:_(r,;

cf. Ridder [148] . Clearly, if the following conditions are met, we have an equality:
• for any subset {i 0 ,i 1, ... ,in} of the state space E (with n E lN and satisfying

ii =/ ij+1, j

= 0, ... , n -

l, io

=I in)
(3.5)

In words: the products of subsequent transition rates in cycles of the chain with rate
matrix M are equal to these products of the original chain with transition matrix
A.

• for any i EE, we have
µ;

= >.; -

0*(r; - C).

(3.6)

This is a simple relation between the rowsums of the original transition matrix A
and those of M . We see that in case of r; < C for some state i, we have that
µ; > >.;. This means that average time the chain spends per visit in state i is under
M smaller than under A. Conversely, if r; > 0, the mean time of a visit to state i is
shorter under A than under M. This is intuitively reasonable: If the fluid process
reaches a high level the visits to states with a positive rate must be longer and those
to states with a negative rate shorter than in the original chain.
Suppose we use the following transformation of the original transition rates (i

=I j)
(3.7)

where x = (1 , x 2 , ... , xd) is the right eigenvector of the matrix (R-CJ)- 1A corresponding
to eigenvalue -0* . Clearly, condition (3.5) is satisfied. Moreover, we have
µ; = Lµ ii
#i

d

= >.; + L

j=l

X ·

>.;r.1.
X;

= >.; -

(r; - C)0*,
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yielding that (3.6) is met as well.
We conclude that it is sufficient to choose the µii (i -I j) according to (3.7), µ; :=
L,ji.i µii· However, this transformation appears to be necessary as well. This can be
derived as follows. Until now, we found sufficient conditions for the dual transition rates,
and we showed that they can be found by solving an eigensystem. Because Eexp(06) = 1
has only roots 0* and O (both with multiplicity 1, since the moment generating function
has a positive slope in 0• and a negative in 0), the other d - 2 eigenvalues must either
lie outside the domain or be complex. Therefore, the conjugate process is determined
uniquely, implying that transformation (3. 7) is necessary as well.

3

Equivalence with entropy functions

The change of measure established in the previous section can also be found by examining
entropy functions . The new transition matrix appears to be the optimizing argument in
a variational problem, as we will see in this section.
As treated in Ridder and Walrand [150], we can find the most likely equilibrium
distribution p of the underlying Markov chain, given that the buffer contents reaches a
high level. This is done as follows . Instead of examining the roots of E exp( 06) = 1,
we can find 0• as a result of the optimization program infT / 2 (p) . Here T ranges over
(0, oo) and p over all probability measures on E such that the inner product of p and r
is 1/T. The level 2 large deviation rate function for finite state continuous time Markov
chains / 2 ( · ) is given in Donsker and Varadhan [52] . It can be shown that the result of this
program equals expression (3.1), see [150]. The optimizing argument can be regarded as
the most likely equilibrium distribution of the modulating chain in case of overflow.
This method has several drawbacks. Firstly, in general the function / 2 (·) cannot be
evaluated easily. Only in very few special cases a simple closed-form expression for / 2 ( · )
can be calculated, for instance in case of birth death Markov chains. Secondly, it is true
that we derive an important characteristic of the conjugate process, namely the long-run
distribution of the modulating Markov process p, but this does not determine uniquely
the complete probabilistic behavior of this chain. For this reason, we are not able to
perform importance sampling with an 'optimal' change of measure. To do that, we have
to find the dual rate matrix M.
To cope with the second drawback mentioned in the previous paragraph, we must
not only consider the fraction of time the process spends in each state (resulting in p),
but also the fraction of jumps which are from i E E to j E E , where i -I j. To explain
the main ideas of this concept we first consider an irreducible discrete time Markov chain
{Xn, n E 1N"0 } on a finite state space, say E := {1, . . . , d} . Let P = (P;i)1,i=I be the matrix
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containing the transition probabilities; 1r p is its invariant. Let R,. (i, j) be the empirical
pair measure:

1

Rn(i,j) := -

n

I: l{i}(xk-1)lu}(Xk).

n k=l
As we know, R,.(i,j) converges to 1rp(i)Pii, almost surely (n ➔ oo). Note that for large n
it holds that both marginals of R,.( i, j) are identical:
d

d

lim ~ R,.(i ,j)
n ➔oo L.J
j=l

= n➔
lim ~ R,.(j, i)
oo ~
j=l

with probability l. It is clear that, in case of the large deviations of R,.( •, • ), we only
need to consider matrices R = (r;i)f.i=I with all entries non-negative, adding up to 1 and
1 T;j = E1= 1 Tji· As can be found in Dembo and Zeitouni [50], R,.( •, •) obeys a large
deviations principle with rate function

E1=

with r;. := E1=I r;i· Here 0log0 and log(0/0) are defined to be 0. The entropy function
/ 3 (·) can be rewritten as a relative entropy between two transition matrices, see Mandjes
[118]:

(%) .

/3(Q / P) := "t,1rQ(i) tQ;jlOg
i=l
j=l
P,,
The notion 'relative entropy' enables us to examine the probability that a Markov chain

with actual transition matrix P acts as if obeying different transition probabilities (the
entries of Q) during a substantial period. In fact, / 3 (Q / P) provides us the exponent
of the probability of observing a chain that behaves according to Q instead of P . By
discretization (cf. Donsker and Varadhan [52]) we can derive also a relative entropy of a
rate matrix M (with invariant p) with respect to a transition matrix A := p,;i)f.i=I of a
continuous time Markov chain X( •):

see Kesidis and Walrand [104]. A heuristic derivation of this entropy is sketched in
Mandjes [118]. One can show that the following contraction principle holds:

I2(P)

= M:pM=O
inf l3(M / A),

cf. de Veciana et al. [47] . Therefore, the following two optimization programs are equivalent, and equal to ()•:

. f
TI2 (:;;\
lil
pJ
( T>O,(p,r)=l/T
+C

. f
= p:(p,r)>C
lil

12
(p, r) - C

(P) )
-_-c-'--'-

and

. f
l3(M I A)
m
(~
M: (p,r)>C
P, r ) - C,

(3.8)
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where p denotes the invariant of M: pM = 0 and I::f= 1 p; = 1. We conclude that the
drawbacks mentioned earlier in this section are removed: the entropy function is a simple
closed form expression and the minimization yields an entire rate matrix. We claim that
the latter expression in the previous display is optimized by the rates found in Section 2.
In Section 2 it was explained how to find an conjugate random variable (; of 6
satisfying the translation relation (3.3). Clearly we have Eexp(-0*G) = 1, yielding that
0•• = -0•. Again applying (3.3), we get that the conjugate of this conjugate is again the
original random variable: (;* = 6- Moreover, we find easily

J~

!

logP (

{i;

(k,j E

1N} hits [B, oo) during a cycle) =

J~ ½logP ( {- j; (Z ,j E 1N} hits [B, oo) during a cycle) = -0*.
Therefore, combining the above results, we found the following duality relation, 7f invariant
of A:

/J(M I A)
(p, r) - C

=

inf
M:(p,r)>C

Ia(M I A)
(p, r) - C

= 0• =

inf
A:{ir,r)<C

Ia(A I M)
-(if, r) + C

Ia(A IM)
-('rr, r) + c·

From the definition of the relative entropy 13 (· I ·), we conclude that the fact that 0• is
finite implies that >.;1 = 0 -¢=} µ; 1 = 0 (for i, j E E , i -I j). We derived that the Markov
chains equipped with transition matrices A and M , respectively, have the same chain
structure. We conclude that the chain governed by M is irreducible as well; given M , p
is uniquely determined and consists of merely positive components.
In order to solve the minimization in the right hand side of (3.8), we introduce the
Lagrangian which has to be minimized over the transition matrices M with (p, r) > C
and which contains already the condition pM = 0:

- _ Ia(M I A)
d (
.- _
_ -)
L(M,p, K) := C )-C - :EK; LµiJPi - LµJiPJ
p, r

i=I

#i

= I::t=I (PiL1=1 ,#i f(i,j))
(p, r - C)

where!(·, ·) and g(·) are defined for fixed Mand

f(i,j) .g(i)

#i

-tK- (.)
i=I

•g i '

p:

iJ,;J log(iJ,;1 / >.;1) + >.;1 - µ;J for distinct i and j EE
LµiJPi - Lji,J;PJ for i EE.
#i

We make a couple of remarks:

#i
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• Since h(· I A) as well as (., r - C) are proportional in P, we may omit the normalization equation

Ef=i Pi =

1.

• For notational convenience, we did not remove the equation g(d)
redundant.

=

0, although

It is a well-known result that a necessary condition for the minimum is that all partial

derivatives equal 0. Equating the partial derivatives of the µii (where i
to O yields subsequently:

=J j), Pi

and

K;

(3.9)
[}L _ E#;/(i,j)((p, r) - C) - (E%= 1 Pk Lj# f(k , j)) (ri - C) _ K ~ _
(() _
c)2
, w µ,1

.Q-_

vp,

p,r

#i

_ E#;/(i,j) _ (E%=1 PkLj#f(k ,j))(r; -C)
C
(Cp, r ) - c)2

- Cp,r ) [}L =

[}Ki

-1:µijPi

+ LµiiPj

#i

= 0 (or g(i) =

"°'

+ #i
w

"°' - _K,)µ,1
- __- o .'

+ #i
w(K1

o).

K - --

1µ,1

(3.10)
(3.11)

#i

From now on we examine relations (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) a bit more precisely. Suppose that the infimum is attained in (M, p, K) . Since the vector p consists of only positive
entries, equation (3.9) yields log(µ;i/.>.ii) = ((p, r) - C) (Ki - Ki), where i,j EE and
i =J j . Now consider an arbitrary subset {i0 , i 1 , . . . , in} of E , with n E .IN and satisfying
the following constraints: ii =J
(defining in+l := io)
log (µ•oi,)

+ ··· +

ij+l,

j

= 0, .. . , n -

log (µ•nio)

= ((p, r)

l,

i0

- C)

)..,nio

)..,011

=Jin - It follows immediately that

X

(~
j=l

(K;; _, - K;;)) .

Clearly, the right-hand side of the previous display equals 0. We see that we obtain that
condition (3.5) is necessary. Some elementary calculus yields for all i E E

L(M,p,K) (r; - C) =
- )- C
(p,r

("°'w (-p,r ) - C + "°'(K
- K)- -·) - [}L _
w 1
' µ,1
vpi
J(i ,j)

.Q-

#i

if.i

r; - C ~ K · ( .)
p,r - Cw
i=l 1 g J .

( -

)

Under the necessary conditions (3.10) and (3.11), the first and the last term of the righthand side equal 0 in (M, p, K). Since (}* is the value of the Lagrangian in a stationary
point, plugging in condition (3.9), B*(r; - C)/((p,r) - C) can be rewritten as follows:

B*(r; - C) =
(p,r) - C

(L

#i

J(i,j)

(p,r) - C

+ L(Ki _
#i

K;)µ;j)
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=

(L

#i

by importance sampling

f(i,j) _Lµiilog(µii/Aij)) =I:(.Xii-µii)_
(p, r) - C #i (p, r) - C
#i (p, r) - C

We found the second necessary condition (3.6) .
Note that the condition (p, r) > C excludes the trivial solution M = A and 0• = 0. We
saw that it necessarily holds that (for distinct i and j) Aij = 0 ===} µii = 0 and otherwise
µii
Aij

=

exp( ( (p, r) - C)Ki)
exp( ( (p, r) - C)Ki) '

for solution K. These relations show the existence of some vector y (coordinatewise
positive) such that
y

µii= AirL ·
Yi
Suppose that we found such a vector y, we have because of necessary condition (3.6) that

L Aij Yi = L
# i

Yi

A;j - 0*(r; - C),

#i

which can be read as I:j= 1 A;iYi = -(r; - C)0* Yi · We see that y equals the eigenvector
x mentioned before, except possibly a normalizing constant which does not influence
relation (3.7). We conclude that the dual rate matrices found by both methods coincide.
We remark that the entries of the optimizing rate matrix in (3.8) are of the form (3.7) .
Therefore the minimization program can be considerably simplified: d - l variables are
involved rather than d2 -d. We conclude that we have encountered an important reduction
property. Using some minimization code, the solution of this variational problem can be
derived relatively easily now.
De Veciana et al. [47] find the decay rate as well as the dual transition matrix in case
of a modulating Markov process of birth-death type. To find M and 0•, they propose in
fact solving (3.5) and (3.6) . Our analysis, on the other hand, covers the general case and,
apart from that, simplifies the search for the dual matrix.

4

Fast simulation by importance sampling

This section deals with 'fast simulation' methods to estimate overflow probabilities. In
the first subsection we show that our choice of the importance sampling distribution is
within a certain class optimal. The second subsection gives a simulation example, in
which multiple Markov fluid sources are involved, sharing one buffer.

4.1

Asymptotic optimality

In finite buffer models the choice of buffer size B is often an important issue. We may
choose B for instance such that the probability of a loss cycle, a(B), is very small, typically
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in the order of 10- 9 . For these design purposes it is useful to have accurate estimates of
a(B).
From the preceding sections we found the decay rate of a(B), but not an approximation
of the probability itself. Therefore, we may try to estimate it by means of Monte Carlo
simulation: generate cycles of the fluid process and estimate a(B) by the ratio of the
number of overflow cycles to the total number of cycles. For large levels B the number of
samples to draw must be large in order to obtain good relative efficiency of the estimate.
For instance, is a(B) of the order 10-9 , then the number of cycles required is of the order
10 11 if a confidence of 95% and a relative efficiency of 10% is required. This imposes
strong demands on the random generator. Apart from that , this Monte Carlo method
would obviously be very time consuming.
To cope with the problems mentioned in the previous paragraph, we may tackle the
problem using importance sampling, as introduced in Chapter 2. In Ridder [148] some
details on the implementation are treated. We assume some underlying probability triple
(fl, F, P), under which the original Monte Carlo simulation would be executed. We start
the simulation of the process in an empty system and finish a run either at a buffer
overflow or a return on level 0. Each w E n is of the form

where ik represents the state of the chain after the kth jump during this sample cycle
and tk measures the amount of time spent in state ik. Clearly a cycle is a loss cycle if
I:i:= 0 (r(ik) - C)tk 2'. B , whereas it represents a return to level O if Lk=o(r;k - C)tk :S 0.
Consider the possibility of executing the simulation based on another probability Q,
such that P is absolutely continuous relative to Q. Since the chain behaves, in case of
buffer overflows, as under M instead of A it seems reasonable to associate Q with the
fluid model governed by an underlying Markov chain with rates M . Then the likelihood
of a cycle satisfies

cf. density (3.4). According to (3.6), the exponent in the previous likelihood equals
-0• Lk=o(r;k - C)tk, which is smaller than -0• B in an overflow cycle. Bearing in mind
the parametrization (3. 7)
.,\ioi1 • • · .,\in-lin.,\in

µioi1 • • • µin-linµin

As explained in Chapter 2, a(B) = EkQ.)(LI), L denoting the likelihood, I being 1
in case of an overflow cycle and O otherwise. The sample mean I;f= 1 L;l;/n (simulation
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performed under measure Q) is therefore an unbiased estimator. As in Chapter 2, to gain
insight into its variance performance, we again use the notion of asymptotic optimality.
Since variances are non-negative, we have EkQ)(L 2 / ) 2'. o: 2 (B). Applying (3.1), we get
that for all Q
liminf _!__ logE(Q)(L 2 / ) > -28*.
B--+oo B
B
But, with our specific choice of the new law of the fluid process we have that EkQ) (L 2 I)
is dominated by K 2 e- 20 • B. Therefore our choice is asymptotically optimal:
1
limsup- logEkQ\L 2 / )
B--+oo 8

~

lim
B--+oo

2

8

logK - 20*

= -20*.

It is a well-known result that in case of an overflow the buffer content builds up
essentially linear with slope (p, r) - C > .Q ( cf. Anantharam [4]), exactly the drift of the
fluid process under M. We find that the average behavior of the fluid system under M
looks like the most probable trajectory under A under condition of an overflow. The drift
of the new process becomes positive instead of (7r, r) - C < 0.

4.2

A simulation example

Following the procedures explained above, we now work out the concepts of 'fast simulation'. It appears that the 'fast simulation' method provides us a possibility to speed
up simulation runs substantially. The rates of the dual transition matrices can be calculated from the optimization program in the righthand-side of display (3.8) in conjunction
with the reduction property mentioned in the previous section, or the system of equations
proposed in Section 2. These methods enable us to find the conjugate process even for
systems of considerable proportions.
As an example we now treat the analysis of a multiplexing system fed by multiple
independent Markov fluid sources. In Section 1, we associated a customer loading packets
into a buffer with a continuous time Markov chain X(·) and traffic rate function . In
other words: a customer is characterized by (A, r), whereas (B, C) reflects the system
characteristics. In this example, there are several customers (A;, r;), i = 1, . .. , K, sharing
the same buffer (B, C). The sources behave statistically independent in time.
Without loss of generality, we first consider two Markov fluid sources. Customer i is
recorded by Markov chain X;(·) on {1, ... ,d;}, equipped with rate matrix A; and traffic
rate function r;, i = 1, 2. The two sources can be combined to one aggregate source on
{1, ... , di} x {1, ... , d2 }. The input per unit time is r 1,; + r 2 ,i if the first modulating
Markov chain is in state i and the second in j . In matrix notation, one may equivalently
rewrite the traffic rate matrix R as the Kronecker sum of R 1 and R 2 , i.e., R 1 EB R 2 , see
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Elwalid and Mitra [61] . Analogously, the generator of the aggregate chain can be given
by A := A1 EB A2. The following conclusions can be drawn:
• As we mentioned before, the dual rates are provided by the governing eigensystem
-0•x = (R - CJ)- 1Ax, or equivalently Cx = (R + (1/0*)A)x. This system can be
rewritten as follows :

Analogously to Elwalid and Mitra [61], we obtain that the depletion rate C can be
decomposed as C1 + C 2, where C; is eigenvalue of the matrix A; + (1/0*)R; , with
accompanying eigenvector x;. The C; can be regarded as the depletion rate of a
single source to make the decay rate of the loss probability of that source -0• , i. e.,
the effective bandwidth.
• Every non-diagonal entry of A1 (A 2) is d2 (d 1) times present in A. We may ask
ourselves whether this structure carries over, i.e. , do the corresponding entries in
its conjugate transition matrix coincide as well? In other words: does it hold that
M = M1 EB M2, for rate matrices M1 and M2? This is indeed the case and a direct
implication of the fact that the eigenvector x is a Kronecker product: x = x 1 ® x 2.
Defining X := diag{x}, we get the new rate matrix by calculating M := x- 1 AX 0*(R- Cid,d 2 ) ; here In stands for the identity matrix of order n . It is easily verified
that
where C1 and C2 denote the effective bandwidths of both sources. On the other
hand, using some elementary properties from Kronecker algebra:

x-

1

AX= (X;- 1 18) x; 1)(A1EBA2)(X118) X2)
(X11 ® x 21)(A1 ® Id2)(X1 ® X2) + (X11 ® x; 1)(Jd, ® A2)(X1 ® X2)
(X;- 1A1X1) 18) (X; 1Id2X2) + (X;- 1Id1 X1) 18) (X; 1A2X2)
= (X 1A1X1) ® Id + Id, ® (X 1A2X2) = (X 1A1X1) EB (X 1A2X2) .

1

2

2

1

2

We get M = M 1 EB M 2, where M; = (X;- 1A;X;)- 0*(R; -C;Id, ), i = 1, 2. Of course,
this decoupling result can be extended (inductively) to higher dimensions.
We conclude with a numerical example, concerning the simulation of a multiclass traffic
system. We distinguish between three types of customers loading data packets into a finite
buffer. All sources have peak rates 5 Mbit/s, while their mean rates are 512 kbit/s. We
have 40 sources of the on-off type, where the average burst length is 50 msec. Furthermore,
we have 5 sources of both type 2 and type 3, which are modeled by 3-state and 4-state
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modulating Markov chains, respectively. They consist, apart from the bursty state and
the off-state, of states with moderate traffic rates. The rate matrices (in s- 1 ) are:

A1

= ( 2 _; 8

2
*0 ) , A2

= ( ;

~ ~~

1 3.83

) , A3 = ( :

*

;

1 4.60

: ::
1

J

*

The traffic rates are r 1 = (5, Of, r 2 = (5 , 1, Of, and r 3 = (5 , 1, 0.5, of, in Mbits/s.
The depletion rate C amounts to 35 Mbit/s, and therefore the offered load is 0.73. Making
use of the effective bandwidths, we can find the dual rates. We get 0• = 1.5018, the
bandwidths of the three types are 0.7192, 0.6358, and 0.6106, respectively. The dual rate
matrices are

M1 =

*

( 3.36

13.57)

*

* 0.78 1.46 14.17J
* 0.77 13.67
2.56
* 2.80 9.06 .
, M2 = 2.59 * 8.86 , M3 =
1.37
1.07
* 9.72
(
)
(
1.46 4.32
*
1.41 5.08 1.03
*

We already remarked that the cycles are not iid, and therefore we use a batch means
approach, see Kesidis and Walrand [103] . In the table we give 95% confidence estimates,
where we simulated until the ratio of the confidence interval half-length to the estimate
(i.e., the relative efficiency) was below 10%. It is well known that, under the original
measure, the number of cycles to get a fixed level of confidence is proportional to the
reciprocal of the probability to be estimated. Therefore, it increases exponentially fast
(at a rate of 0*) in the buffer size. However, under the asymptotically optimal importance
sampling measure Q, this number is more or less a constant in B. Finally we notice that
the simulation procedure can be extended in a straightforward way to a technique which
enables us to estimate the long-run fraction of time spent at level B , or the long-run
fraction of data packets lost, see Chang et al. [28] .
In the Table 1 the estimates are given using the direct method as well as the optimal
importance sampling measure. We also gave the number of cycles required to get this
estimate. Because of large simulation times, we omitted direct estimates for large buffer
sizes.
From the table we empirically find that the probability of an overflow cycle is asymptotically exponential with decay rate 0• and an unknown amplitude T/ :
a(B) exp(0* B) -+ TJ, where B-+ ao.

We conclude that fast simulation is an important tool in buffer dimensioning. It enables
us also to find the value of the depletion rate C such that the overflow probability is below
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Table 1: Simulation results.
B (x106 bit)
1
2
3
4
6
10
15

Fast simulation
a(B)
# runs ( x 102 )
2
3.76 · 108
7.28 · 10- 3
8
1.41 · 10- 3
8
3.34. 10- 4
8
1.50 · 10- 5
9
3.91 · 10-s
8
2.23 · 10- 11
9

B (x10 6 bit)
1
2
3

Direct simulation
a(B)
# runs ( x 104 )
2
3.51 . 101
6.91 · 10- 3
6
1.53. 10- 3
26

a certain level. However, then we have to execute simulations with different values of C,
and that means that different optimal importance sampling parameters are involved as
well.

5

Conclusions

We have considered a Markov fluid model, in which customers use a buffer of finite
size B . The overflow probability emerging in this model, a(B), can be approached on
specific probabilistic levels, with different advantages and disadvantages. Based on slow
random walk results, we may find the decay rate of a(B) and the optimal change of the
underlying probabilistic model. The root of E exp( 0( 1 ) = 1 must be found, where each
evaluation of the moment generating function is equivalent to solving a linear system of
d - l equations in d - l unknowns. We also treated an alternative method to find 0* and
the dual rate matrix M, using entropy functions . In this case the minimum of a function
of d - l variables has to be determined, while a system of d linear equations in the same
number of unknowns (i.e., the invariant has to be determined!) must be solved in each
function evaluation. It is not clear yet whether the procedure proposed in Section 2 or
the minimization of Section 3 is computationally less demanding.
Then we have focused on applying these expressions for variance reduction objectives.
We wanted to execute Monte Carlo simulations in order to estimate the overflow probability. We changed the underlying probability model such that the negative drift of the fluid
system was replaced by a positive one with the slope of the optimal trajectory that causes
overflows. The new estimators have variance properties obviously superior to the direct
Monte Carlo estimators: the required simulation time is persistently orders of magnitude
smaller. Therefore, 'fast simulation' permits us to perform tests on buffer sizes and service
rates to gain insight into the consequences for overflow probabilities.

Chapter 4
Markov fluid queues with many sources
This chapter is concerned with overflows in queues fed by Markov fluid input. The
results are asymptotic in the number of sources, i.e., we let the number of users grow
large. The main objectives of this study are to characterize overflow probability as
well as 'most probable way' in which overflow occurs. Applying large deviations
techniques, known results [184] for exponential on-off sources are extended to general
Markov fluid input. Successively, zero, small, and large buffers are treated. Finally,
results for multiclass input are given.

1

Introduction

In view of the implementation of ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) based high-speed
communication networks, the performance evaluation of particular queueing systems attracts much attention. These systems can be described by queueing models, in which a
large number of on-off traffic sources feed into a buffer that is emptied at constant rate.
Large deviations (LD) theory is particularly appropriate to analyze this kind of large traffic systems. In the first place, LD yields rough asymptotics of the probability of a rare
event, in this case cell loss due to buffer overflow. Usually, this is done by solving an
associate variational problem. However, as a by-product insight is gained into the way
the underlying stochastic process reaches the rare event under consideration. In fact, the
'most probable' trajectory to overflow can be found from the optimizing argument of the
variational problem. Freidlin and Wentzell [70] provide a comprehensive treatment of this
subject.
To simplify the analysis, the (discrete) cell streams are approximated by (continuous)
fluid. Shwartz and Weiss [166, Ch. 13], [184] successfully analyzed queues fed by a large
number, say n, of on-off fluid sources with exponentially distributed on and off periods.
They developed rough approximations of the overflow probability, asymptotically in n.
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More precisely, for zero, small, and large buffers, a number I > 0 was found such that the
overflow probability is (asymptotically) equal to exp[-n/].
However, several studies showed that in some cases the assumption of exponential on
and off times is not realistic. For instance, O'Reilly and Ghani [141] propose sources
with exponential on times and hyperexponential silences, not fitting into the framework
of [184]. Therefore, it is interesting to analyze whether the results of Shwartz and Weiss
can be extended to more general sources. The contribution of this paper is that this is
indeed possible: nearly all the results carry over to queues fed by general Markov fluid
sources. This class of sources is very rich: it allows for instance on-off sources with phasetype (Coxian, hyperexponential, Erlang, etc.) on and off times. In the Markov fluid
framework even on-off sources with general on and off times can be embedded, because
each distribution on the positive half-axis can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a
mixture of Erlang distributions with common 'shape-parameter' [162] .
In the present chapter, we let the number of sources n grow large. Also, we take the
deterministic service rate nC and buffer size nB. Under the assumption that the mean
input rate of a single source is smaller than C, the event of a buffer overflow (for any
B > 0) is rare for large n : we will show that the overflow probability decays exponentially
in n to 0. We will derive the associate decay rate and other overflow characteristics that
are asymptotical in the number of sources n .
In a lot of previous articles, however, one derived large buffer asymptotics of overflow
probabilities: overflow is rare because of large buffers instead of large numbers of input
sources. Chapter 3 of this monograph can be regarded as one of these. With this respect,
we mention, among many other studies, the initiating article of Anick, Mitra, and Sondhi
[5] (identical exponential on-off sources) and Kosten [111] (multiple types of traffic, in
accordance with the multiclass input of ATM-networks) . Elwalid and Mitra [61] and
Kesidis, Walrand, and Chang [105] relate the large buffer asymptotics to the effective
bandwidth concept. Kesidis and Walrand [103] and Mandjes and Ridder [125] focused
on estimating cell loss due to overflow by applying importance sampling (simulation)
techniques, which are based on LD theory and in particular the solution of the abovementioned variational problems.
The organization of this chapter is as follows . Section 2 briefly reviews some main
results of large deviations theory that are used throughout this paper. Section 3 addresses
overflows in queues without buffers. Surprisingly, the concept of time reversal appears to
be a useful tool in order to characterize the most probable trajectory to overflow. For
positive buffer B, the associate variational problem cannot be solved explicitly. However
for the limiting regimes B -!. 0 and B -+ oo accurate approximations are deduced, as
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reported in Sections 4 and 5. Finally, Section 6 addresses the topic of a multiclass model.

2

Preliminaries

The purpose of this section is to review some basic results from LD. We pay attention
to theorems concerning a large number of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
random variables, and a large number of i.i.d. Markov processes.

2.1

Large deviations of i.i.d. random variables

Consider an i.i.d. sequence (X;)iEN with partial sums (Sn)nEN: Sn := I:f= 1 X; . The strong
law of large numbers says Sn/n ➔ EX1 a.s., provided that EjX1 1 < oo. However, in our
applications we are more interested in large deviations from this limiting value, e.g. the
probability P(Sn/n ~ a) for some a > EX1 and n large. LD [23], [50], [58] describes the
asymptotics of this kind of rare event probabilities. We recall some basic results that are
relevant for this study.
Let M( ·) be the moment generating function (mgf) of a single increment, i.e., M(0) :=
Eexp(0X1 ) , assumed to be finite in a neighborhood of 0. /( ·) is the large deviations rate
function or convex conjugate of logM(·): I(u) .- sup 8 (0u - logM(0)) . Under weak
conditions on the set U , Cramer's theorem says
lim .!.logP(Sn/n EU)= - inf I(u) .
n
uEU

n--+oo

(4.1)

A sufficient condition on the set U is [58, p. 35]: infuEinw l(u) = infuEc1u/(u), intU and
clU denoting the interior and closure, respectively, of U. The function/( ·) is convex,
with minimal value 0 at EX1 . Consequently, if U contains EX1 , the decay rate of the
probability under consideration is 0, in agreement with the laws of large numbers. Also,
for all a > EX1 the decay rate of P(Sn/n ~ a) equals /(a) . More accurate asymptotics
are the so-called Bahadur-Rao extensions [50, p. 95-98] of Cramer's theorem (4.1) :

P ( ~n ~a) enl(a)Jn

➔ K(a)

and P ( :

~a+¾) enl(a)Jn ➔ K(a)e-O(a)b ,

(4.2)

as n ➔ oo. Here K(·) is a positive function , whose precise form is irrelevant here; 0(a)
solves (log M)' (0) = a.
Analogously to the LD of sample means, the asymptotics of the empirical distribution
can be considered. Define the empirical distribution in x after n samples by Ln(x) :=
n- 1 • #{i = 1, .. . , n : X; = x} . Ln(·) converges weakly [58, p. 32] to Px(·), i.e. the
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distribution of the X;. Sanov's theorem says that, under mild conditions,
00

dµ(x)
lim -1 logP(Ln EU)= - inf /
log ( dP
( ) ) dµ(x),
n
µEU -oo
X X

n ➔ oo

(4.3)

where dµ/dPx = oo ifµ is not absolutely continuous w.r.t. Px. If U contains Px, the
right hand side indeed yields 0, in accordance with the convergence of Ln to P x. Loosely
speaking, an optimizing µ in the right hand side can be interpreted as the most probable
distribution of the X; in case of Ln E U (for n large) .

2.2

Large deviations of i.i.d. Markov processes

Consider n independent continuous-time Markov chains, having common rate matrix A :=
(A;J)fJ=l of finite dimension d. We assume the Markov chains to be irreducible, and
therefore endowed with unique invariant 1r (satisfying 1rA = 0 and I:;f= 1 7r; = 1). Let
z~i) (t) be the fraction of all n processes (or the state frequency) in state i at time t. As
explained in [166], the limiting process of Zn(·) = (Z~1>(-) , .. . , z~d)(·)l (for n-+ oo) is
the deterministic process Z00 (•), given by the system of linear differential equations (cf.
Kolmogorov's forward differential equations)
d

Z~'(t) = L z~,>(t)Aji - L Z~(t)Aij = L z~>(t)Aji,
#i
#i
j=l

or Z~(t) = AT Zoo(t).

Methods to solve this kind of systems of differential equations are well-known [86] . Explicitly, if Z00 (0) is given, we can write Z 00 (t) = exp(ATt)Z00 (0). For a fixed t, Z00 (t) can
be calculated using an uniformization technique, see Tijms [175, p. 154-156]. Shwartz
and Weiss [166] present the LD of Zn(·), i.e., the probability that Zn(·) lies far away
from Z00 ( ·), for large n. One of their results, of particular interest for this paper, can be
phrased as follows. Define
d

logMx(0)

:=

L L X;A;J (e 8ie- 0•
i=l jf'i

-

1),

(4.4)

in fact reflecting the joint log mgf of the number of jumps in all directions, if the state
frequencies are x;. Here 0 E JRd, x E pd := {x E ]Rd : x; E [0,1], I:;f= 1x; = l}.
Furthermore, we define the multidimensional convex conjugate of log Mx(·): for u such
that I:;f= 1 u; = 0, Ix( u) := sup8( (0, u) - log Mx(B)), where (0, u) := I:;f= 1 0;u;.
Let Ube a set of (differentiable almost everywhere) functions from [0, T] (T positive,
possibly oo) to pd, representing the paths of the state frequencies of the Markov chain in
time. Again, under mild conditions on U, formally treated in [166],
lim -l logP(Zn(·) EU on [O, Tl)= - inf f□T lt(t)U'(t))dt.
n
/EU o

n➔ oo

(4.5)
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We call J lJ(t)U'(t))dt the entropy or action functional, evaluated in path f . Inserting
'average path' !(·) = Z00 ( · ) yields ft I1(t)U'(t))dt = 0: if U contains the limiting behavior, the decay rate equals 0, cf. laws of large numbers. In most cases, the variational
problem in the right hand side of (4.5) is difficult to solve. However, for special classes
of sets U, the infimization can be done explicitly applying calculus of variations [73].
The optimizing f is called the 'optimum path' and reflects the most probable trajectory
of Zn(·) under condition of Zn( ·) E U on [O, T], n large. In fact, it can be said that if
the event under consideration happens, it happens via this optimum trajectory (cf. the
interpretation of the optimizing probability measure in Sanov's theorem) .

3

Zero buffers

Consider a queueing system, fed by a large number (n) of independent and statistically
identical Markov fluid sources. Each source is associated with a continuous-time, finitedimensional Markov chain with infinitesimal generator A = (),;j)t,i=l· This rate matrix
is assumed to be irreducible, implying the existence of a unique invariant 1r . If a Markov
chain is in state i, fluid is generated at a constant rate r; ~ 0. This kind of sources are
of the so-called Markov fluid type. Notice that the parameters can be chosen such that
they represent on-off sources with phase-type on and off distributions.
The fluid generated by the sources is led into a queue, which is emptied at a constant
rate nC. To avoid trivialities, we assume C smaller than the peak rate of a source. For the
sake of stability, C is larger than the mean rate of a single source, (1r, r) . Denote by H the
elements x of ]Pd such that (x, r) ~ C. Obviously, an overflow in the zero-buffer queue
occurs if Zn(t) E H for some t, Zn(·) as defined in Section 2. We aim to characterize
the frequency of this event, asymptotically in n. Clearly the event represents a large
deviation, since its probability tends to O as n grows large. We prove that this decay is
exponential, and derive an expression for the corresponding decay rate. We also find the
most probable path of Zn(·) from the equilibrium situation towards a distribution in H .

3.1

Decay rate of the overflow probability

Let Ai be the input rate generated by source j (j = 1, .. . , n) at a point in time at which
the system is in equilibrium: Ai= r; with probability 1r;. Based on Cramer (4.1) , we have
the following rough asymptotics of the input rate being larger than the output rate:

(tAi ~ nc) =

lim .!_logP
n
j=l

n--+oo

-I(C),

(4.6)
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where/(·) is the convex conjugate logM(·), M(·) being the mgf of A1 . The value of 0
solving (logM)'(0) = u, called 0(u), is the optimizing argument in the definition of I(u).
Consequently, J(u) = 0(u)u - logM(0(u)) and I'(u) = 0(u).
LD allows us to find the most probable state frequencies, conditional on overflow.
Let Ln(i) denote the fraction of Markov chains (in equilibrium) that is in state i. Then
{2::.i=l Ai 2: nC} = {Ln EH}. It follows from Sanov (4.3), that

(a·)

n Ai 2: nC ) = - inf L
d a; log ~
lim -1 log P ( L
.
n
j=I
oEH i=i
7r;

n-+oo

The infimum is attained for a;(0) := 1r;exp(0(C)r;)/M(0(C)), i = l, ... ,d (use Lagrangian optimization) 1 . This statement can be somewhat rigorized in the following
way. Invoking Bahadur-Rao (4 .2), we find for large n ,

_ . . (P ((n - 1)- Lk,;;;f
Ak 2: C+ (n - l)- (C - r;))) _
- hm
p ( ._,n A
C)
1

n-+oo

'Ir,

1

n

-1

L.,k=l

k

2:

. J(C)-O(C)(C-r;)

1r,e

.

Using the relations between I( ·), 0(·) and M(·), the above limit indeed equals a;(0).

3.2

Optimal path towards overflow

Recapitulating, we found the decay rate (inn) of the probability of an overflow J(C), and
we derived the state frequencies a when hitting the hyperplane aH := {x E JPdl(1r , r) =
C}. However, it is also possible to find the optimal path f of the Zn(·) (in JPd) from the
equilibrium 1r to a(0). In order to derive an explicit expression for this path, we shall use
the large deviations for i.i.d. Markov chains. Let U denote the set of paths, consisting
of elements f : JR ➔ JPd with J(0) = 1r and reaching aH for some T(f) > 0. Then,
according to (4.5), the decay rate of the overflow probability reads
T(J)

inf

lo

/EU O

If(t)U'(t))dt.

As explained in theorem 2.1 of [59] and [166, Ch. 2], this expression must equal J(C),
where J(C) follows from (4.6) . We shift the time axis such that overflow is reached at
time 0. In other words, we get

I(C)

=

0

inf {

/EU' 1-T(J)

If(t)U'(t))dt,

(4.7)

1
Here a(·) has argument 0, since it reflects the most probable distribution to hit 8H in the zero-buffer
case. A proper definition of the function a(·) is given in the next section.
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where U' consists of f : lR ➔ ff>d that equal 1r in -T(J) and are in 8H at time 0.
We will now find a path f that solves (4.7) and is, for that reason, an optimum path.
Consider a rate matrix with entries ~ii := >.ii1ri/1r;, being the transition rates of the timereversed of the modulating Markov process [95J. Let f (·) be the solution of the differential
equation f'(t) = -AT J(t) , value 1r fort ➔ -oo and a fort= 0. Consequently, fort ::; 0,

(4.8)
Our 'guess' for an optimum trajectory from 1r to a (in time interval ( -oo, OJ ) is the path
that solves this system of linear differential equations. We can show that this is true.
Suppose that f satisfies the differential equations. Then, by inserting (4.8) ,
0

j_

0

lt(t)U'(t))dt
00

= j_°

00

s~p

= j_

s~p
00

(t

(-tto;:;

B;J;(t) - t

~ f;(t)>.ij (

8
e ie-O; -

8

>.;ifi(t) -t~f;(t)>.ii (e ;e-

8
; -

1))
1))

dt

dt

To get the 0 that optimizes the integrand, given the values of J(t) and f'(t), we differentiate the integrand with respect to 0; and equate it to 0:

Inserting 0;(t) := log(f;(t)/1r;) indeed yields 0. This choice of 0;(t) gives, cf. equation
(4.4), that log Mt(t)(0 1 (t), ... , 0d(t)) = 0:

Here (i) is justified by reversing the order of summation, and (ii) by 1r being invariant of
A. We now conclude that the minimum achievable value in (4.7) is attained:

j_°

00

lt<tJU'(t))dt

=
=

j_°

t

( t log (!~it)) J;(t)) dt

00

l~;(O)

log(;) du= ta;(O) log

(a~~)) =

J(C).

We conclude that we proved an appealing result, namely that the most probable path
from 1r to a(O) of the original process is the path from a(O) to 1r of the time-reversed
process (having generator A) , with a reversed time axis. In other words: f satisfies
f'(t) = -AT J(t) on (-oo, OJ , with J(O) = a(O) . In this way, large deviations theory and
time reversal coincide very nicely, as reported in earlier studies (see for instance Shwartz
and Weiss [165J on the M/M/1 queue).
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4

Small buffers

The previous section dealt with queues with zero buffers. It is noteworthy that queues
with no (or small) buffers are particularly suited to process traffic with stringent delay
constraints (voice). However, for other types of traffic (data), positive (or even large)
buffers might be attractive. This section deals with the decay rate of the overflow probability in case of small buffers; the next section addresses large buffers. We take the buffer,
if n sources are connected, nB . We call the decay rate of the loss probability in this model
I*(B). Note that I*(0) = I(C), as considered in Section 3. In [59] bounds for I*(B) are
found in case of reversible sources.

4.1

Basic results

We will first review some of basic results that we need in the remainder of this paper.
These are extensively treated in Shwartz and Weiss [166]. From (4.5), decay rate I*(B) is
the minimization of the action functional over U, where U consists of (differentiable a.e.)
functions f: JR ➔ pd such that f(-oo) = 1r, f(0) E 8H, yielding overflow at time TB:
inf

(TB

1-oo

/EU

lt(t)U'(t))dt

=

inf

( inf

o,{JE8H

(TB

1-oo

fEUa.fJ

lt(t)U'(t))dt).

(4.9)

The equality is basically 'conditioning' on the state frequencies at time 0 and TB ; U0 ,/J
is defined as the functions f E U such that f (0) = a and f(TB) = (J. The requirement
(J E 8H is based on the fact that for an f that minimizes the left hand side of (4.9), it
holds that f(TB) E 8H , as explained in [166, Exercise 13.7] .
We decompose the infimization between brackets into two parts:

I*(B)

= o,{JE8H
inf

(f
i=l

a;log (

0

i) +

7r;

inf

(TB

/EUa. /j

lo

lt(t) (f'(t))dt).

(4.10)

The first term represents time interval (-oo, 0] : it is the entropy of hitting 8H in a
distribution a, starting in 1r (use (4.3), cf. Section 3). The second part is the entropy
of the trajectory to overflow, starting in a and reaching overflow while being in (J. The
minimizing a and (J, say a(B) and (J(B), are in fact the most probable distributions to
enter and leave Hin order to cause a buffer overflow.
We refer to (4.10) as the unconstrained problem, whereas the infimum between brackets
(a and (J fixed) is the constrained problem. Since for an optimizing path f it holds that
f E intH for all t E (0, TB), see [166], we get that J[B (f(t), r - C)dt = B . Consequently,
the Lagrangian representation of the constrained problem is (with multiplier K)
inf

/EUa ,fJ

lo

TB

O

h(f(t), f'(t))dt , where h(a, b)

:=

Ia(b) - K(a , r - C),

(4.11)
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From the calculus of variations we find the first order necessary conditions for an optimal
f, known as the Euler equations [73]:

{)

-h(a, b)

aa

I
a= f (t) ,b= f' (t)

b) I
d({)-h(a,
ab

).

=-

dt

(4.12)

a=f(t) ,b=f' (t )

These equations will be used in the section on large buffers.

4.2

Approximations for small buffers

Weiss [184] considered two-state (on-off) Markov fluid sources. In that case, clearly the
fraction of sources that is on at time 0 and TB is determined uniquely. Thus a and /3
are known, and we are left with the task of determining the solution of the constrained
problem. The constrained problem can be solved explicitly: the fraction of sources in the
on-state (between 0 and TB) along the optimal path turns out to be a hyperbolic cosine.
However, for general sources we did not succeed in finding similar results. Therefore, our
aim is to find accurate estimates for the decay rate of the overflow probability and the
optimal path.
In the remainder of this section we heuristically construct an approximation f for the
optimal path (in the interval [0, TB]) and the decay rate in case of small B .
• In the previous section we found a(0): the most probable state frequencies in order
to reach H . It is plausible that the most probable tuple in which H is reached in
order to build up a small buffer contents B lies close to this distribution. Consequently, we choose f(0) = a(0). Analogously, and recalling the system of differential
equations (4.8), the left derivative of the optimum path in 0 can be approximated by
lim,t0 f:(t) = 1 1r;/1ri>..ii!J(0) = : a;(o). The 'principle of smooth fit' [166, page
374] says that the first derivative of the optimum path is continuous, and therefore
we let the left and right derivative of the f; at 0 coincide.

Ef=

• H is left (at time TB) where the time-reversed process would reach H to build up
a small contents B, i.e., close to where the time-reversed process would reach Hin
the zero buffer case. Using the fact that A and A have the same invariant, we choose
f(T8 ) = f(0) = a(0) . Using arguments similar to those above, we approximate the

derivative of the optimum path at TB by J:(TB) =

Fort

E [0, TB] we let

Ef=

1

>..i;!J(0) = : /3:(0).

f;(t) equal

a;(0) + a:(o)t - (/3:(0) ;B2a;(o)) t2 + ( a:(o) ~ /3:{0)) t3'
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meeting all the obtained 4d constraints. Because

J[ (f (t), r 8

C)dt

=B

it follows that

12B
(a'(0) - /3'(0), r) ·

Returning to (4.10) the left term of l*(B) reduces, by inserting a= a(0), to I(C) . The
value of J[8 lJ(t) (f'(t)) dt still has to be calculated. We notice that!'(·) changes rapidly in
[0, Ts], whereas J(-) is more or less constant. Therefore, similar to [184], we approximate
the integral by

foTa l1(o)(f'(t))dt = foTa la(O) ( a'(0) = Ts

l

:: (/3'(0) + 2a'(0)) + ;; (a'(0) + /3'(0))) dt

la(o) ( a'(0) - 2u (/3'(0) + 2a'(0)) + 3u 2 (a'(0) + /3'(0))) du,

which is proportional to ,/B. We get that lims-1-o(I*(B)-I(C))/,/B is a positive constant.
As said, in case of exponential on-off sources, exact results are calculable,
but tedious numerical computations are required. To avoid these, Weiss [184] developed
an approximation as well. However, we emphasize that both the exact method and
Weiss' approximation do not apply to general Markov fluid sources, as opposed to our
approximation technique established above.
In this example we will compare the exact results with both Weiss' and our approximation. Consider sources with exponential on and off times. State 1 is the busy state:
fluid is generated at rate 1; state 2 is the idle state. Define .X := .X 21 and µ := .X 12 .
Furthermore, M := µC and L := .X(l - C). The following approximations were derived
in [184] for the the maximal input rate during the optimum path, the time to overflow,
and the decay rate
EXAMPLE.

fmax

~

C+

I* (B)

:=::!

I( C) + 27,/B,

(vlJvi - ..fi) 2 ~ ,
where 7

Ts~ log (
:=

1) ~'

J,-(L_+_M_)1-og_(_M_/L-)---2-(M---L-).

Our approach yields after quite a lot of calculus
fmax

~

I*(B)

:=::!

C

+ ~✓6(M -

L),/B,

Ts:=::!

{J!;,,

I(C)+Ts{L+M +! LM log(.!:...)+L-Mlog(.!:...)}
4
2M-L
M
4
M
.

Suppose A = 1, µ = 2, C = 0.5. We notice that, with respect to the value of the decay
rate I*(B), our approach and Weiss' approximation coincide to a large number of digits.
In the next table we list, for several values of the buffer size, the exact value, Weiss' result,
and our result, respectively.
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Table 1: Comparison of results

B
0.005
0.01
0.02
0.05

5

TB

fmax
0.530
0.542
0.559
0.590

0.530
0.543
0.561
0.596

0.531
0.543
0.561
0.597

0.247
0.351
0.500
0.812

0.246
0.348
0.492
0.778

0.245
0.346
0.490
0.775

Large buffers

In the previous section we deduced an approximation for the decay rate and the optimal
path for small buffers, using the exact results for B = 0. Here, we will find the solution
for infinitely large B, yielding an approximation for large buffers.

The constrained problem
In case of large buffer sizes and a fixed number of sources, we know the most probable
distribution of the sources, given that overflow occurs. This distribution, say p, is evidently
different from 1r and can be calculated as follows, see Chapter 3 and [125] . Solve the
eigensystem

Ax= -B(R - CI)x ,

(4.13)

with R := diag{ r} and I the d-dimensional identity matrix. Let 0* be the smallest positive
eigenvalue, and x a corresponding eigenvector (which can be chosen componentwise positive). Then, conditional on overflow, the rates >.;i seem to be replaced by µ;i = >.;ixi/x;
for i =/; j andµ ;; = >.;; + 0*(r; - C) . The invariant of these µ 'sis p. M = (µ;j)1,i=I is called
the dual generator of A.
Based on these observations, our 'guess' for the optimal path (to build up an infinitely
large buffer) in the constrained problem is the following. Fix an o:, f3 E 8H. Then the
optimal path consists of two regimes:
A. First, the path goes from o: to p, via the equilibrium path of the µ 's. This path,
satisfying f'(t) = MT f(t), is defined on [O, oo) , with f(O) = o:.
B. Then the optimal trajectory goes from p to f3 via path g. M denoting the dual
generator of A, g is given by g'(t) = -MT g(t) on (-oo, O] with g(O) = /3. (Notice
the shift of the time axis!) To show that g( -oo) indeed equals p, it must be shown
that M has invariant pas well, as is done below.

We now determine the dual rates 'fi,;; of the time reversed process and show that indeed
pis invariant of these rates. We must solve Ay = -B(R - CI)y . It can be shown easily
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that this eigensystem is solved for B = e• and y such that y;

= p;f1r;x;:

d

I:XiiYi
i=l

as desired. Now elementary algebra yields

pM = 0, as desired:

As an aside we mention that we derived a commutational property: the dual of the time
reversed process is the time reversed of the dual process.
Having done this preliminary work, we can now calculate the action functional explicitly for the trajectory of our 'guess'. Differentiating the supremand in the definition of

lt(t)U'(t)) with respect to 8; yields the first order conditions

J;(t)

+ L f;(t)>.;ie 81 e- 8'

L fi(t)>.i;e 8•e- 81 = 0.

-

jf.i

(4.14)

jf.i

During the trajectory from a to p, the path of our 'guess' satisfies
d

J:(t)

= L µi;fi(t) = L µi;fi(t) - L µ;if;(t) = L >.ii X; li(t) - L >.ii xi f;(t).
jf.i

i=l

jf.i

Substituting (4.15) in (4.14) yields B;(t)

jf.i

= Iogx;

d

d

i=l

i=l

Xi

jf.i

(4.15)

X;

for all t E [0, oo). We find

= I:(logx;)J:(t) + L f;(t)e·(r; - C).

(4.16)

In the same way we find that on the trajectory from p to f3 the optimizing B;(t) is equal
to log(g;(t)x;/ p;), yielding fort E (-oo, 0]
l 9 (t) (g'())
t

" ( >.;iYi ()xi/Pi
=~
~ log (x;g;(t))
-. - 9;'()
t - ~
~~
t ~ /_ - >.;i9i ())
t
i=l

=

t

p,

log ( x;~?)) gi(t)

i=l

+

ic¢i

t

X,

p,

g;(t)B•(r; - C).

(4.17)
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We can prove the optimality of our 'guess'. On the path from atop we check Euler's
equations (4.12), recalling the definition of h from (4.11), as follows :
d

h(a,b)

=

:E(logx;)bi

d a;A;1 (X--1. - 1) LL

i=l

i=l

-h(a,b)
a
I
Bai
a=f(t),b=f'(t)

I

-d ( -h(a,b)
a
dt 8b;
a=J(t),b=J'(t)

j/ci

L>.ij
#i

X,

C 1) 1

-

x,

d - C)ai,
K :E(ri
i=l

K(ri - C)

= (-0*

- K)(r; - C) ,

d
dt log xi= 0.

)

Conclude that the first order conditions are satisfied with K = -0* . A similar procedure
can be executed for the 'p ➔ ,8-path', yielding that g(·) is optimal, with K = -0* as well.

The unconstrained problem
The optimum trajectory in the unconstrained problem consists of four regimes, all inducing an entropy. In the following list , these entropies are functions of a and (J . The most
probable distributions to enter and leave H still have to be determined by minimizing the
total entropy over a and ,8.
A'. The first step is a path from 1T to a via f given by f'(t) = -AT J(t), for t in
( -oo, 0], with f (0) = a. According to Sanov' s theorem (4. 3), the entropy is given
by

I:f= 1 ai log(a;/1ri), cf.

(4.10).

A. Then from a to p via f as explained in the subsection on the constrained problem.
The corresponding entropy can be found by inserting (4.16):

lo°" IJ(t)U'(t))dt = t(p; -a;) log xi+ 0* (lo°" (J(t) , r -

C)dt) .

B. The third step leads from p to (J as above. Using (4.17), the entropy is given by
0
/_
00

19 (t)(g'(t))dt

=

"f (Ji log (z/J)
~i' - "f Pi log xi+ 0*
d

d

(

0
)
/_)g(t),
r - C)dt .

B'. Finally, the path goes from ,8 back to 1r via g given by g'(t) = AT g(t) for nonnegative
t, with g(O) = (J. The corresponding entropy is 0, since this is the limiting behavior
Z 00 (•), as noticed in Section 2.
The entropy functions together are equal to

t

i=l

(J; log(~) +
1r,y,

t

i=l

ai log(~)
1T,X,

+ 0• (

{°" (J(t), r Jo

0

C)dt +

f (g(t), r -

1-oo

C)dt) .
(4.18)
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The two integrals are together exactly the (infinite) buffer contents that had to be built
up. To find the most probable a and /3, we are therefore left with the task of minimizing
the first two terms. Of course, the minimization is subject to the constraints a, /3 E 8H.
Consider the Lagrangian

t /3; (:i ) + ta;
1ra;' ' )+ (ta;
- 1) + K2 (ti=l /3; - 1) .
•=l
i=l

i=l

log

log (

Ki

(4.19)

,y,

The minimum of (4.19) is attained for a;(oo) = 1r;x;/(1r,x) and /3;(oo) = 1r;y;/(1r,y). We
did not take into account the requirements a , /3 E 8H, but these are met automatically:

~ 0• 7r;X; (
7r;
~
(ii)
-0 • ( a ( oo ) , r - C ) = - ~
- r; - C ) =(i) ~
~ - - ~ >.;jXj = 0,
i=l (1r, x)
i=l (1r, x) j=l
where (i) is because of (4.13) and (ii) due to I:f= 11r;>.;j

= 0. Analogously /3( oo) E 8H.

Finally, we pay some attention to a remarkable phenomenon. Suppose, the hyperplane
is hit in the optimal a derived above. Coming from 1r the hyperplane 8H is hit in a( oo)
with slope

Also, the optimal path leaves 8H from a( oo) towards p with slope

The same equality holds in /3(00). So the optimal path is smooth (continuous and the
derivative is continuous) in the most probable distributions a( oo) and /3( oo) in which the
hyperplane is hit and left, coinciding with the 'principle of smooth fit ' [166].
Inserting a(oo) and /3(00) into (4.18), we find the following approximation of I*(B)
for large B :

6

Multiple types of sources

ATM traffic can be characterized by multiple types of traffic (data, voice, video, .. .)
having widely varying burstiness properties. For this reason, the situation of identical
(statistically independent) sources, as presented in the previous sections is not very realistic. Following Kosten [110], we consider multiple classes of sources, for convenience
we take two classes. Suppose n sources, of which
1 E 1N are of type 1 and
2

n,

n,

4.
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of the second type, where 11, 12 E [O, 1] and 11 + , 2 = 1. Let (Ak, 7rk, rk) be the infinitesimal generator, its invariant, and the traffic rates, respectively, of a type k source
(k = 1, 2). Furthermore, we define the moment generating function of the generated traffic
by Mk(0) := L;7rk,;exp(0rk,i) and h(·) as its convex conjugate. Also, 0k(u) := I~(u).
First we investigate the decay rate of the probability of an overflow in a

ZERO BUFFERS.

zero buffer queue
1' (t~Ak ,i 2 nC),
Ak,i representing the traffic generated by the ith type k source (in equilibrium). To
characterize the decay rate of the above probability, we will use a number of insightful,
heuristic arguments. The results can be rigorized in a manner similar to that presented
in Section 3.
A simple conditioning argument yields

2 n-yk

P (ti~Ak ,i

)
c (n-y,
) (n-r2
)
~ nC ~ fa P ~A 1,; ~ n(C- C') P ~A2,; ~ nC' dC' .

Laplace's principle [166, p. 12] says that the decay rate of the above integral equals the
decay rate of the maximal value of the integrand. These observations yield for the decay
rate of the probability of a filling buffer
1
{
J.!..¾ -log

n

sup P
C'E[O,Cj

-

inf
C'E [O ,Cj

(n-y,
L A1,; ~ n(C -

)

C') P

i= l

{ ,1 I1

(n-y2
L A2,i ~ nC') } =
i=l

(C 11

C')

+ ,2I2

(

0
')}
12

=-

inf°t rkh(Ck),
k=l

where C 1 and C 2 in the final expression must be chosen such that I:~=l r kCk = C.
Call the minimizers in this formula simply C 1 and C 2 , and (re)define H as the set of
distributions (x 1 , x 2) such that I:~=l r k(xk, rk) 2 C. Similarly to Section 3, the most
probable distributions to enter H are given by
(4.20)

The paths towards (a 1 (0) ,a2 (0)) from the equilibrium distribution (1r 1 ,1r2 ) are given by
exp(-Ait)ak(O) , k = 1, 2 and t E (-oo , O].
SMALL BUFFERS. The results for small buffers of Section 4 can be extended easily to the
heterogeneous case. The hyperspace His hit by the optimal path close to the distributions
given by (4.20), just as in Section 4. Also an approximation of the slope at this moment
can be found: (a~(O) , a;(o)) = (-ATa 1 (0) , -Afa 2 (0)) . On the other hand, using the
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time-reversed process, we can approximate the distribution at which the hyperspace is
left and its derivative there: His left near (,81 (0) , ,82 (0)) = (a 1 (0),a2 (0)) with slope
(,Bf (0), ,8~(0)) = (Af o- 1 (0), Aia2 (0)). The optimal path on [0, TB] can be approximated by
a polynomial of degree 3, leading to the approximation for I*(B)

where the epoch of overflow is given by
TB=

12B

LARGE BUFFERS. We finish this subsection by treating the large buffer case. First define
the so called effective bandwidth [61] of a source of type k, Ck(0), by the largest real value
of C that solves the eigensystem (with eigenvector xk)

where Rk := diag{rk} , k = 1, 2. We define 0• as the solution of I:%=1 'YkCk(0) = C.
Furthermore, call the eigenvectors from the definition of Ck(0*) simply xk , k = 1, 2.
It can be checked easily that the effective bandwidth of a source with the original
transition rates Ak, i.e. the function Ck(·), and the effective bandwidth based on the timereversed rates Ak, i.e. C\(·), coincide. Consequently, 0* also solves I:i=i 'Yi5k(0) = C,
yielding eigenvectors y 1 and y2 • Similarly to Section 5, we deduce the following asymptotics
for the decay rate of the loss probability J*(B) for large B:
2

- L 'Yk log ( (7rk, xk) (7rk , Yk)) + 0* B.
k=l

7

Conclusions

We investigated a communication link fed by a large number of general Markov fluid
sources. For on-off sources with exponential on and off times this model has been investigated thoroughly [166], [184]. This chapter shows the possibility of extending the results
to general Markov fluid sources. In fact, the case of zero buffers and infinite buffers
can be analyzed exactly and lead to accurate approximations for small and large buffers,
respectively. Also, the extension to multiple types of traffic is established.
Decay rate I*(B) provides only rough insight into the asymptotic behavior of the
overflow probability. For practical purposes (for instance dimensioning and traffic control)
more detailed information is required. For that reason, fast simulation techniques can be
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developed to estimate the probability itself, instead of its decay rate. Another interesting
subject of future research is the analysis of J*(B) for moderate values of B, instead of
zero, small, and large buffers.

Chapter 5
Markov fluid tandem queues
The model considered is a communication network with a two-node tandem structure. The input consists of a number of Markov modulated fluid sources and feeds
into a first queue. The output serves as input for a second queue. We roughly
characterize the tail probability of the second queue. Chang et al. [28] proposed an
importance sampling technique to estimate this probability; we show an optimality property of this method. Finally, simulation results are given, showing a large
speed-up.

1

Introduction

An important design issue in high-speed digital network architectures (as ATM) is the
allocation of switching and transmission resources, in such a way that certain quality
of service (QoS) criteria are met (with respect to loss, delay) . Large numbers of traffic
sources with widely varying burstiness conditions are integrated at the entrance of the
network, but obviously the characteristics of the traffic streams change when passing
network switches. It is clear that it is necessary to gain insight into this change of
burstiness in order to perform adequate resource allocation for all links of the network.
This chapter focuses on the loss constraint: buffers and service rates must be chosen
such that the cell loss ratio is kept below a given acceptable level. To ease the task of
resource allocation, one attempted to approximate the loss ratio for given buffers and link
capacities. Particularly, for a broad class of single queues, it was shown that the loss ratio
has an exponentially decreasing tail: for large B, an accurate approximation is 77exp[-0B],
for positive amplitude 77 and decay rate 0 that do not depend on B. Consequently, for
given service rate, this asymptotic relation enables to find the right buffer size.
In order to determine an appropriate service rate, an important notion is the effective
bandwidth, see Hui [89], Guerin, Ahmadi, and Naghshineh [80] . Suppose a queue is fed by
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a number of traffic streams and emptied at a constant rate . Then it is possible to assign
to each source a bandwidth, viz. the service rate that should be offered to this single
source in order to achieve some service requirement. Mostly, the bandwidth required by
the superposition of the sources to guarantee the QoS, is approximated by the sum of
the individual bandwidths. Notably, if the service criterion under consideration requires
that the decay rate of the loss fraction is 0, this additivity property is exact. Then the
resulting bandwidths, as a function of parameter 0, are mostly called 'effective bandwidth'
functions . An extensive study on effective bandwidths of classes of Markovian traffic
sources can be found in Elwalid and Mitra [61], while more general input processes are
considered by Whitt [186], Chang [27], and de Veciana and Walrand [48]. In many studies
one has already succeeded in finding analytical expressions of the effective bandwidth
functions of several ATM arrival processes, for instance Markov fluid sources and Markov
modulated Poisson sources, see Kesidis, Walrand, and Chang [105] .
In recent years, attention was also paid on assigning effective bandwidths to departure
processes, see Chang, Heidelberger, Juneja, and Shahabuddin [28] and de Veciana, Courcoubetis, and Walrand [46]. They attempted to extend the analysis to an important class
of queueing networks: intree networks, coming much closer to 'ATM-reality' than single
queues. Their analysis had two aims. Their first purpose was to determine the decay rate
of the overflow probability of any queue in the network. Clearly, a decay rate by itself
only provides a rough impression of the tail of the distribution. For that reason, their
second goal was to develop fast simulation methods (based on importance sampling) that
provide numerical values. However, a number of questions remained unanswered.
(i) Chang et al. [28] developed a conjecture of the decay rate of the level crossing
probability of any particular queue in the intree network. They indeed found that
the decay rate was bounded from above by the conjectured expression, but they
could not prove the lower bound.
(ii) In [28] an efficient simulation procedure was proposed. This procedure is based on
importance sampling, and the alternative probability measure was meant to be such
that its variance performance were optimal. However, this optimality property was
not shown.
The contribution of this chapter is the solution of these problems, for the special case of
a two-node tandem model with Markov modulated fluid input.
We begin this study by introducing the model, reviewing some basic results on importance sampling and effective bandwidths, and explaining the simulation technique
proposed by [28]. Section 3 deals with rough asymptotics of the overflow probability in
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the second queue. Also the optimality of the importance sampling technique, that was
proposed in Chang et al. [28], is proven. In Section 4 we comment on the estimation of
the long-run fraction of fluid that is lost (the fluid loss ratio), and give simulation results.
A summary of results and conclusions is found in the final section.

2

Model description - Importance sampling

The performance of a queueing system with respect to loss can be measured by means
of several criteria, for instance the cell loss ratio or the mean time to overflow (starting
with an empty system). However, as pointed out in the introduction, in most cases the
mathematical analysis yields only rough, asymptotic characteristics of these performance
measures. Then, simulation can be used for obtaining numerical values. But the performance criteria include the rare event of a buffer overflow, and therefore (using direct
simulation) a huge effort is required to get an accurate estimate. This motivates the
research on applying variance reduction techniques, e.g. , importance sampling.
Importance sampling uses some alternative probability model, under which the rare
event under consideration occurs more frequently. The system is simulated under this
measure; the simulation output is translated back to the original model to obtain unbiased
estimates. Obviously, we are left with the task of finding the alternative probability
measure providing the largest variance reduction.
In the first part of this section, we describe our model formally. Then we give a brief
outline of importance sampling and we relate our study to earlier work. The choice of
an appropriate alternative probability model is closely related to the concept of effective
bandwidths, of which we will review the main ideas. We conclude this section by Chang's
conjecture of the optimal change of measure.

2.1

Model description

The model we consider is a so-called two-link tandem model. The first queue is fed by
a Markov fluid source. A fluid source is characterized by (i) an infinitesimal generator
A = (>.;i)i,i of a finite-state, irreducible continuous-time Markov chain with invariant 1r
and (ii) a traffic rate vector r . Fluid is generated at constant rater; while the modulating
Markov chain is in state i. In practice, several (independent) sources will feed into the
system, but these can be superimposed to one source [61].
The effective bandwidth, as mentioned in the introduction, arises from an eigensystem
[110], [61] . Let R be diag{r }, then the effective bandwidth C(0) of a (A, r) source is given
by the largest (real) eigenvalue of R + A/0. This function increases from the mean rate
µ := E; 1r;r; (for 0 .J.. 0) to the peak rate Tp := max; r; (for 0--+ oo). Kesidis et al. [105]
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found the following alternative characterization of C(·). Let A(t) denote the amount of
fluid generated by the Markov fluid source during [O, t], and define for real 0 the asymptotic
log moment generating function

. 1
M(0) := hm -logEexp(0A(t)) .
t-+oo

t

It was shown that C(0) = M(0)/0 . Also, M(·) is convex, with M'(O) = µ .
The arrival process obeys a certain limiting regime, which is described by the following
lemma, frequently used in Section 3.
LEMMA 2.1. There exist positive J(a) and H(a) such that for all t 2: 0,

P ( A?) 2: a)

~

H(a)e-J(a)t

(a>µ)

P (A;t) ~a)

~

H(a)e-J(a)t

(a<µ)

As a consequence, A(t)/t converges to M'(O)

=µ

a.s.

Analogously to Theorem 2.5 of [28], the upper bounds follows from Chebychev's
inequality. The almost sure convergence is due to the Borel-Cantelli lemma.
■
PROOF.

The first queue is emptied at a constant rate Ci > µ . The output of the first queue is led
into a second queue, serviced by a channel of constant capacity C2 E (µ, Ci) . Notice that
this last assumption is no restriction, because the other cases are either trivial (C2 2: Ci
means that overflow in queue 2 is impossible) or not of interest (C2 ~ µ means that
overflow is not rare) . Also, we assume that rp > Ci, because otherwise the tandem
system is essentially a single queue. The buffers are assumed to be infinitely large.

2.2

Importance sampling

Importance sampling is a variance reduction technique, whose main idea is to simulate under a probability measure (say Q) that differs from the actual one (say P) . Unbiasedness
is maintained by weighing each observation by a likelihood. Suppose, for some random
variable X, we want to estimate E(1')(X) (in self-evident notation), of course assuming E(1') IX I < oo. In case of direct simulation, we would draw a sample Xi, ... , Xn
according to P, yielding unbiased estimator I:;f=i X;fn. However, consider the possibility of generating a sample under Q. If P is absolutely continuous with respect to
Q, the Radon-Nikodym theorem implies the existence of a likelihood ratio L such that
E(1')(X) = E(Q)(LX). Simulating the process under Q, we find that an unbiased estimator is I:;f=i L;X;/n, where L; denotes the likelihood of the observation in run i. Now it
remains to point out how to capture this likelihood. We let every X be determined by a
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sequence (of random length) of independent random variables Y1 , ... , Yr, all having densities under both P and Q. Then the likelihood is simply the ratio of the (joint) density
under P in (Y1 , ... , Yr) and the density under Q in (Y1 , . . . , Yr). For details, see [77].
Returning to our setting of the tandem queue network, X is for instance the indicator
function of an overflow in the second queue, which is rare under P . This suggests that, in
the importance sampling, the parameters should be changed such that the second queue
becomes unstable. Of course, an interesting issue is the choice of Q such that the variance
reduction is maximal. Sadowsky [160] showed for GI/G/m queues that an exponential
twist of the densities of the original model is optimal within a broad class of importance
sampling distributions, Parekh and Walrand [144] heuristically motivate a similar twist for
networks of GI/G/1 queues . Glasserman and Kou [76] give conditions for an alternative
measure to be optimal in order to estimate rare event probabilities in tandem Jackson
networks. In contrast with our study, the authors of [76] consider the probability of the
network population reaching a large value, instead of the individual buffer contents. An
extensive survey on fast simulation methods is [85] .
Kesidis and Walrand [103] propose a change of measure for single queues with a Markov
fluid arrival process, but they do not treat the variance performance of the estimator.
Chang et al. [28] show for single queues (in discrete time) with Markov modulated input
that the optimal change of measure is again exponential and closely related to the effective
bandwidth concept. Their reasoning can be extended easily to (continuous-time) Markov
fluid sources. The next subsection deals with the computation of the exponential twist of
a Markov fluid source.

2.3

Exponential twisting - Effective bandwidths

The source (A, r) can be (exponentially) 0-twisted in the following way. Consider a real
0. Find the largest real eigenvalue of R + A/0. The corresponding right eigenvector x is
componentwise positive and uniquely determined to constant multiples [61], and we recall
that the eigenvalue is the effective bandwidth C(0) . Let the new rates A;j(0) be A;jXj/Xi
for i i- j and A;;(0) := .>..ii+ 0(ri - C(0)) . The traffic rates r remain unchanged. If the
structure of the source is more complicated than simply on-off, the eigensystem can still
be solved numerically in an efficient way [125] .
LEMMA 2.2. Let (A(a),r) be the a-twisted version of (A,r) . Let E(A) (E(A(o-)), respectively) denote expectation under rate matrix A (A(a)). Then for all real 0,

r

t~~
PROOF.

11

t

(0A(t))

E(A(o-))

og

exp

r

11

= t~~ t

og

+

E(A) exp((a
0)A(t))
E(A) exp(aA(t))

Let C(·) and D(·) be the effective bandwidth functions of the (A, r) and (A(a), r)
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source, respectively. Equivalently, it has to be shown that (a+ 0)C(a + 0) is equal to
aC(a) + 0D(0). Our proof consists of two steps. First we show that f := (aC(a) +
0D(0))(0 + a)-i is eigenvalue of R + A/(a + 0). Then we prove that there does not exist
any larger eigenvalue.
(i). Let x and y be the right eigenvectors from the definitions of C(a) and D(0):

a(C(a) - r;)

X

= L >.;r..1.
~

j

Then z, with z;

= x;y;,

(aC(a) + 0D(0))z;
(a+ 0)r;z; +

#i

y

= L A;j(a)-2.
~

j

is right eigenvector of R + A/(a + 0), with eigenvalue f:

= ( ar; +

(L

and 0(D(0) - r;)

o/

A;j

A;j(a) + >.;; +

x: + 0r; + o/ A;j(a) y)
y: z; =

X

L

#i

A;j z1 + >.;;(a)) z; = (a+ 0)r;z; +
z,

(L

A;jZj) .

j

(ii). Now suppose there exists an eigenvalue g of R+A/(a+0) that is larger than f, with
accompanying (componentwise positive) right eigenvector w:

Let C(a) be the largest eigenvalue of R + A/a, with right eigenvector x. Then

(

(a+ 0)g - aC(a)) w; = ! ((a+ 0)r; + L A;j Wj - ar; 0
X;
0
j
W;

L A;j Xj)
j

X;

W;.
X;

(5.1)

Now notice that

As a consequence, the right hand side of (5.1) reads

W·

r;__: + -1 (
X;
0

W·) .
L A;j(a)--1.
j

Xj

Thus, R + A(a)/0 has eigenvalue (a+ 0)g0-i - aC(a)0-i > D(0). Contradiction.

■

The following twisting is of particular importance. Let 0 solve M'(0) = Ci. Due to the
previous lemma, if the arrival process is 0-twisted, its asymptotic log-moment generating
function is given by N(0) := M(0 + 0) - M(0). Applying Lemma 2.1, the mean arrival
rate converges (a.s.) to N'(O) = M'(0) = Ci. We conclude that the 0-twisting provides a
load 1 queue.
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The change of measure

We define a busy period of a queue as the interval until the queue returns empty, started
from empty. (Notice that in case of fluid queues the output rate can be positive, although
the queue is empty!) Chang et al. [28] investigated the change of measure in order to
estimate the probability of overflow in queue 2, during a busy period of this queue. They
proposed the following change of measure. Let 0* be the (positive, unique) solution of

C(0)
if 0 ~ 0;
Cv(0) = C2, where Cv(0) := {
(
~)
. ~
8
C1 - 8 C1 - C(0) 1f 0 > 0.

(5.2)

The arrival process should be twisted by the smallest of jj and 0* . A consequence is that
(under this new measure) the load of the first queue is not larger than 1, where the second
queue is unstable (load larger than 1). This can be seen as follows , applying the previous
lemmas. Call the mean arrival rate under the above change of measure 11. (i) If jj ~ 0* ,
11 = Ci . Since Ci > C2 , the second queue has load larger than 1. (ii) Suppose jj > 0* .
From the (strict) convexity of M( ·), 11 = M'(0*) < M'(B) = Ci . Furthermore,
11

= M'(0*) = C(0*)

+ 0*C'(0*) > C(0*)

= C2 ,

since 0* is positive and C(·) increases. Consequently, jj > 0* yields
that the first queue is stable where the second is not.

II

E (C2 , Ci) , implying

The intuition behind II E (C2 , C1] is the following: In 'optimal importance sampling',
we let typical behavior under the new measure coincide with deviant behavior under
the old one. Loosely speaking, we choose the parameters of the new measure Q such
that its 'average trajectory' equals the 'most likely trajectory' to overflow under P (cf.
Anantharam [4]) . Now distinguish between the following two cases:
• First suppose 11 ~ C2 • Then the mean output rate of the first queue is 11 , since
11 ~ C2 < Ci. Consequently, overflow in the second queue remains rare. So, 11 must
be chosen larger than C2 .
• Suppose on the other hand 11 > Ci . Then the mean output rate of queue 1 will
be C1. But this is also the case if 11 = Ci! However, it is more likely that the
source transmits at rate Ci than at a larger rate (more precisely: transmitting at
rate Ci is less deviant from the 'actual' rateµ than transmitting at a larger rate).
Consequently, the optimal arrival rate in order to cause overflow will not be larger
than Ci.
The notation Cv( ·) is used because Chang et al. [28] conjectured it to be the effective
bandwidth of the departure process, cf. also Corollary 3.1 in [46] .
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Analysis of the level crossing probability

This section deals with the asymptotics of the level crossing probability a(B), i.e., the
probability that the buffer contents of the second queue exceeds, during a busy period,
level B. This probability is very useful in determining the mean time to overflow [160].
Observe that at the start of a busy period of the second queue the first queue is empty
as well, as a consequence of C1 > C 2 . We let (3 denote the steady state distribution of the
state of the modulating Markov chain at the beginning of the busy period of the second
queue. The main result of this section deals with the asymptotics of a(B):
THEOREM

3.1. Let 0* solve Cv(0)

= C2 . Then

B- 1 loga(B)-+ -0* as B-+ oo.

In Subsection 3.1 we show upper bound limsupB- 1 loga(B) :S -0* , Subsection 3.2
shows that liminf B- 1 loga(B) 2:: -0* . Although the upper bound was already in Chang
et al. [28], we give our own proof. This is because of the fact that the relations derived
in order to prove this upper bound can be used in the lower bound.
Before starting, we first give the following definitions. D(t) (O(t), respectively) is
the amount of fluid left from the first (second) queue in [O, t]. X(t) is the state of the
modulating Markov chain at time t . Q;(t) is the buffer contents of queue i at time t,
i

= 1, 2.

3.1

Upper bound

We call A(0) the exponential twisted version of A, according to the change of measure Q
proposed by Chang et al. [28], which was explained in the previous section. Here 0 is the
smallest of 0• and 'if. We call Ts the first epoch at which the second queue exceeds B, and
T the first epoch at which this queue is empty again:

TB:= inf{t > 0: D(t) - O(t) = B} and T := inf{t > 0: D(t) - O(t) = O}.
Call IB the indicator function of {TB < T}, we have a(B) = E(Pl(IB) = E(Q)(LIB), L
denoting the likelihood ratio of the sample path. The experiment is started (at time 0)
from a situation in which both queues are empty, and the modulating chain is distributed
according to (3. We let the sequence ((/0 , T0 ), (11 , T1 ), ••. , (IN, TN)) denote the states of
the modulating chain and the times spent in those states, during the experiment.
LEMMA

3.2.

(5.3)
PROOF.

As said before, a(B) = E(Ql(LIB)- Define .A; := -.A;; and .A;(0); := -.A;;(0). We
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write L as the ratio of the joint densities of the sample path:

divided by a similar expression, where the ..\'s are replaced by ..\(0)'s. Now L reads, using
the relations A;j(0) = A;ixi/x; and A;;(0) =A;;+ 0(r; - C(0)),

The exponent in (5.4) equals exp [-0A (r<Nl) + 0C(0)T(N )], where T(N) := Ef=o Tk .
Now suppose IN= i. Then, on {I8 = 1}, we have the following equality in distribution
(due to the memoryless property of the exponential distribution)

A (r<N)) - C(0)T(N)

= A(TB) -

C(0)Ts

+ (r; -

C(0))X,

where (A(T8 )-C(0)T8 ) and X are independent and Xis exponential with mean (..\;(0))- 1 .
Now the stated follows from
(Q)

E

_

. _

exp [ 0(r,

l_
..\;(0)
C(0))X - ..\;(0) + 0(r; _ C( 0))

..\;(0)
..\;

■

Invoking Lemma 3.2, we proof the upper bound as follows . Notice that the first
factor of the right hand side of (5.3) can be simply bounded (uniformly in B) by the
maximum over all possible indices: max;,j x;/xi . Therefore, it suffices to prove the upper
bound for the exponential part of (5.3). On {I8 = 1} we have (i) D(Ts) - C2T8 = B .
Furthermore, for all t ~ 0 (ii) D(t) ~ A(t) and (iii) D(t) ~ C 1t. Suppose 0 ~ 0*.
Then the source is twisted by 0. It can be checked that Cn(0*) = C 2 is equivalent to
0C(0) = (C2 - C1)0* + 0C1. The exponent of (5.3) can be bounded as follows:

-BA(TB) + BC(B)TB

= (0* -

B)(D(Ts) - C1TB) + 0*(C2TB - D(TB)) + B(D(TB) -A(Ts))

which is smaller than -0* B. If 0 > 0*, we have C (0*) = C 2 . We find the same upper
bound via -0*(A(T8 ) - C2T8 ) ~ -0*(D(T8 ) - C 2 Ts) = -0* B . This proves the upper
bound of Theorem 3.1.

3.2

Lower bound

We start the proof of the lower bound by establishing a few useful lemmas that describe
the behavior of T8 . Lemma 3.4 is proven in the appendix.
LEMMA 3.3.

E(Q) A(T8

)/E(Q)T8 -+ v as B -+ oo, with v as defined in Subsection 2.4.
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n

PROOF. Define
as the first epoch after IB at which the modulating chain is in
its starting state X(O) = i*: 'TJi := inf{t 2: Ts : X(t) = i*}. The arrival process
regenerates after a return to state i*. Let N 8 be the number of regenerations in [O, 'T8];
A; and T; are the fluid generated in the ith regeneration cycle and the duration of the
ith cycle, respectively; write A and T for the generic variables. Clearly, the event {N 8 =
n} does not depend on {An+i,An+ 2 , . . . } nor {Tn+1,Tn+2, ... }. Notice that E(Q)T < oo
since an irreducible, finite-state Markov chain is involved; also E(Q) A ~ r pE(Q)T < oo.
Consequently, we may apply 'Wald':

Then by the renewal reward theorem and Lemma 2.1,

It follows that

E(Q)A('TB)
E(Q)'TB

v(E(Q)n - E(Q)TB)

= I/+

+ (E(Q)A('TB)

- E(Q)A(TJi))

E(Q)'TB

(5.5)

Now we examine the interval [Tu, 'T8]. Define U; 1 as the time it takes for the Markov chain
to get in j, starting in i. It is seen easily that E(Q)('Ta - 'T8 ) is bounded from above by
u := max;,1 E(Q)U;1 , which is finite because of the irreducibility of the modulating Markov
chain. Also, E(Q)(A('TJi) - A('T8 )) ~ rpu. Noticing that Ts 2: B/(C1 - C 2 ), the second
term of the right hand side of (5.5) converges to O as B --+ oo.
■
LEMMA 3.4. limsup 8 _, 00 E(Q)TB/ B ~ (v - C2)- 1 .
LEMMA 3.5. E(Q)D(Ts)/E(Q)'TB--+ v as B--+ oo.
PROOF. Since D(t) ~ A(t) it suffices to show that liminfE(QlD('T8 )/E<Ql'T8 2'.: v (use
Lemma 3.3) . Clearly,

D('TB)

= B + O('TB) = B + C2Ts -

(5.6)

rSB,

for an r E [O, C 2 ) and S8 the total duration of time intervals (till 'T8 ) on which Q 2 ( ·)
But if Q 2 (t) = 0, then also Q 1 (t) = 0 or equivalently A(t) = D(t). It follows that

{Q2(t) = O} = {D(t) - O(t) = O} = {A(t) - O(t) = O} c {A(t) - C2 t

~

O},

= 0.
(5.7)

and therefore ~y Lemma 2.1, E(Q)S8 is bounded by a constant (uniformly in B):
E(Q)3B

~

E(Q)S00

= fo

00

Q(Q 2 (t)

= O)dt ~ fo

00

Q(A(t)

~

C2t)dt

~

fo

00

H(C2)e-J(C2 l1dt,
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which is finite. Since Ts ~ B/(C1 - C 2 ), E(Q)SB/E(Q)TB -+ 0. By invoking Lemma 3.4,
the stated follows immediately from (5.6).
■
Now we can start the actual proof of the lower bound. We first notice that Lemma
3.2 implies

o:(B) = E(Q) (

XJo
XJN

exp [-0A(TB)

+ 0C(0)TB] IIB

=

1) Q(IB 1).

(5.8)

=

Clearly Q(IB = 1) ~ Q(Vt > 0 : Q 2 (t) > 0), which is positive due to the unstability of
the second queue, cf. part (iii) of Theorem 2.5 in [28]. So we only have to find the lower
bound for the conditional expectation. A lower bound (uniformly in B) for the first factor
is trivial: min;J x;/xi. For the exponential part, first consider the case if :S 0*; applying

(5.2)
ifA(TB) - ifc(if)TB

ifA(TB) - 0*(C2 - C1)TB
0*(D(Ts) - C2TB)

Noting that D(Ts) - C2 Ts =Bon {IB

!

-0*

+ l~~~f

-0*

+ l~~f ½E(Q) ([0*(D(TB)

+ ifC1TB

+ 0*(C1Ts

- D(TB))

+ if(A(TB)

= 1}, the decay rate of a(B)

logE(Q) (exp [0*(D(TB) - C1Ts)

- C1TB)

+ if(C1TB -

+ if(C1TB -A(Ts))]

is larger than

A(Ts))] IIB

IIB

- C1Ts) .

= 1) 2'.

= 1)

applying Jensen's inequality. With the same line of reasoning , we get, for the case if> 0* ,
that liminf B- 1 loga(B) majorizes

-0*

1

+ liminf BE(Q'(0*(D(TB) B ➔ oo

A(TB)) IIB

= 1).

Again applying that, uniformly in B, Q(IB = 1) lies between two positive constants, and
denoting E(Ql(X; F) := fF xdQ(X = x), the lower bound is an immediate consequence of
the following lemma.
LEMMA

3.6.

. E(Q)(A(TB) - 11TB; Ts < T)
hm
B

B ➔ oo

PROOF.

=

.

hm

E(Q)(D(TB) - 11Ts; Ts < T)

B ➔ oo

B

= 0.

(5.9)

Consider the first limit of (5.9); the second limit is analogous. Trivially,

E(Q)(A(TB) - vTs; TB < T)
B

E(Q)(A(Ts) - 11TB)
B

E(Q)(A(Ts) - 11TB; TB > T)
B
(5.10)
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The first term of the right hand side (rhs) vanishes due to Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4:

. IE(Q)(A(TB)-11TB)I
.
E(Q)TB_. IE(Q)A(Ta)_ ,_
hm
B
:S hm
sup B
hm
E(Q)T,B
11 - 0.
B ➔ oo
B ➔ oo

B ➔ oo

(5.11)

The second term of the rhs of (5.10) can be treated as follows. If Ta > T , the second
queue starts a new busy period before reaching overflow. Let S denote the epoch of
the start of this busy period. Then the interval [0 , Ta] can be divided into [0, S) and
[S, T8 ] = [S, S + TI], where TI denotes the length of the time interval between S and
Ta . Notice that the situation of the queueing system at S equals the situation at time 0,
except possibly the state of the modulating Markov chain. It follows that

E(Ql(A(Ta) - 11Ta; Ta > T)
B

=

E(Ql(A(S) - 11S; Ta > T)
B

+

E(Ql(A(TI) - vTI)
B
. (5.12)

Now notice that Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 did not depend on the state of the chain at the start
of the busy period of queue 2. Therefore the second term in the rhs of (5.12) converges
to 0, analogously to (5.11). Showing that the the numerator of the first term in the rhs
of (5 .12) has a finite upper bound, uniformly in B , we are done. This is done as follows .
Due to the triangle inequality and {Ta > T} C {S < oo},

r

Let al be the smallest integer larger than or equal to a.
dominated by E(Q)(fSl; S < oo), which is smaller than
00

L nQ(:3t E (n n=l

Then E( Q) ( s; s < CXl) is

00

l , n] : Q2(t) = 0) :S

L nQ(:3t E (n -

l , n] : A(t) :S C2t),

n=l

using inclusion (5.7). But if A(t) :S C 2t for at E (n-1 , n], then also A(n) :S C 2 n+rp-C2 •
f < 11- C 2. Then for n 2: N := f(rp - C2)/El,

Now choose

Noticing that C 2 + f < 11, we invoke Lemma 2.1 and get the following upper bound for
E(Ql(S; S < oo):

which is finite.

■
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Optimality of the importance sampling procedure

In case of estimating a probability by a Monte Carlo procedure, the number of samples to
be drawn to get a fixed relative efficiency is proportional to the reciprocal of the probability
to be estimated. Therefore, in order to estimate a(B), the number of runs blows up more
or less exponentially in the buffer size. Executing the simulation as described in the
previous section, we empirically find that the number of runs required is polynomial in
the buffer size, sometimes even more or less constant. In this section we will prove that,
within some class of distributions, there is no alternative importance sampling measure
that results in a better variance performance.
The quality of the proposed procedure is determined by the variance of the observations
LI8 under the alternative measure Q: Var(Ql(£I8 ) = E(Q)(£ 2.IJi)-(a(B))2. This variance
is non-negative, and consequently for all Q we have
. . logE(Ql(L 2.IJi) >
2
l~~f logE(Ql(Lis) - ·
Following the terminology of Chang et al. [28], Sadowsky [160], we call a procedure
asymptotically optimal if for some measure Q this lower bound is attained. By Theorem
3.1, we are left to prove

But, for the alternative measure proposed in [28] this property holds, which can be seen
easily as follows.
We take L to be x 10 / x 1N exp[-0A(T8 ) + 0C(0)T8 ], which is allowed based on Lemma
3.2. Then the upper bound of the first moment of LI8 (under Q) carries over to the
second moment: L 21Ji ~ Ce- 20 • 8 a.s. for some positive constant C. This proves the
optimality.

4

A simulation example

So far we concentrated on the probability of overflow during a busy period. However, in
practice one is more interested in the fraction of arriving cells (fluid) that is lost (in a
finite-buffer setting). It can be shown that this performance measure can be estimated
similarly, by turning on and off the importance sampling. This procedure is originally
due to Goyal, Shahabuddin, Heidelberger, Nicola, and Glynn [78].
As an example we consider a two-node tandem model fed by two groups of on-off
sources, cf. Kosten [110]. The first (second) group consists of 25 (50) sources with
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exponential on-time with mean 2/3 (4/3) , exponential off-time with mean 5/2 (5/3) and
on rate 2 (1). The mean input rate is 32.75, C 1 = 43 and C 2 = 36. The buffer size of the
first queue is large (100) . For different values of the buffer size B of the second queue,
we estimate the fluid loss fraction ((B), with 95% confidence and 15% relative efficiency.
The value of 0• is 0.1716; the simulations are performed on a 486 personal computer, 433

DXS.
We conclude from table 1 that the number of busy periods of queue 2 needed is more
or less constant in B, whereas the required simulation time grows approximately linearly.
The loss fraction is asymptotically exponential, as shown by the results: ((B) exp[0* BJ
tends to a constant, say 1/· Since - log T/ is rather large, -(1/ B) log ((B) converges slowly
to 0•. For B = 5, 10, 15, 20 we also obtained direct estimates, but the required time as
well as the number of busy periods exponentially grow in B . For B = 20, already a
simulation time of half an hour was involved. Extrapolating this rate of growth, a direct
estimate of ((50) would take about 80 hours.
Table 1: Quick simulation results
B

5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

5

((B)
8.39 · 10- 3
2.66. 10- 3
1.17 . 10- 3
4.91 . 10- 4
2.25 · 10- 4
8.91 · 10- 5
3.88 · 10- 5
1.62 · 10- 5
6.43 . 10- 6
3.01 · 10- 6

-(1/B)log((B)
0.956
0.593
0.450
0.381
0.336
0.311
0.290
0.276
0.266
0.254

((B) exp[0* BJ
1.98 . 10- 2
1.48 . 10- 2
1.54 . 10- 2
1.52 . 10- 2
1.64 · 10- 2
1.54 . 10- 2
1.57 . 10- 2
1.55 . 10- 2
1.45 . 10- 2
1.60 . 10- 2

time
1:03
1:50
2:20
2:41
3:02
3:20
3:54
4:35
5:15
5:57

busy periods
9 · 102
9 . 102
10 . 102
9 · 102
9 . 102
10 · 102
10 . 102
11 . 102
11 . 102
10. 102

Conclusions and further research

We have discussed the analysis of loss probability a(B) in a tandem communication
network. It is explained how to find the exponential decay rate 0• of a(B). Consequently
a(B) is equal to TJ(B)exp[-0*B], for some unknown function 77(·) with log11(B) = o(B) .
The approximation exp[-0* BJ behaves very poorly. Therefore, we have to resort to
simulation to find a numerical value for a(B). Chang et al. [28J developed an importance
sampling technique: simulate the model under another measure than the original one.
They found a change of measure providing a substantial speed up. We gave a proof
of optimality of this simulation procedure. The simulation results show that this quick
simulation is a very powerful technique that enables us to describe the performance of a
communication system as a function of the switching and transmission resources.
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In spite of all theoretical results derived in this chapter, there is still a need for more
practically applicable methods to dimension the buffers and capacities in the network.
Also, in this chapter we only considered the loss constraint, while in most practical situations there is a delay constraint as well. In Mandjes and van den Berg [127] , which can
be regarded as complementary to this study, these problems are tackled.
An interesting extension of this study would be a rigorous proof of Chang's conjecture
for intree networks with fluid input. Consider for instance an intree network with depth
2: the output of a number (> 1) of first phase queues feeds into a second phase queue.
However, at the beginning of a busy period of the second phase queue, the first phase
queues need not to be empty, in contrast to the tandem model. This property makes the
analysis much more complicated. Insight is required into the steady state buffer contents
of the first phase queues at the start of a busy period of the second phase queue, in order
to prove Chang's conjectures.
Another interesting subject of future research is the possible extension to more general
networks, such as the following: Let two sources feed into a queue. After being served, the
source 1 cells leave the system, whereas the source 2 cells are led into a second queue. In
order to analyze this model, one must be able to characterize the individual traffic streams
leaving from the first queue, instead of the aggregate traffic stream. De Veciana et al.
[46] derived conditions under which the effective bandwidths of the individual input and
output processes coincide, but no general expression for the effective bandwidth function
has been found so far.

6

Appendix

In this appendix Lemma 3.4 is proven: limsupB-+oo E(Q)TB/B ~ (v - C2 ) PROOF.

First suppose

C1

1.

> v . Consider the set of epochs
V := {t: Q1(t) = O, Q1(t+) > O,X(t)

= i*} .

The departure (and arrival!) process of the first queue regenerate at epochs in V . Define

T/J :=

inf {t EV I D(t) - C2t 2'.: B} .

Clearly, TB ~ T8 a.s., so it suffices to show the stated with TB replaced by T8. Let NB denote
the number ofregenerations up to T8, and Ai (Di) the fluid arrived at (left from) the first queue
in the ith regeneration cycle and r i its duration; write A, D, and r for their generic variables.
Clearly, Ai= Di, since the first queue is empty at epochs in V .
Suppose

E(Qlr

is finite , implying that

E(Q) A ~ rpE(Qlr

< oo. Applying 'Wald', renewal
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reward, and Lemma 2.1 ,
E(Q)(D(Ts) - C2Ts)
E(Q)NB · E(Q)(D - C2r)
E(Q)(A - C2r) a.s. . A(t)
E(Q)Ts
=
E(Q)NB · E(Q)r
=
E(Q)r
= t~~ -t- - C2 ,

which is equal to v - C2 a.s. Consider the random walk with positive drift (I:f= 1 (D; - C2r;))n.
From the definition of Ts , E(Ql (D(Ts)- C2Ts) = B +E~Q)(W ), where E~Q'(W) is the expected
overshoot of the random walk over level B . Now suppose the increments of the random walk
have a finite second moment, then as a result Theorem 10.5 of [82] is applicable, stating that
E~Q)(W) tends to a constant as B ➔ oo. We get the desired.
Above we applied 'Wald' and renewal reward. However, to use these results we need to
prove E(Q)r < oo and E(Qlr 2 < oo. This is done as follows. Consider the set V' := {t: Q1(t) =
0, Q 1 ( t+) > 0} . These epochs are no regenerations, since the state of the modulating Markov
chain may vary. Therefore, the periods between two consecutive epochs in V' are called a-cycles
[28] rather than cycles. Let Nj be the number of a-cycles that start off when the modulating
chain is in state j (j = 1, . .. , d) during a regeneration cycle; Tj is the length of such an acycle. Notice that {Ni = n} does not depend on the rj's during the next regeneration cycle
{rj,n+1 , Tj,n+2 ,··· }- Therefore, by 'Wald':

The state of the modulating chain at the start of the jth a-cycle is called Yj. One sees easily
that (Yj)j is a (discrete-time) irreducible Markov chain. For all j , E(Q )Nj is smaller than the
mean number of a-cycles during a regeneration cycle, i.e. the mean passage time (of (Yj)j) of
state i*, starting in i*, which is finite according to Theorem 4.4.2 in [102] .
So we are left to prove that the duration of an a-cycle has (under Q) a finite mean: for all j ,
E(Q)Tj < oo. This can be done as follows. We decompose Tj into a part in which Q 1 (·) is positive
(the busy period, rj8l) and a part in which Q 1 (·) is zero (the idle period rj1l ). Denoting by al
the smallest integer larger than or equal to a, we have by Lemma 2.1, uniformly in j ,

r

E(Qlrj8l::; E(Q) rrj8l7 =

=

E CQ_
nQ
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E

nQ (rrj8l7 = n)::;

{A(t) > Cit}) ::;
1

E

E

nQ

(9Q-l{Q1(t) > O})

n Q ( A~n_-/) > C 1) ::;

E

nH(Ci) e-J(C1)(n- 1),

being finite. Als~, E(Qlrj1l ::; u , as defined in the proof of Lemma 3.3. We conclude that
< oo. In an analogous manner, the finiteness of the second moments (under Q) of r and
A can be shown.
E(Q)r

Now suppose C1

= v . Then E(Qlr = oo, so the above

argument does not apply. Now define

TB ,< as Ts , where the model is changed such that all input rates r ; are multiplied by 1 -

f.

But
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then the first queue is stable. With
queue, we get for small enough

8~

E(Q)T

E(Q)T:

Now let

f

.J.. 0.

and the above result for a stable first

f,

limsup-B
B ~ limsup
B-+oo

8,,

E(Q)T
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B-+oo

E(Q)T,'

BB,,~
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1-
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Chapter 6
Buffer and bandwidth allocation in ATM
systems

This chapter studies the optimal allocation of bandwidth and buffer space in single
and multi-link ATM systems, subject to loss and delay constraints. First, a useful
approximate relation between buffer size and required bandwidth is derived for the
single-link model with Markov modulated fluid input. This relation is shown to be
asymptotically exact, for the case that the buffer size becomes large. Second, buffer
and bandwidth allocation for multi-link models, e.g. tandem and intree networks,
is studied. For that purpose we use importance sampling simulations. Particularly,
it is found from the numerical results that the asymptotic relation for the singlelink case is also useful for the determination of the required bandwidth for traffic
streams in multi-link systems. In conjunction with some heuristic ideas, we propose
manageable and reasonably accurate guidelines for resource allocation. In particular, under certain delay and loss constraints, it is shown how to optimally allocate
buffer space and bandwidth in tandem and intree networks.

1

Introduction

In ATM-based multiservice networks heterogeneous traffic streams (voice, data, video)
share common network resources (bandwidth, buffer space). Due to the widely varying
traffic characteristics and service requirements of the sources, it is a challenging task to
perform ATM resource allocation and traffic control. A basic problem arising in ATM
network dimensioning and traffic control is to determine the required bandwidth for a set
of traffic streams offered to a buffered link, i.e., the minimal bandwidth that is needed
in order to achieve a predefined service level. Insight into the relation between the characteristics of the offered traffic, buffer capacity, desired service level, and the required
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bandwidth is needed to efficiently allocate ATM network resources and to adequately
perform call acceptance control.
SINGLE LINKS. Many authors have studied the required bandwidth for a set of traffic
streams multiplexed on a single link. Essentially, the approach is mostly the following.
Suppose, the link is emptied at a constant rate C. A well-known result is that the overflow
probability is of the form 71( C) exp[-0( C)B] for B ➔ oo. Since amplitude 71( C) is difficult
to calculate, one commonly approximates it by 1, see e.g. Guerin et al. [80]. Usually, it
is easy to calculate 0(C) numerically, and therefore it is not difficult to dimension C, i.e.,
to find the smallest C such that exp[-0(C)B] is below a predefined level, say f.
A problem is that the approximation 71( C) ~ 1 is in general not very accurate. Suppose
for simplicity the case of n identical sources feeding into a buffer emptied at rate nC. Then
it can be shown that the approximation exp[-0'(C)n] exp[-0(C)B] is substantially better,
where 0(C) is the same as above, see e.g. Weiss [184], Choudhury et al. [34], Botvich and
Duffield [18]. Usually, 0'(C) > 0, so the amplitude 71(C) decreases asymptotically inn;
this is the mathematical description of the so-called multiplexing effect.
As said before, 0(C) and 0'(C) can be calculated rather easily, but mostly there are no
explicit formulas available; usually, they are given as complicated variational problems,
coming from large deviations expressions [184], [18]. Therefore, it would be useful to
have formulas with a clearer physical interpretation. Apart from that, it would be very
interesting to know under what circumstances the extremely simple formula exp[-0(C)B]
is reasonably accurate.
MULTI-LINKS. Only few papers are dedicated to assigning bandwidths in multi-link systems, e.g. tandem links. An important question here is how the required bandwidth
changes when a traffic stream passes several links, i.e., what is the smoothing effect of
link buffering on the offered traffic? Chang et al. [28] and De Veciana et al. [46] give
some first answers on this question, but these are not very explicit. Another important
issue is the optimal allocation of buffers to the different links in order to minimize the
total required bandwidth.
The contribution of this chapter is twofold. (i) We derive for the single link case large
buffer asymptotics of the bandwidth required to achieve a predefined loss probability. The
asymptotic formula depends on the input traffic characteristics only through the mean and
variance. Apart from that, we mathematically show when the approximation 71( C) ~ 1
is justified. (ii) We consider multi-link networks, e.g., tandem and intree networks. In
order to study these models and to validate our theoretical insights, we have developed
a simulation program which estimates small cell loss ratios quickly by using importance
sampling with the 'optimal change of measure' [41], [144]. We use the methods described
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in [28], [120], [125] and Chapter 5 of this monograph. Using this tool a large number of
scenarios can be checked in a reasonable amount of time: a simulation takes typically a few
minutes (instead of hours or days) . Simulation results show that asymptotics similar to
the one deduced for the single link can be used. Together with some new heuristic ideas
and the approximations of Guerin et al. [80], we propose manageable and reasonably
accurate guidelines for resource allocation. In particular it is shown how to optimally
allocate buffer space and bandwidth, subject to loss and delay constraints.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with derivation, corollaries,
implications, and examples of the asymptotic formula for the required bandwidth of a set
of traffic streams offered to a single link. In Section 3, required bandwidths in multi-link
systems (tandem and intree networks) are studied. In particular, we study the optimal
allocation of bandwidth and buffer space to the links. theoretical results for resource
allocation in ATM based networks. Finally, a summary of the results and the conclusions
are given in Section 4, together with some topics identified for further research.

2

Single link model, theoretical aspects

In our analysis, it is assumed that the traffic sources generate Markov modulated fluid .
This means that each source is characterized by the infinitesimal generator A of an irreducible continuous-time Markov chain (of dimension d) and a traffic rate vector r : if the
modulating chain is in state i, cells are generated at rate r;. Arriving traffic is put into
a buffer which is emptied at constant rate C. Without loss of generality we can assume
one source, since individual sources can be merged to one aggregate Markov fluid source

[61] .
In this section, assuming an infinite buffer, we will focus on determining the minimal
required service rate CB such that the probability (i.e., the long-run fraction of time) that
the buffer occupancy exceeds some level B, PB, is below f. As said in the introduction,
PB is of the form 77(C) exp[-B(C)B], where B(C) can be calculated easily, but 77(C) is
difficult to capture, cf. Kosten [111]. Approximating 77(C) by 1, C can be dimensioned
by 0- 1 ( - log f/ B). However, 77(C) can be considerably smaller than 1, implying that this
approximation behaves poorly. In this section it is shown that this is justified in the case
of a high load; then 77(C) ~ 1. In addition, we derive a insightful asymptotic (B -+ oo)
formula for CB. In literature, the function 0- 1 (-) is called the effective bandwidth, in the
sequel denoted by C(·) . C(B) can be interpreted as the service rate that yields a overflow
probability with decay rate B.
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Analysis

It is clear that the required service rate Cs decreases to the mean input rate m as the
buffer size B tends to oo. In this section, we will show that Cs decays asymptotically
hyperbolically to m:
(6.1)
J~(Cs - m)B ➔ -logt

G) ,

where vis the asymptotic variance of the arrival process defined as follows . A(t) denoting
the amount of fluid arrived up to time t ~ 0, then
v := lim

t-+oo

!t (EA(t) 2 -

(EA(t)) 2 )

.

(6.2)

The proof of this result runs as follows. First we summarize basic theory concerning
the asymptotic behavior of the level exceedance probability Ps for large B. As a second
step, we derive an asymptotic expression for the required level B = Be to achieve Ps = E,
when C .!- m, which is in some sense the dual problem of finding Cs. Finally, from the
result for Be we come to the desired result (6.1) .
Let us recall the analysis of the probabilistic behavior of a fluid flow queueing system,
see also [110], [111], [60], [61] . The buffer occupancy distribution can be captured by
solving an eigensystem, that arises from the governing differential equations. In this
way, the problem is reduced to finding all eigenvalue/eigenvector pairs (0, x) satisfying
-Bx= xA(R- C/)- 1 , R denoting diag{r} . Clearly, A is singular (all rows add up to 0),
so there is a zero eigenvalue, say 01 . Notice that a corresponding left eigenvector is the
invariant 7r of A: 1rA = 0. If C is larger than the mean input rate m = Ef= 1 1r;r;, it can
be shown that there exists at least one positive eigenvalue. Let 02 be the smallest among
them. The set of eigenvalues with a positive (negative) real part are numbered 02 up to
0k (0k+l, . . . , 0d, respectively). Corresponding left eigenvectors are x 1 = 1r, x 2 , .. . , xd. Ps
is now given by the spectral expansion 1 - Ef=I a; ( Ef=I X;j) exp[-0;B]. Because of the
boundedness of Ps, ak+ 1 = · · · =ad= 0. Furthermore, it can be shown that a 1 = 1. The
other a; follow from the boundary condition that says that, if r; > C, the probability of an
empty buffer and being in state i is zero. This leads to Ej= 1 ajXji = 0 or Ej= 2 ajXji = -1r;.
We see that Ps exp[02B] ➔ -a2 Ef=l X2j as B ➔ oo.
After the above brief recapitulation, we now concentrate on the asymptotic behavior
of Cs. It should be realized that Ps, a;, x;, and 0; (i = 2, . .. , d) in the above setting
depend on C. We therefore write Ps(C) , a;(C),x;(C) , and 0;(C). We first consider the
following limit
lim
C.j.m
C
m

(Be_ Be) .
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= - Ef= 2 a; ( E1=i X;J) exp[-0;B]
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by exp[02 B] yields

Now we show that 02 (C) -!- 0 as C -!- m. It is known that 02 (C) is the unique positive
solution to C(0) = C, see Elwalid and Mitra [61]. They also showed that the effective
bandwidth function C(·) attains min 0, and increases. Letting C-!- m, we consequently
have 02 (C)-!- 0. For reasons of continuity, x 2 (C) ➔ 1r . Also, for i = 3, .. . , d, 0;(C) ➔ 0;(m)
and x;(C) ➔ x;(m). From the set of linear equations, it follows that a2 (C) ➔ -1, whereas
a;(C) ➔ 0, for i = 3, ... , d. Noting for ease 0(C) := 02 (C), we get

. (Be
ME;.
C -

Be)
. ( 1
m
= (logf) ME;. m0(C) -

1

C0(C)

)

.

= (logf) ME;.

( C- m )

mC0(C)

.

(6.3)

The right limit in (6.3) ('0 over 0') can be evaluated as follows . We recall that C( ·) is
the inverse of 0(·). The effective bandwidth function C(·) of a Markov fluid source is
an analytical, increasing function defined on [0, oo), with C(0) = m. Therefore, 0(·) is
increasing on [m, oo) and 0(m) = 0. We write 0(·) as a power series in a neighborhood of
m: 0(C) = 0(m)+(C-m)0'(m)+O((C-m)2) . We get that the limit under consideration
equals (logE)(m 2 0'(m))- 1 = (logE)m- 2 C'(0) . But, according to Kesidis et al. [105], the
effective bandwidth function can alternatively be written as
1

C(0) = - lim !1ogEexp(0A(t)).
0 t--+oo t
Inserting the Taylor expansions of the log and exp provides us the first order approximation of C(·) in a neighborhood of 0: C(0) = m + 0v/2 + 0(0 2 ) , where v denotes the
asymptotic variance of the arrival process as given in (6.2). Therefore, C'(0) = v/2. We
conclude
. (Be
v
hm
- - -Be) = (logf)(6.4)
e-1,m
C
m
2m 2
Now it is a matter of algebra to derive the behavior of CB from the behavior of Be:
lim

B--+oo

(CB -

m)B

as desired. Analogously, Be

~

= B--+oo
lim m 2 (B
m

- ~)
CB

=-

logf (~) .
2

(6.5)

( - log f )v / (2C - 2m) as C -!- m.

We saw that under heavy traffic a2 (C) ➔ -1 and x 2 (C) ➔ 1r, implying that TJ(C)
in the asymptotical formula TJ(C) exp[-0(C)B] tends to 1, so that the Guerin et al. [80]
results become quite accurate as C-!- m. But in that region, we found that C(0) can be
approximated by the - simpler - formula m + 0v/2.
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Implications of the asymptotic result

This subsection deals with some reflections on the simple asymptotic formulas derived in
the previous section. In (6.1) and (6.4) it was found that
V

Cs~ m - (logE) B .
(6.6)
2
We notice that we in fact derived an insensitivity result: for large buffers the required
bandwidth depends on the input traffic only through the mean input rate and the asymptotic variance of the input traffic. Higher moments are irrelevant.
In case of a group of, say, M independent sources, a simple additivity property holds (cf.
Guerin et al. [80]). Due to the additivity of means and variances of independent sources,
the required bandwidth equals the sum of the bandwidths required by the individual
sources. More concretely, if the sources have means m; and variances v;, Cs can be found
using (6.6) with m := E;°! 1 m; and v := E;°! 1 v;.
The right hand side of (6.6) has a very intuitive structure: Cs equals the mean input
rate plus an additional amount to cope with the variability of the input process. This
additional amount is, of course, decreasing in both f and B . In most studies, the input
consists of multiple (not necessarily identical) on-off sources, with on (transmitting at
peak rater) and off times that are exponentially distributed (with mean >.- 1 and µ - 1 ,
respectively) . However, the Markov fluid framework allows us to choose any phase-type
distribution (Coxian, hyperexponential, Erlang, deterministic, etc.). However, for most
of these distributions the effective bandwidth C(·) of a single source cannot be given
explicitly. Now notice that our dimensioning approach only requires the mean input rate
m and the derivative of the bandwidth function at zero C'(O) = v /2. The latter can be
calculated from the implicit relations between 0 and C(0), as found in Kosten [111] . For
instance, in case of an Erlang(n) on-time (mean >.- 1 ) and an exponential off-time (mean
µ- 1 ), we have

(>.n + 0C(0)t(µ

+ 0(C(0) - r)) - (>.nf µ = 0 =>

_

v

,

= 2C (0) =

>.µr 2 n + 1
(>. + µ) 3 n ,

after implicit differentiation. Notice that, as the number of phases of the Erlang distribution grows large, the asymptotical variance v decreases, agreeing with the fact that the
arrival process loses burstiness. As n -+ oo, the on-times become deterministic; we get
V

= (>.µr2)/(). + µ)3.

Notice that in case of identical on-off sources with exponential on and off times C(0)
can be given explicitly, so there is no need for the above approximation. If, in addition,
the burst lengths are much smaller than the off periods, v /2m is approximately equal to
the mean burst size r / >.. We get the dimensioning rule, as in Guerin et al. [80],
Em
Cs ~ - - - - - B - (logE)r/>.
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Examples

EXAMPLE 2.1. We now treat a numerical illustration of the properties derived above.
Suppose two types of traffic. The first (second) group of sources consists of 4 exponential
on-off sources, with .x- 1 = 1 (0.25), µ - 1 = 4 (4. 75) , and r = 1 (4) . We let the service
rate decrease to the mean input rate m = 1.6. Each group can be captured by a 5dimensional Markov fluid source; the superposition of them yields a 25-dimensional source.
We computed the full spectral expansion of the buffer level exceedance probability P8 (C) .
In Table 1 we list the main results. Let i denote the index of the smallest positive
eigenvalue larger than 02 (C) . This eigenvalue exists, because it can be shown that in this
case all eigenvalues are real, and, for the values of C of interest, 23 of them are positive) .
Also, j denotes the argument of maxj=3,. ,2s laj(C) I:%~1 Xjk(C)j.
Table 1: Spectral expansion

C

82(C)

a2(C) I;k X2k(C)

0;(C)

lai(C) I:k xik(C)I

1.800
1.700
1.650
1.620
1.610
1.605
1.600

0.1457
0.0767
0.0394
0.0160
0.0081
0.0041
0.0000

-0.9014
-0.9501
-0.9749
-0.9900
-0.9950
-0.9975
-1.0000

0.7022
0.6862
0.6782
0.6734
0.6718
0.6710
0.6702

0.0197
0.0090
0.0043
0.0017
0.0008
0.0004
0.0000

The first observation from the table is that 0( ·) is more or less linear for C in the neighborhood of m. This is justified by
0(C)

= 0(m) + (C -

m)0'(m)

+ O((C - m)2) ~ ~(C - m) .

(6.7)

V

In this case, 2/v ~ 0.8110. Furthermore, it can be checked that, using the approximation
Be ~ (- log1:)v/(2C - 2m), quite accurate results are obtained (compared to exact
dimensioning using the full spectral representation). Take for instance 1: = 10- 4 and C =
1.7. Our asymptotic result gives (as approximation for Be) 120.7. The spectral expansion
says that P8 equals 0.9501 exp[-0.0767 B] plus 23 terms, whose sum is majorized by
23 • 0.0090 exp[-0.6862B], leading to Be = 119.4.
EXAMPLE 2.2. The fraction of time that the buffer is full in the finite buffer system is
approximately exponential in the buffer size as well: ((C, B) exp[-0(C)B]. Notice that
the amplitude ( depends on B as well. Unfortunately, ((·, B) does not converge to 1 as
C ,J.. m. Consequently, the asymptotic result (6.1) of Subsection 2.1 does not apply to the
fraction of time that the system is full (or to the cell loss ratio) .
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Consider a queue fed by the input process of the first example. Table 2 contains, for
several values of B, results for the required capacity CB to keep PB (in the infinite-buffer
model) below f = 10- 4, its approximation (6.6) , and KB := B/m - B/CB, cf. (6.4). The
results are obtained by fast simulation. We also list, for the finite-buffer case, the capacity
yielding a loss fraction f , and the corresponding KB-value.
First we consider the infinite buffer case for which the theoretical results presented above
have been proved. It is seen that the approximation results C~PP) indeed approach the
simulation results ctm), for B large. It appears that the asymptotic formula, which has
been derived under heavy traffic conditions, seems to be useful in situations with lower
(i.e., practically relevant) loads as well. We see that K~im ) indeed approaches the limiting
value.
Table 2: Required service rates
finite buffer

infinite buffer

B

ctim)

c(app)
B

K(sim )
B

c(•im )
B

K (sim )
B

5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

5.04
3.31
2.63
2.32
2.15
2.05
1.97
1.925
1.885
1.855

3.87
2.74
2.35
2.17
2.05
1.97
1.92
1.88
1.85
1.83

2.14
3.22
3.67
3.87
4.00
4.11
4.11
4.22
4.25
4.30

4.98
3.12
2.50
2.20
2.05
1.95
1.89
1.84
1.80
1.75

2.12
3.04
3.38
3.41
3.43
3.37
3.36
3.26
3.13
2.68

In the finite-buffer case, K~im) does not converge, but we see that it is more or less
constant on a large interval (roughly speaking, B E [15, 40]). This phenomenon, also
appearing in the other numerical examples, leads to the following approximation idea.
Suppose our goal is to dimension C for several values of B. First fix some B* . With the
quick simulation program we can dimension CB· . Once CB· is determined reasonably
accurately, also for different B a value for CB is obtained, using
B
B
B*
B*
- - - =KB ~KB-= - - - .
m
CB
m
CB·
Of course, this rule can be used only if B* and the B to be inserted lie in the interval in
which KB is more or less constant.

3

Network models

In the previous section we have considered the required bandwidth for a set of traffic
streams multiplexed on a single link. In this section we focus on the case that the output
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Figure 1: Tandem queueing model of two consecutive network links.

stream is offered to another link. The bandwidth required for this output stream is smaller
than for the original stream, due to the shaping effect of the first link. Interesting issues
studied in this section are the quantification of the shaping effect and the allocation of
buffer space to the links in order to minimize the total required bandwidth, subject to
delay and loss constraints.
In Subsection 3.1 we examine the most simple extension of the single link, i.e., the
two-link tandem model. Subsection 3.2 deals with so-called intree networks, modeling
multi-stage multiplexing systems. For the sake of simplicity, in the sequel the required
bandwidth of link i (associated with its finite buffer size B; and loss fraction t:) is simply
denoted by 6;.

3.1

Two-link tandem model

In order to study the shaping effect we consider the tandem queueing system of Figure 1.
The input of the system consists of M Markov modulated fluid sources. This subsection
deals with two problems: (A) For given buffer sizes B 1 and B 2 , determine the service
rates 6 1 and 62 , such that the fluid loss ratio equals a predefined value f. (B) Find the
buffer sizes B 1 and B 2 , such that 61 + 62 is minimal, subject to the delay constraint
B1
B2
Dmax,
C1
C2
where the left hand side of this inequality obviously is the largest possible delay.

-,,- + -,,- :S

A. Bandwidth allocation problem
For the determination of C1 given B 1 , we can use results for the single link, see Section
1 and 2. To our knowledge, no explicit solutions are available for finding the required
bandwidth in the second queue. In this chapter we propose a method, that uses (i) a
heuristic approach, in conjunction with (ii) fast simulation, and (iii) asymptotics, that
are very similar to the results derived in Section 2.
• To estimate the required capacity C:2 of the second queue we will use the following
heuristic approach. Consider the second queue in isolation and assume that the input
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traffic is offered directly to this queue. Furthermore, take the buffer size equal to the
actual buffer size plus the buffer size of the first queue (i.e., equal to B 1 + B 2 ). The
required capacity C~appJ of the resulting single queue model is used as an approximation
for the required service rate of the second queue in the original tandem model. In this
way the multi-link problem is reduced to a single-link problem. The main idea behind the
heuristic approach is that traffic offered to the second queue can use the buffer at the first
queue as well as the buffer at the second queue. A similar, though more sophisticated,
heuristic approach is used in De Koster [44] to study the behavior of an intermediate
queue in a model of a multi-stage production line.
Note that the heuristic approach has some attractive properties. It yields exact results
for the cases B 1 = 0 or B 2 = 0 (and therefore reasonable results for 'small ' B 1 and B 2 )
and the approximation error decreases to zero when B 1 or B 2 becomes large. It should,
however, be noted, that the approximation can be used only for the case that the required
loss probabilities are equal for both queues.
• The fast simulation program introduced in Section 1, enables us to test the abovementioned heuristic. Here, we consider an example with the 4 identical sources ('first
group') used in Example 2.1. The mean total arrival rate mis equal to 0.8. The maximum
allowed loss fraction at both queues is E = 10- 4 • Figure 2 shows approximation and
simulation results for the required capacity C2 of the second queue, when B 2 ranges from
2 to 20 and B 1 is constant. Results are shown for the cases that B 1 equals 1, 5 and 9.
First, it is seen that the approximation certainly reflects the behavior of C2 as function of
B 2 . Furthermore, it appears that in all cases the approximation results C~appJ are smaller
than the simulation results
As expected, the relative approximation errors are
maximal for moderate values of B 1 and B 2 . The maximal relative error for the cases
shown here is about 11 % (about 25% when C2 - m is considered).

ctmJ.

Note that for the case Bi = l the required bandwidth C2 of the second link decreases
faster than for the other cases (i.e., Bi = 5 and Bi = 9) . Obviously, this is due to the fact
that the smoothing effect of the first link on the input traffic stream(s) is smaller when
its buffer is small and, hence, the bandwidth required by the output stream is relatively
large. An interesting question that arises is the following: is it more effective to buffer
at the first queue or to buffer at the second queue, in order to reduce the total required
bandwidth? We return to this question in the second part of this subsection.
• An interesting question is whether asymptotics, similar to those derived in Section 2,
can be used in the case of tandem queues. Aalto [1] showed that the output process of
a queue fed by a superposition of a homogeneous exponential on-off sources, is again a
Markov fluid process. This suggests to use large buffer asymptotics as in Section 2 for the
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Figure 2: Approximation and simulation results for the required bandwidth in
the two-link tandem model.
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required capacity in the second queue as well. The use of this asymptotic relation can be
explained by means of the following example.
Table 3: Asymptotics for second queue

B2

62

KB,

4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32

1.475
1.285
1.150
1.070
0.995
0.961
0.935
0.917

2.29
3.77
4.57
5.05
4.90
5.03
5.05
5.10

Table 3 shows results for 6 2 and K 82 = Ed m - Bd 6 2 , for several values of the buffer
size B 2 of the second queue. The input traffic consists of 4 exponential on-off sources,
with A- 1 = 1, µ - 1 = 4, and r = 1. Furthermore, the buffer size B 1 of the first queue
equals 5 yielding 61 = 1. 765 (loss probability f = 10- 4 ) . It is seen that, similar to the
single link case (Example 2.2) , K 8 2 is more or less constant on a large interval of values of
B 2 • To determine the required bandwidth 6 2 for the second queue for several values of B 2
we can apply the same approach as for the single link case described in the Example 2.2.

'
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B. Optimal buffer allocation problem
In order to study the optimal buffer allocation problem, we examined the effect of the
interchange of buffers between the two links. Using fast simulation, we have determined
the required bandwidths 6 1 and 62 in our tandem model, for several values of the buffer
sizes B 1 and B 2 with B 1 + B 2 fixed. Figure 3 shows the results as a function of the buffer
size B 1 at the first queue. In the present case B 2 has been chosen such that the total
buffer size B 1 + B 2 equals 13. The figure also contains the curve 6?imJ + 6~•imJ.

It is seen from the results that 6isim) + 6~•im) decreases when B 1 increases (and B 2
decreases). The 6i•im) curve shows a similar behavior. However, 6~•imJ remains almost
constant when B 1 increases. Note that this behavior of 6~sim) coincides with the idea
behind the heuristic approach, which implies that the required capacity of the second
queue only depends on the sum of the buffer sizes of the two queues.
From the simulation results in Figure 3 it is found that , in order to minimize 6 1 + 62 ,
all buffering should be done at the first queue. To make this plausible, use the heuristic
approach, which states that C2 remains constant when B 1 + B 2 is constant. Thus, as long
as B 2 > 0, it is always beneficial to move buffer space from the second to the first queue.
This observation suggests the following dimensioning rule. Take B 2

= 0 and take B 1

Figure 3: Simulation results for the required bandwidth in both queues of the
two-link tandem queue
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Bi/C1 = Dmax,
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where Dmax denotes the maximum allowed delay.

Simple intree model

The above ideas on bandwidth and buffer allocation in the two-link tandem model can
be extended in a straightforward way to the case of intree models. We have done several
simulations, which all showed similar results as in the case of a two-link tandem model.
For example, in Figure 4 simulation results are shown for a simple intree network (depth
2) consisting of three queues. The input at both 'first-phase queues' (with buffers B 1 and
B 2 and capacities C 1 and C 2 ) is the superposition of the four on-off streams ('first group')
of Example 2.1. Their output feeds into the 'root queue' (with buffer B 3 and capacity

C3).
The first question is the determination of C3 , i.e., the bandwidth dimensioning problem. This can be done by first considering a tandem network consisting of the first of
both first-phase queues and the root queue . With the theory of Subsection 3.1, we can
1
determine the capacity required in the root queue of this network, say
). In the same
" (2)
" (!)
" (2)
way, we can find C 3 . Now we can approximate C 3 by C 3 + C3 , cf. the ideas of Guerin
et al. [80]. Fine tuning can be done by using the importance sampling program.
Now consider the optimal buffer allocation problem. The buffer sizes are chosen such
that B 1 = B2 and the maximum allowed total delay Dmax = Bi/61 + B3/63 = 20.
The required loss rate is f. = 10- 4 . Indeed, it is seen from the results that, subject to
these constraints, the total required capacity 6 1 + 62 + 63 is minimal when buffering is
performed only in the first-phase queues.

6i

A

Figure 4: Simulation results for the required bandwidth in the intree model.
The corresponding values of B 3 are given between parentheses. B 1 = B 2 =
20.23 corresponds with B 3 = 0.
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Overall conclusions and subjects for further research

In this chapter we have considered some issues concerning bandwidth and buffer allocation
in ATM based multiservice networks. In particular we have studied the important problem
of determining the required bandwidth of several (heterogeneous) traffic streams offered
to a buffered link, i.e., the minimal bandwidth that is needed to achieve a predefined
service level. In order to study the shaping effect, we have also investigated the required
bandwidth of the output stream. An important tool in our study is a program for fast
simulation based on importance sampling.
For the single link case we have derived a simple, attractive, asymptotic formula for
the required bandwidth of a set of Markov fluid traffic sources. This formula shows
that the bandwidth required to ensure that the probability of exceeding level B is below
a predefined value f , depends on the traffic characteristics only through the mean and
variance, when B becomes large. Based on comparison with simulation results, it seems
that the asymptotic formula is also useful for smaller values of B. Simulation results
showed that the behavior of the required bandwitdh (w.r.t. a certain loss fraction) in the
finite-buffer case can be described by a similar formula. However, we found that when B
becomes very large it differs essentially from that in the infinite-buffer case.
In order to get insight into the way the required bandwidth of a traffic stream changes
when passing several network links, we have studied a two-link tandem queueing model
and an intree network model. For the tandem model we have tested a simple heuristic
approach to determine the required bandwidth of the output traffic of the first queue.
Simulation results showed that this approximation qualitatively reflects the behavior of
the required bandwidth when the parameter values (e.g., buffer sizes, traffic characteristics) are varied, but in some cases it considerably underestimates the required bandwidth.
The heuristic approach gives rise to guidelines for optimal allocation of bandwidth and
buffer space to the links. In particular, extensive simulation shows that the total required bandwidth for the two-link tandem model is minimal (subject to loss and delay
constraints) when buffering is done only at the first link. Empirically, it appears that the
results for the two-link tandem model can be extended to intree networks. In particular, simulation results indicate that, in order to minimize the total required bandwidth,
buffering should be done as much as possible (i.e., such that delay constraints are not
violated) at the entrance to the network.
An interesting subject for future research is the formalization of our heuristic arguments for the solution of the optimal buffer allocation problem. One possible approach
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would be to find a manageable characterization of the output stream of the first link
in the tandem system, cf. Park and Perros [145]. To extend our results to more general
(than intree) networks, we have to gain insight into the behavior of the individual streams
fl.owing through the network.

Chapter 7
Call blocking in ATM networks
This chapter is concerned with the determination of blocking probabilities in loss
networks. In fact our study consists of two parts. Primarily, we scale both arrival
rates and link capacities, in order to derive rough asymptotical expressions. These
expressions arise as the result of mathematical programming problems. Secondly,
we develop a fast simulation technique to estimate the blocking probabilities. This
technique is based on importance sampling, where the choice of the alternative probability model is closely related to the optimizing arguments of the above-mentioned
mathematical programming problem. Some examples show that huge gain of simulation effort can be achieved.

1

Introduction

Loss networks can be used to describe various types of communication systems. For that
reason, the performance evaluation of loss networks has become an important issue in
applied probability.
The analysis goes back to Erlang in the beginning of this century. He considered a
single-link telephone system consisting of a fixed number of circuits (or trunks) . Requests
for calls arrive according to a Poisson process, and use one circuit per connection. The
duration of calls is stochastic. If all circuits are occupied a new request is blocked. Erlang
found an elegant expression for the probability of blocking.
More recently, a number of extensions of this model have been examined. First, we
can consider networks consisting of multiple links rather than one. These links consist of
a fixed number of circuits, the so-called link capacity. Also, there are multiple 'customer
classes'. A customer of any particular class uses a given number of circuits on any link in
the network. Blocking occurs if the number of free circuits does not suffice to connect a
newly arriving call.
The above formulation suggests that loss network theory applies only to conventional
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circuit-switched (telephone) systems, in which a circuit is dedicated exclusively to a user
during his entire call. However, loss networks can also be used to model broadband
telecommunication systems in which common resources are shared by multiple connections, like in broadband ISDN. This can be explained as follows .
The transmission technology that underlies broadband ISDN is the asynchronous
transfer mode (ATM). Loosely speaking, an ATM switch is fed by a number of traffic
sources, while a constant number of information packets (the so-called channel capacity)
can be processed per unit time. If the sources generate constant bit rate traffic streams,
the model fits in the framework of loss models described above. However, in general traffic
stream are of variable bit rate type: the bit rate fluctuates in time. To overcome this
problem the concept of 'equivalent bandwidths' (or 'effective bandwidths') is introduced:
it assigns to each traffic stream a minimum amount of the channel capacity required to
achieve a prespecified grade of service. Due to the additive nature of this equivalent bandwidth concept [74], [80] , [89], ATM systems can be translated into loss networks. For an
extensive survey in this field , see Ritter and Tran-Gia [152].
It was shown that the steady-state probabilities of the number of customers in the network have a product form , see among others [95], [24]. Consequently, the blocking probabilities can be given explicitly. However, numerical calculation is very time-consuming
since a summation over a very large number of states has to be performed. Only in
special cases efficient combinatorial techniques are developed to calculate the blocking
probabilities or accurate approximations. Kaufman [93] and Roberts [154] propose recursive techniques to solve the case of multiple traffic classes sharing a single link. Ross,
Chung, and Tsang [177] , [35] assume that the network has a specific structure (star, tree) .
In order to approximate the blocking probabilities in networks with a general topology,
essentially two kinds of techniques are proposed:
A. Kelly [95] applies a scaling technique: he multiplies the arrival rates as well as the link
capacities by a factor n. He derives expressions for the blocking probabilities, asymptotically in n . As we will explain in Section 2, this method is rather unsatisfactory in many
situations.
Many authors adopt this scaling to obtain asymptotic results. Gazdzicki, Lambadaris,
and Mazumdar [72] give a detailed asymptotic analysis of the single link case. Using large
deviations techniques Shwartz and Weiss [166, Ch. 12] aim to characterize the transient
behavior of (single link) loss models. Mitra [129] determines the asymptotics of a class
of tree networks. Among many other studies that apply this scaling, we also mention
Zachary [190], Hunt and Kelly [90], and Whittle [187] . A summary of results is given in
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Kelly's survey paper [100].
B. Also, several simulation techniques have been proposed to estimate blocking probabilities. Harvey and Hills [83] developed an acceptance-rejection method. However, the
simulation time required is still considerable, particularly if the network grows large. Ross
and Wang [158] propose an importance sampling method. Importance sampling is a technique in which the simulation is performed under an alternative measure, in order to
increase the occurrence of rare events. Multiplying each observation by a likelihood ratio,
unbiased estimates are obtained. However, in [158] no mathematical motivation of the
choice of the alternative probability measure is given. Also, particularly in case of large
networks, the simulation effort remains rather large.

As we see, there is still a need for fast and accurate techniques to capture the blocking
probabilities in loss networks. The contribution of this chapter is twofold. In the first part
of our study we apply Kelly's scaling and derive asymptotics of the blocking probability,
also for the cases in which Kelly's analysis provides only unsatisfactory results. These
(rough) estimates arise from an optimization problem. The second part deals with quick
simulation techniques to find more accurate estimates. The simulation approach is based
on importance sampling, where the new probability measure arises from the optimizing
arguments of the above-mentioned optimization problem. From our experiments, it turns
out that a huge acceleration is achieved. The simulation effort is substantially smaller
than by applying the techniques proposed in [158]. We conclude that our study is in fact
a link between the scaling approach and the simulation approach.
After having found accurate methods to evaluate the performance of a loss network
(i.e., algorithms to find the blocking probabilities), a next step is to develop guidelines
for optimal design of the system. Roughly speaking, the routing of the calls and the
link capacities have to be determined, in order to meet prespecified service criteria and
minimize the associated costs. In this context, the concept of trunk reservation is very
important. Key references in this field are Kelly [97], [98], and Chapter 5 and 8 of Ritter
and Tran-Gia [152] . These dimensioning and control issues are not in the scope of this
chapter.
We organized this chapter as follows. Section 2 gives a detailed model description and
focuses on the drawbacks of the existing techniques. Then, asymptotical techniques are
treated in Section 3. These are used to develop the simulation method that is presented
in Section 4. The chapter is concluded by a number of examples.
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Model description and some preliminaries

This section gives a short introduction on the most important results concerning loss
networks. In particular, we put emphasis on their drawbacks, which motivates the search
for fast simulation methods.

2.1

Model description

The multirate Erlang loss model is described in the following way. Let R, be the collection
of customer classes, labelled by r = 1, ... , R . Customers of typer E R, arrive according to
a Poisson process with rate >.r > 0. All Poisson streams are mutually independent. The
durations of type r calls are independent and identically distributed (positive) random
variables, with finite mean µ; 1 .
The set of links is .:1, indexed by j = {1, ... , J} . On link j , Ci circuits (or trunks)
are available. A customer of typer requires Air trunks on link j; A := (Ajr)jE..7,rE'R. · We
assume that the Air E JN 0 . (This is no real restriction. If the Air are, for instance given
in three digits, multiply both the Ajr and Ci by 10 3 . ) We also assume that each type of
traffic requires at least one circuit somewhere in the network. More formally: A has no
null column: Vr E R, : :3j E .:1 : Air > 0.
A request for a call of type r is rejected if at that moment on any link j E .:1 there
are fewer than Air circuits free . We say that the connection is blocked. Throughout this
study, our attention focuses on the determination of the probability that a type r request
is rejected, i.e., the type r blocking probability.
A notational comment: (Ax)j is a short notation of E~=l AjrXr, i.e., the jth entry of

Ax.

2.2

Equilibrium distribution - insensitivity

The blocking probability of a type r customer can be derived in the following way. The
unique stationary distribution of the population of the network is given by the product
form

1r(k)

R (11 )k•

= 1r(k1, ... , kR) = c- 1 II --fr-,
r=l

(7.1)

r·

kr denoting the number of typer customers in the system, and llr := >.r/µr. The distribution is defined for all k in the 'integer polytope' S and G is a so-called normalizing
constant;
S := {k I Vr ER, : kr E lNo, Vj E .:1: (Ak)j::; Ci} and G :=

(vr)k•
L II -k-.
1
R

kES r=l

r·

(7.2)
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This result is a famous insensitivity result: the stationary distribution depends on the call
duration distributions only through their means. A key reference in this field is Burman,
Lehoczky, and Lim [24]. We now concentrate on the type r blocking probability, say Pr ·
Let Tr define the subset of S in which a type r request cannot be accepted:

The overall blocking probability p is the probability that an arbitrary request cannot
be accepted. Hence, from formula (7.1), the typer blocking probability and the overall
blocking probability can be written as
Pr

= c -1L

(11 l•
ITR _q
-,

kETr q=l

2.3

and p

kq ,

= LR

(

r=l

.A

R r
Lq=l

)

Pr·

(7.3)

Aq

Kelly's results and their drawbacks

In order to derive asymptotic results, Kelly [96] uses the following scaling. He parametrizes
llr and Cj by n: 1/~n) and ctl. This parametrization is chosen such that 1/~n) /n and ct) /n
tend to a constant as n -+ oo. For reasons of simplicity, we will replace llr by nvr and
Ci by nCi, just as Gazdzicki et al. [72]. The type r blocking probability in the n-scaled
process is denoted by p~n), given by (use equations (7.2) and (7.3))
(n)

Pr

=

( )k•
L ITR (nvq )k• }) ( L { ITR ~
( kETJn) { q=l kq!
kES(n ) q=l
kq!

})-!

'

(7.4)

where Tjn) and S(n) are defined in a self-evident way.
The number of customers in the system - kr of type r - is scaled as well: Xr := kr/n .
As a consequence, x is contained in the simplex

S := {x I Vr

E 'R: Xr

2: 0, Vj

E

.J: (Ax)j::; Cj}

Kelly considers the convex programming problem
R

inf

L (xr log (Xr)
llr

Xr)

xES r=l

This is a minimization of a strictly convex function on the convex set S, and consequently,
a unique minimum is attained, say x. Kelly's main result is that
lim

p(n)

n--+oo

r

=1-

Xr.
llr

(7.5)

This implicitly shows that Xr ::; llr, for all r E n. He also establishes a relation with the
solution of the so-called Erlang fixed point equations.
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Figure 1: Heavy traffic network in which blockings of particular types are rare.

link 2

link 1

x
X1

We now distinguish between two different regimes, viz. light and heavy load. In case
of light load, v ES. One easily shows that the infimum over all non-negative x (instead
of x E S) is attained in v. Since v E S, this implies that, in the light traffic regime,
x = v. As a consequence, limn-+ooP~n) = 0 for all r E R. However, the answer is quite
unsatisfactory: we want to gain insight into the way that O is approached as n ➔ oo.
Gazdzicki et al. [72] succeed in answering that question in the single-link case. To our
best knowledge, no asymptotic results are available for multiple links.
In the special case that v is contained in the boundary of S, we call the network
critically or moderately loaded. Reiman [147] investigated single link critically loaded loss
systems. He derived that p~n) fo tends to a constant.
Now let us discuss the other case: v (/. S, i.e., a heavy traffic loss network. The
minimum of the convex programming problem is attained on the boundary of S. This
can be seen as follows . (i) Suppose x lies in the interior of S. (ii) There are convex
combinations AX+ (1 - A)v E S , with A E (0, 1). (iii) Based on the convexity of the
objective function, and the fact that it is mimimal in v, the value of the objective function
in all of these convex combinations is smaller than in x. Contradiction.
From Kelly's result (7.5) and the fact that x -1- v (apparently at least one of the entries
of xis strictly smaller than the corresponding entry of v) , it follows that, for some r E R ,
p~n) has a positive limit. However, there still may exist p~n) with limit 0, as in the following
example.
Suppose a loss model consisting of two types of traffic and two links, but A12 = 0.
Figure 1 shows contour lines of the objective function . As said before, the objective
function is minimal in v. We get x 1 < v1 and x2 = v2 ; consequently Pt) converges to a
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positive constant but Pkn) to O as n ➔ oo. Although type 2 blocking is much rarer than
type 1 blocking, the asymptotics of Pkn) might still be of interest. To our knowledge, no
results are available that cover this case.
As we see, both for the light and heavy traffic case there are situations in which no
asymptotics of particular rare event probabilities are available. The next section addresses
this open question .

3

Asymptotics of the blocking probability

In the previous section we saw that in several cases blocking probabilities in the n-scaled
model tend to O as n ➔ oo. This section deals with the exponential nature of this decay.
We show that (logp~nl)/n tends to a constant. Apart from that, a mathematical program
to calculate the corresponding limit is deduced. We scale in the same way as in Section
2. Define also the equivalent of T;n) in the scaled process:

T,

:= { x E

S / 3j

E

.J : Ajr > 0, (Ax )j = cj} .

The following theorem characterizes both the decay rate of the numerator and denominator of (7.4).
THEOREM 3.1.

{ft (n::t }] = J!,~ ¾

JPoo ¾log [2~1n>

log

=-

inf

f

5(n)

l

(7.6)

(xq log (xq) - xq) ,

xES q=l

and an analogous relation for

[k~~>{ft (n::t}

(7.7)

Vq

and S replaced by

T;n)

and Tr, respectively.

PROOF. Let us first find an upper bound to the number of elements of
all k E 5(n), Aj,k, ~ nCi . Consequently,

k < min (nCi)
r - jE:T Ajr

=:

na fork E
r

s<n) _Clearly,

5(n)_

Since A has no null column, a, is finite . We get that #S(n ) ~ IIf= 1 (na,
order nR. Also notice that T;n) C S(n), so #T;n) is smaller.

+ 1),

i.e. of the

Trivial upper and lower bounds of the left hand side of (7.6) are

IT

limsup _!. log [max {
(nkvqt• }]
n ➔ co n
kES(n) q=l
q·

~

for

L {IT (nvqt }]

limsup _!. log [
n➔ co n
kES(n)

q=l

kq .

<
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1
limsup-log[#S(nl]
n-+oo n

1
+ limsup-log

n-+oo n

II

[ max { R _kq'
(nv )k• }] .
kES(n)
q=l
q·

Since #S(n) is of the order nR, the first term in the final expression equals 0. Therefore
the inequalities can be replaced by equalities. The same procedure can be executed for
the lim inf's. We can conclude that if both limits exist, the first equality of our theorem
is deduced.
We will now show that these limits indeed exist and equal (7.7). This is done as
follows. Approximate k! by means of the Stirling formula:
log(k!)

=

0
if k = 0,
{ pog(21rk)+klogk-k+B(k) ifkElN.

Here B(k) lies in the interval ([12k + lJ-1, [12kJ- 1 ). The right hand side of (7.6) therefore
equals (interchanging max and log)
k
(k_!Lv";1 )
L __!Llog
n
n

lim max R
n-+oo kES (n) q=l

(

However, for all k E
0

:St
q=l

S(n),

k
+ _!I

n

-

( -log(27rkq)
1
B(k )) l{kq E lN} ) .
+-q2n
n

(7.8)

:S naq. Consequently,
E lN} :Sf, (log(21rnoq) + _1_) -+ 0.
q=l
2n
12n

we have deduced that kq

(log(21rkq)
2n

+ B(kq))

l{k

n

q

We get that limit (7.8) can be written as

f, (- kqn log (kqv;;
n

lim max
n-+oo kES(n ) q=l

1

)

+ kq).
n

Now notice that { k/n I k E 5(n)} -+ S. In conjunction with the continuity of the function
involved, it follows that the previous expression equals
- inf
xES

f, (xq log (Xq) - xq) ,

q=l

liq

The proof is finished by noticing that the same line of reasoning can be followed with
and S replaced by Tjn) and Tr, respectively.

3.1

S(n)

■

Interpretation of the asymptotics

The above result can be interpreted elegantly. By multiplying both numerator and denominator in (7.4) by exp(-n I::= 1 vq), we find the ratio of two Poisson probabilities.
To be more precise, let ztl be the sum of n independent and identically distributed
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ztl, .. . , zJ;il

Poisson(vq) random variables. Let the sequences
Then probability (7.4) can be interpreted as

P(z(n)
P(z(n)

E
E

rjn)) = p (z(n)
S(nl)

E

r(n) I z(n)
'

E
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be mutually independent.

s<n))

(7.9)

'

where the equality is because of Tjn) C s<n). In fact, this is the multivariate Poisson
distribution, truncated to the polytope S(n) . An implication of Theorem 3.1 is that the
decay rate of the type r blocking probability is given by
lim .!:.log [max
n
kETJn)

n➔ oo

{ri

q=l

e-nv•i~vq)k•}]- lim .!:.log [max
q·
n ➔ oo n
kES(n)

{ri

q=l

e-nv•i~vq)k•}] · (7.10)
q·

The maximum procedures of (7.10) in fact search the most likely state (i.e., the state with
the highest value of the Poisson density) in both Tjn) and S(n) _ Using Theorem 3.1 again,
the value of (7.10) can be calculated by
inf

I:

xES q=I

(xqlog (xq)- Xq

liq

+ vq)-

inJ

I:

xETr q=I

(xqlog (xq)- Xq

liq

+ vq) .

(7.11)

1::=

In large deviations theory, the function
1 ( Xq log ( ~) - Xq + vq) is called the (joint)
entropy function (or large deviations rate function) of independent Poisson(v1 ), ... ,
Poisson(vR) random variables. It reflects the likelihood of a sample mean x instead of
11. The function is convex and attains its minimal value in the most likely sample mean
x = 11. Both minimizations search the most likely states of the scaled process in the sets
Sand Tr, respectively.
Suppose a light load. Based on the laws of large numbers, the numerator of (7.9) tends
to 0, where the denominator converges to 1, n -+ oo. This also shows that Ptn) -+ 0, as
mentioned in Section 2. The first infimum in (7.11) is 0, attained for x = 11. Consequently,
lim .!:.
n logp<n)
r

n ➔ oo

=-

inf
..t:-.. (x qlog (xq)
- ~
IIq - x q + 11)
q .
xETrq=I

Suppose on the other hand heavy traffic: 11 ¢ S. Then both the numerator and
denominator of (7.9) go to 0. In Section 2 we argued that the minimizing argument x of
inf

I: (xq

xES q=I

log ( Xq) - xq)

liq

lies on the boundary of S. So, there exists at least one link j such that (Ax)j = Ci .
We conclude that for all traffic streams r with Air > 0 the infimum over T, equals the
infimum over S. Consequently, the decay rate of the blocking probability of these traffic
streams equals zero. On the contrary, if for a traffic class r we have that Aj, = 0 (where
j is again such that (Ax)i = Ci), then the decay rate is negative. Notice that these
observations agree with Kelly's results, cf. Figure 1.
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3.2

The overall blocking probability under light traffic

There is one special case in which the calculation of the decay rate is extremely simple:
the case of the overall blocking probability under condition of a lightly loaded network.
Recalling equation (7.3) and invoking Lemma 1.2.15 of [50], we get
lim .!,logp<n)
n

n ➔ oo

= max
lim .!,logp<n)_
rE'R- n ➔ oo n
r

The decay rate under consideration can also be found without determining the decay rates
of the individual p~n): (logp<nl)/n tends, by Theorem 3.1, to
max [- inJ
rE'R-

t

xETr q=l

(xq log (Xq) - xq
Vq

+ vq)] = -

inf

t

xET q=l

(xq log (xq) - Xq
Vq

+ vq),

where T is defined by { x E S I :lj E J' : (Ax) j = Ci} . This last infimum is very easy
to calculate, i.e., it can be done without using complicated mathematical programming
routines. This procedure consists of three steps.
STEP 1. Let Pj (j E J') be the jth relaxed infimum, i.e.,
R

inf~ ( Xr log ( :: ) - Xr

+ v,)

with x E [O, oo)R such that (Ax)j = Ci. This problem is solved by x~j) = v,e>-iAj, with
Lagrange multiplier Aj such that (AxUl)j = Cj ,
STEP 2. The set {:x(l), ... , :x('l} has a non-empty intersection with S. This can be seen
as follows. If x< 1> E S, then we are ready. Suppose now there is a j E J' \ {1} such that
(A:x{ 1l)j > Cj, as in Figure 2.
Define
U := { X

~0

It (

Xr log(::) - Xr

+ Vr)

~ P1} .

Because of the convexity of the objective function, U is convex as well. U is therefore
contained in {x ~ 0 I (Ax)i ~Ci}. Now notice that

• v E U and (Av)j

~

Cj, because of the light load.

• :x< 1l E U (by definition) and (A:x{ 1l)j > Ci (by assumption).
It follows that U and {x ~ 0 I (Ax)j = Cj} have a non empty intersection. The argument
of Pj evidently lies in this intersection. Consequently, :x(il satisfies both (A:x{il) 1 ~ C 1
and (A:x(il)j = Cj, Continuing this procedure we eventually find at least one yUl ES.
STEP 3. Determine - inf Pj over all j E J' with :x(il ES.
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Figure 2: Light traffic network.

link 1

Xi

4

Fast simulation techniques

Up to this moment now we found only rough characteristics of the blocking probabilities:
instead of an approximation of the probabilities themselves we only get their decay rates.
As a consequence, the results of Section 3 seem to be of theoretical rather than practical
interest. However, the solutions of the mathematical programming problems appear to
be crucial in order to develop fast simulation techniques.
We already found that the blocking probabilities (7.4) can be interpreted as (7.9), the
ratio of two probabilities ( arising from the joint density of R independent Poisson random
variables). We will use this interpretation throughout this section. The idea is to estimate
both numerator and denominator. It is well-known how to construct confidence intervals
of ratio estimators.

4.1

Importance sampling

Suppose P(z<n) E x<n)) has to be estimated, where {k/n / k E x<n)} converges to X . (In
our application, x<n) must be read as s<n) or Tjn) , and X as Sor 1\.) The direct way,
which evidently yields an unbiased estimate, would be: (i) Sample M times Poisson(nvq),
q = I , ... , R, random variables. (ii) Check whether sample m = 1, ... , M lies in x<n) . If
true, define Im := 1, otherwise 0. (iii) Determine the ratio of the number of 'successes'
(samples in x<n)) and M : Lt:;= 1 Im/ M.
A remark, concerning the number of samples to be drawn, can be made. To obtain
an estimate with a fixed confidence and relative efficiency (confidence interval half-length
divided by the estimate), the number of samples required is inversely proportional to
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the probability to be estimated. For instance, to get 95% confidence and 10% relative
efficiency (ratio of the confidence interval half-length and the estimate) , the number of
samples to be drawn is about 400 over the probability of our interest. In other words, 400
successes must be generated. Suppose now that v ¢ X. Then a success is a rare event:
based on the laws of large numbers P(zCn) E x(nl) ➔ 0. Consequently, in order to get a
fixed number of successes, possibly a huge number of samples has to be drawn.
As explained in earlier chapters, a variance reduction technique in rare event simulation
is importance sampling. Suppose we identify the original probability model with measure
P, importance sampling is a simulation under an alternative measure Q. The new measure
Q must be chosen such that the rare event under consideration becomes more frequent.
Sample according to Q, weight each observation Im by the appropriate likelihood ratio Lm,
expressing the relative likelihood of the observation under the old measure with respect
to the new measure. Then "2:~=l Lmlm/ M is an unbiased estimator as well, but with a
different variance performance. Of course, we want to select that measure Q such that
the variance of the new estimator (based on a fixed number, say K, samples) is minimal.
Our idea is to let Q be again a multivariate Poisson distribution, but with parameter

nx instead of nv, where xis the optimizing argument in

inf

t

xEX q=l

(xq log (xq) - xq) .
1/q

As we know from Section 3, nx approximates the most likely state of the multivariate
Poisson distribution in the set x Cn) . In other words: the most likely state in case of being
in x<n) under the original measure, coincides with the 'overall most likely state' under
the new measure. If v E X , then both measures are equal. If on the contrary v ¢ X ,
then v =I x; then the rare event occurs frequently under the new measure.
This kind of changes of measure has proven to improve the variance performance considerably [85] . However, we did not succeed in proving optimality properties. Nevertheless, our choice of the alternative density seems to have a better mathematical motivation
then the heuristic recipe reported in [158].
Suppose the Poisson(nxq) random variables attain value kq , then the likelihood ratio
reads

(7.12)
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Computational remarks

To perform the importance sampling, the infima
inf

t (xq

log (

xES q=l

Xq) - xq)
liq

and

inJ

t (xq

log

xETr q=l

(xq) - xq) .
liq

(7.13)

have to be evaluated. The computation of the first infimum can be done elegantly by
applying duality, see Kelly [96]. The second infimum can be handled in a similar way, as
we will explain now.
First notice that the domain T, is not convex, so we use the following decoupling:
il!f

t (xq

xETr q=l

log

(Xq)
liq - Xq)

r:

= . inf [ in_!,
J.A,r>O

t (xq

log

xET; q=l

(Xq)
liq - Xq)] ,

(7.14)

(Ax)i

where
is defined by {x E S I
= Ci}. An efficient method to calculate the
inner infimum of the right hand side is the following. The objective function as well
as the domain
are convex, so we are in a position to exploit duality results. The
minimization is equivalent to the Lagrangian form (where y is the vector of Lagrange
multipliers)

r:

inf [sup
x::>:O

yEY;

[t (xq

log

q=l

(xq)
liq - xq) + f, y;((Ax); - C;)]] .
i=l

Here 1'j is the orthant of JR. 1 such that Yi is free and the other Yi are non-negative. Due
to the duality theorem (see page 89 of Rockafellar [157]) the order of inf and sup can be
reversed:
sup [inf
yEY;

x::>:O

[t (xqlog(xq)-xq)
+ f,y;((Ax);-C;)]].
liq
q=l

(7.15)

i=l

The inner minimization can be calculated explicitly. It appears that the minimum is
attained at
= exp
(7.16)

Xq liq

(-(ATy)q).

Inserting this in (7.15) we arrive, after some calculus, at
- if/
y

'

[t liq
q=l

exp (-

f, y;A;q) + t y;C;] .
t=l

t=l

This is the dual of the inner infimum in the right hand side of (7.14).
So for all links j with
strictly positive, this dual problem has to be solved. Then
the minimum over the resulting values of the objective function has to be determined.
Recall that the advantages of solving the dual program (instead of the primal problem)

Air
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are twofold, as mentioned in Kelly. First, the dimensionality, i.e. the number of variables,
is usually reduced considerably. In most networks J < < R, think for instance of 'star
networks' with R =(;) and 'complete networks' with R = (J - l)! Besides, the feasible
region is less complicated: l'j instead of the polytope S. The minimizing y is called y. We
find x via (7.16).

4.3

Accelerations

In the above we described an importance sampling technique to estimate the Poisson
probabilities in (7.9) . However, based on a number of heuristical arguments, the simulation can be simplified. From our experiments, it appears that these simplifications still
yield very accurate results.
First consider P(z(n) E rjnl). From Theorem 3.1 it follows that
this probability mass is concentrated in a neighborhood of nx, where x arises from the
second infimum in (7.13). Clearly, the set of links Jr that are most likely to block are
the links j with (Ax)i = Ci. Based on this observation, it seems reasonable to check the
occurrence of a typer blocking only on the links in Jr, instead of all links j with Air > 0.
More formally, we replace the set Tjn) by a set T;nl• that indicates type r blocking on a
'bottleneck link':
ACCELERATION 1.

Consequently, the number of checks per sample may decrease considerably, possibly saving
a huge amount of simulation time. Notice that a similar simplification can be applied to
estimate P ( z(n) E 3(n)) .
ACCELERATION

2. The optimization over S always yields a unique minimum, but the
does need to be determined uniquely, for instance because of symmetry,

infimum over 1\
see Figure 3.
Without loss of generality we assume two minimizers, say x< 1l and x< 2 l. From our
experiments, it turns out that P(z(n) E T;nl) can be approximated very accurately by
P(z(n) E T(n
is defined as r<n)•
r, 1l•) + P(z<n) E T(n
r ,2l•) . Here T(n)•
r,i
r
, but with x replaced by
:r(i).

5

Some examples

This section deals with a number examples, that explain the importance sampling technique described in the previous section. Our estimates have 95% confidence and 10%
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Figure 3: A non-unique infimum.

relative efficiency.
5.1. First we treat an example that corresponds with the heavy traffic case of
Figure 1. Define a network with 3 links and 2 types of customers:
EXAMPLE

First, the type 1 blocking probability is estimated. Performing the optimizations (7.13) ,
we find that the infima over TI and S coincide. The optima are attained in (16, 4) .
The 'bottleneck link' is link 2. Applying the first acceleration, we approximate TI by
{k E lN6 I kI = 16} and S by {k E lN6 I kI ~ 16}. Given a realization (kI, k 2 ), the
likelihood equals e- 8 (3/2)k 1 , cf. equation (7.12). Performing the importance sampling
simulations, we get as estimate for the numerator (denominator) 2.04 • 10- 2 (5.31 · 10- 2 ),
yielding 0.384 for PI . This is more or less in agreement with Kelly's result , saying that
PI~ 1/3.

Then consider type 2 blocking. From the above and Kelly's result we have that type
2 blocking is rare, i.e., p 2 ~ 0. To find a numerical value, we use simulation. We already
estimated the denominator, and we are therefore left with the numerator. The infimum
over T2 is attained in (16, 8). Consequently, both link 1 and 2 are 'bottlenecks' and T2 is
approximated by {k E lN6 I 2kI + k 2 = 40, kI ~ 16} The simulation leads to an estimate
1.36 · 10-5 of the numerator and 2.56 · 10- 4 of p 2 •
In both cases, the simulation time required was about 2 seconds on a 486 personal
computer to obtain an estimate with our prescribed level of confidence (95% confidence,
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10% relative efficiency).
EXAMPLE 5.2. The second example is taken from Ross and Wang [158]. Consider a star
network with four 'leaves'. There are 12 classes of customers, and (~) = 6 routes.
Vr

Class

Route

9.0

7

10

1,2
1,3
1,4
2,3

5

1.6
1.6
1.6

11

2,4

5

1.6

12

3,4

5

1.6

Class
1
2

Route
1,2
1,3

#trunks
1
1

9.0

8

3
4

1
1
1

9.0

9

9.0

5

1,4
2,3
2,4

9.0

6

3,4

1

9.0

#trunks
5
5
5

Vr

1.6

Here the first column is the set of customer classes n , and the second column indicates
which links are used by the classes. The third indicates how many circuits are (per
connection) needed on these links. The last is the product of the Poisson arrival rates and
the mean call duration: llr = Ar/ µr . The link capacities are C 1 = 90, C 2 = 100, Ca = 110,
and C 4 = 120.
Now suppose that the blocking probability of a type 1 customer has to be determined.
This network has a light load: the load on link i is 51/C; < 1. Consequently, the denominator can be estimated using the original set of parameters. Therefore, concentrate on
the numerator. The theory of the previous section says that the dual objective function

must be minimized over the½ with Ai 1 > 0, i.e.,
(i) Y1 free , Y2 , Ya,Y4 2: 0. The mathematical program yields 59.73, with y1 = -0.1758
and the other entries 0.

(ii)

Y2 free, Y1 , Ya , Y4 2: 0. Now the minimal value is 57.82, attained for y2
and the other entries 0.

= - 0.2049

Using (7.14), we conclude that link 1 is the link where overflow occurs most likely. The
new traffic rates under the importance sampling become: x 1 = x 2 = xa = 9 exp(0.1758) =
10.7301, X4 = xs = x6 = 9, X7 = x 8 = x 9 = 1.6 exp(5 · 0.1758) = 3.8541 , x 10 = x 11 =
X12 = 1.6. Now use the first acceleration: as a consequence, T 1 is approximated by

Consequently, the Poisson variables of type 4, 5, 6, 10, 11 , 12 do not even need to be
sampled, and blocking on link 2 does not need to be checked. The simulation yields
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blocking probability 4.42 · 10- 4 , in about 2 seconds on a 486 personal computer. The
estimate agrees with Ross and Wang [158]. They needed about 60 CPU seconds to get a
95% confidence interval with relative efficiency of only 24%.
Notice that the set of 'bottleneck links' .:11 has only one element. Due to acceleration
1, we can approximate p 1 by the blocking probability if the network consisted of only link
1. But then we can use the results of [72], yielding the approximation 4.64 • 10- 4 •
5.3. The third example is a large star network, with J = 20. There are
(22 = 190 classes, all arriving according to Poisson(3.8) processes. They require one
circuit on both links of their connection. The link capacities are 100. Again we are
interested in the type 1 blocking probability, assuming that type 1 traffic uses link 1 and
link 2.
This example is particularly suitable to show that executing the summations of (7.1)
and (7.2) is not feasible. It can be checked easily that {0, ... , 5}1 90 c S, so #S?: 6190 =
EXAMPLE

°)

10148_

Because of the light traffic, estimating the denominator is again straightforward. To
obtain the alternative measure to estimate the numerator, we have to minimize
20

20

LL 3.8e-v,-v; + L lOOyj ,
j=l i <j

j=l

over Yi and Y2 • Evidently, due to then symmetry, these minimizations yield the same value
of the objective function , with the role of y 1 and y 2 interchanged. Invoking acceleration
2, we estimate the probability of a type 1 blocking on link 1 and multiply it by 2.
It can be calculated that the minimization over Y1 yields y 1 = -0.3257 and y2 = .. . =
y20 = 0. The importance sampling parameters become 5.263 for all types of traffic using
link 1 and 3.8 for all other types of traffic. We approximate T1 by

{k

E

Jl\Ti9 I

Ek;= 100} .

This procedure yields estimate 3.45 • 10- 4 , resulting in estimate 6.89 • 10- 4 for p 1 . The
simulation time is 0.6 second on a 486 PC. This is indeed very fast compared to 900 CPU
seconds as in [158] to get a 95% confidence interval with only 22% relative efficiency.

6

Conclusions

We have studied asymptotic techniques to approximate the blocking probability in a loss
network. After a scaling as in [96], the decay rate of the loss probability appears to be the
solution of a convex programming problem. We established a nice relation between these
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results and fast simulation techniques. In fact , the optimizing arguments of the convex
programming problem provide an alternative probability measure. Importance sampling
under this measure yields a huge variance reduction. Our examples show that even in
networks of considerable size, the required simulation time is still relatively small.
As said before, we derive the asymptotics of the decay rate of the blocking probability
Ptn) of typer traffic. However, for practical purposes it is more interesting to approximate
Ptn) itself, for instance by finding a function g,(·) such that Ptnl/g,(n) -+ 1 as n -+
oo. Another subject for further research is to develop asymptotics and fast simulation
techniques in case of trunk reservation.

Chapter 8
Call blocking in cellular mobile networks
This chapter investigates cellular mobile communication networks. Its purpose is
twofold. First, it is noted that the restrictive assumption of reversible routing is not
required for the network population distribution to be of product form. A protocol with a specific way of handling congestion, yielding product form, is discussed.
Second, the notoriously difficult task of obtaining performance measures derived
from product form expressions is attacked by an efficient method based on importance sampling. This algorithm substantially speeds up the computational time
required to estimate, for example, the probability that a call attempting a handover
is blocked. In addition, qualitative insight is gained into the network, given blocking
in a specific cell: are neighboring cells overloaded as well? The examples include
networks with capacity constraints due to effective interference between cells, and
a reasonably sized network containing 49 cells and 7 cell reuse groups.

1

Introduction

Mobile communications has been a rapidly growing service in the field of telecommunications. One of the problems arising in this area is that the number of frequencies
available to carry mobile calls is severely limited, restricting the number of calls that can
be handled. Clearly, the capacity of the mobile network can be substantially enhanced
when channels can be used to carry multiple calls. This has resulted in the idea of cellular mobile communication networks: the area is divided into cells, that are served by

'cell transceivers' ; transmission between the mobile terminal and the transceiver is at low
power so that the channel can be reused in another cell. The distance between both cells
must be sufficiently large, in order to guard against interference. This chapter considers
performance measures for such cellular mobile communication networks.
Due to the limited number of channels available for mobile communications, the crucial
performance indicators are call blocking probabilities. There are two types of them. On
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the one hand a 'fresh call' can be blocked: there is no channel available to accommodate
a new call. On the other hand, there is the so-called 'handover' blocking probability. If a
mobile terminal moves from the radio coverage of one cell to the radio coverage of another
cell the call is handed over from one transceiver to another. However, if there is no channel
available in the new cell, the call is lost. Blocking of the latter kind is considered to be
more severe than blocking of the former kind, because an existing call is terminated. It
is these types of blocking probabilities that are the main topic of this chapter.
The literature on blocking analysis in mobile systems can be divided roughly into
two major groups: models on cell-level and models on network-level. The former group
considers the probabilistic behavior of a single cell. An arrival stream of fresh calls as
well as an arrival stream of handover calls is modeled. The purpose is to characterize
(for both streams) the probability of blocking. These models focus on mechanisms that
reduce the handover blocking probability. An example is priority for handed over calls,
such as trunk reservation by means of guard channels [79] , [94]. Some models incorporate
the possibility of rejected customers to redial, e.g. [31], [176]. The present chapter focuses
on models on network level. Such models aim to find a probabilistic description of the
entire cellular network population. A number of strategies has been developed, that
assign channels to cells in order to decrease blocking rates. The advantage of networklevel models over cell-level models is that the performance of these channel assignment
policies can be evaluated. Assignment policies that are used in the literature (e.g., fixed
channel allocation, dynamic channel allocation with maximum packing [66], and reuse
groups [67], [64]) frequently result in a state space of the 'matrix constraint' type [100]:
S = {k : Ak :S C} , for a matrix A and a vector C. Here k = (k 1 , . .. , kn) , kr is the
number of calls in cell r, r = 1, . .. , R, and R is the number of cells. Two examples of
assignment policies of this type can be found in Section 4.
For reasonably sized models, the size of the resulting state space usually prohibits
the calculation of the probability distribution of the number of calls in the cells in the
network. Several studies showed that a product form distribution can be deduced: the
steady state probability of the number of calls in the cells is given by
R II k,

1r(k)

= c- 1 II

r=l

; ,,

k

Es= {k: Ak-:; c},

r·

for some positive numbers 11;; c-1 is the normalizing consta,nt. The advantage of this
product form expression is that only R positive numbers need to be determined to compute
the state probabilities. Unfortunately, the conditions under which product form has been
shown to hold for cellular mobile networks are quite restrictive. In fact, a product form
has only been derived under each of the following three assumptions.
• No capacity constraints on the cell populations. Every call is accepted so that the
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state space is S = JNf Colombo [39] analyzes a model of this type, also considering
the mobiles not carrying a call.
• No explicit modeling of mobility of the users of the network, see e.g. Everitt et al.
[67], [63], [64]. For every cell an arrival rate (due to handovers and newly initiated
calls) and a call termination rate are defined. Since there is no explicit modeling
of mobility, an arrival in a cell due to a handover does not necessarily imply a call
termination in an adjacent cell. Consequently, the number of calls in the cells of the
network (i.e., the kr) are linked via a state space constraint only.
• Reversible routing of calls among the cells allows the introduction of state space
constraints while taking into account the mobility of calls, see Pallant and Taylor
[142], [143]. The assumption of reversible routing roughly implies that the average
number of calls moving from one cell to another equals the average number of calls
moving in the opposite direction.

The assumptions used in these models are fairly restrictive: in practice there is always
a capacity restriction, mobility is too important to neglect and, particularly on smaller
time scales, reversibility does not hold. A particular situation that cannot be handled by
the three cases presented, are the basically unidirectional flows in traffic streams occurring during the morning and afternoon rush hours. However, in Boucherie and Mandjes
[19] it is shown that product form results can also be deduced for cellular mobile communication networks that include the mobility of calls in networks with finite capacity
cells in non-reversible structures. Since still some assumptions have to be satisfied, the
resulting product form results might have limited use for quantitative analysis. However,
the product form equilibrium distribution can be very useful to obtain qualitative insight
into the network behavior.
Having deduced the product form, we have to calculate the blocking probabilities
from it. Despite the explicit formulas, this calculation is substantially hampered by the
resulting large summations over (part of) the state space that have to be performed. As
explained in the previous chapter, only in models of small dimension, these troubles can
be overcome by using efficient recursive algorithms [25], [93], [154]; in models of larger
size, we can use for instance fixed point approximation techniques [100] or numerical
methods using the inversion of the Laplace transform for the blocking probabilities [32] .
An alternative method to evaluate the summations is the use of simulation techniques.
In this chapter we will use the efficient method presented in the previous chapter, i.e. ,
importance sampling, where the alternative distribution ('change of measure') is found
by large deviations techniques. We showed that it performed considerably better than
the heuristic importance sampling techniques of Ross and Wang [158]. As Monte-Carlo
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simulation with an algorithm by Harvey and Hills [83] is frequently used in the mobile
communication literature, cf. Everitt and Manfield [67] , we will compare our method with
this technique.
In addition, the large deviations results that give the change of measure, provide also
insight into the state of the network, given blocking in a particular cell. Large deviations
results enable us to calculate whether, upon blocking in a cell, neighboring cells are likely
to be full as well (see Section 4). In other words: we can examine whether blocking has
a local or a global character: will blocking of a particular cell imply blocking of larger
parts of the network. This gives important qualitative insight into the behavior of cellular
mobile communication networks.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the basic product
form results from [19]. In Section 3 we treat the estimation of performance measures. In
Section 4 the results are illustrated through interference models [65] and reuse groups in
a network of considerable size [67].

2

Product form results

In this section we review some of the product form results derived in Boucherie and
Mandjes [19]. In Subsection 2.1 we describe the network in detail. Subsection 2.2 says
that by introducing redial rates, the assumptions mentioned in the introduction are not
necessary. Notice that in [19] two other 'realistic' protocols are described that give a
product form solution as well ('soft overload' and 'push-out policy') . This section is
concluded by expressing the blocking probabilities in product form terms.

2.1

Description of the cellular mobile communication network

In mobile communication networks, handovers occur typically in the border region between cells and are possible as a consequence of overlap between the areas covered by
transceivers (see Figure 1). In the handover area a call can be carried by two transceivers
and, due to the capacity constraints, to which the transceiver the call is assigned, has to
be taken into account. In this study we aim to capture the effect of different behavior of
calls: we will separate a cell in interior and handover areas but ignore the exact locations
of the calls inside these areas. In the handover area between cells r and s a call is assigned
to one of the two transceivers r or s. In the interior of cell r a call can be carried by
transceiver r only. The explicit use of handover areas is motivated further in Remark 2.2.
Consider (a part of) a cellular mobile communication network consisting of R cells.
Let mrr denote the number of calls in progress in the interior of cell r, and let mr, denote
the number of calls in progress in the handover area between cells rand s but carried by
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transceiver r . The capacity constraints on the number of calls in progress that are carried
by transceiver r are on the total number of calls. Let kr be the number of calls carried
by transceiver r . Obviously,

kr

= mrr +

L

nrs,
sEBr
where Br contains the indices of the cells that are neighbors of cell r . In Figure 1,
B1 = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}.
For convenience, assume that new calls are generated in the interior of the cells,
and that calls complete in the interior of the cells. New calls in cell r are assumed to
be generated by a Poisson process with rate >-r , r = 1, ... , R . Mobiles carrying a call
remain in the interior of cell r for an exp(µ;) distributed amount of time. Then the
call proceeds to the handover area with cell s with probability p;r,rs· In addition, a call
might also complete in cell r. This occurs after an exp(µr) distributed time. Thus, .the
holding time of a call in the interior of cell r is exponentially distributed with mean
1/µrr = 1/(µr + µ;). With probability Prr,o := µr/µrr the call completes, and with
probability Prr,rs := (µ;/ µrr )P;r,rs the call proceeds to the handover area with cell s.
(Note that LsEBr p;r,rs = 1, but that Prr,O + LsEBr Prr,rs = 1.) Calls remain in the
handover area rs for an exp(µ,.) distributed amount of time. A handover is attempted
with probability Prs ,sr, and a call moves or returns to the interior of cell r with probability
Prs ,rr · Acceptance of an attempted handover is determined by the handover policy.
In our analysis the so-called traffic equations play a crucial role. As can be found in
Seneta [163], the following holds:
TRAFFIC EQUATIONS.

The traffic equations in unknowns {rrr, "Yrs, s E Br, r

/rrPrr,O+
rrsPrs ,rr

L

/rrPrr,rs

sEBr

= >-r +

L

/ rsPrs ,rr,

+ rrsPrs,sr = rrrPrr,rs + rsrPsr,rs ,

have a unique positive solution {c,,, Crs, s E B,, r

Figure 1: Handover areas.

r

sEBr

= 1, • • •, R,

r E B,, r

= 1, ... , R}.

= 1, . . . , R ,

=

1, .. . , R}

(8.1)
(8.2)
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The redial mechanism

Consider a mobile communication network with overlapping cells as depicted in Figure
1. The evolution of the network is described above, except for calls that cannot be
admitted due to the capacity constraints of the network. New calls are rejected in cell
r when A(k + e,) f; C: an additional call in cell r violates the capacity constraints of
the network. (Note that for the state m to be admissible it must be that Ak :S C.) A
handover from cells to cell r is lost when A(k - e, + e,) f; C. Lost calls will attempt to
re-establish their connection. This will introduce a redial behavior in the cells surrounding
a cell r for which A ( k + e,) f; C (cell r has reached its capacity). This additional redial
behavior is limited to the handover areas of the surrounding cells, as it is in these areas
that handovers are lost. We have the following transition rates:
m' = m + e,,, A(k + e,) :SC
(new call)
m'

m,,µr,Prr,O
m,,µr,Prr,rs

q(m ,m')

=

= m- e,,

(end call)
m' = m - e,, + e,,
(move to handover area)
m' = m - e,, + e,,
(move from handover area)
m' = m - e,, + e,,, A(k - e, + e,) :S C
(handover)
m' = m - e,., A(k - e, + e,) f; C
(lost handover)
m' = m + e,,, A(k + e,) f; C, A(k + e,) :SC
(redial)

m,,µr,Prs,rr
m,,µr,Prs,sr

r,,

The following theorem establishes a product form equilibrium distribution under a
condition on the redial rates.

c,,, c,.,

2 .1. REDIAL MECHANISM. Let {
s E B,, r = l , ... , R} be the unique
positive solution of the traffic equations (8.1), (8.2). Assume that this solution is such
that
THEOREM

r,,

c,, = - - ,

s E B,, r = l , . . . , R.

Prs,sr

Then under the redial mechanism the network has a unique equilibrium distribution

1r(m) =

a- 1 IT (c,·)ffirr _l_ ll
r=l

µ,,

m,,! sEBr

(c,·)m,.
-m,,.1-, ,
µ,,

m ES= {m : Ak :SC},
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c- 1 is the normalizing constant:
G=

PROOF.

LIT

(C,.r)mrr _1 IJ
mES r=l µrr
fflrr! sEBr

(Crs
µrs

)m"

1
fflrs ! ·

As described in [19], using the principle of partial balance [95] .

■

REMARK 2.2. HANDOVER AREAS . The behavior of calls near the boundary of a cell
substantially differs from the behavior of calls in the interior: it is only in the area covered
by multiple transceivers that handovers are possible. Therefore, our model explicitly takes
into account these handover areas. Explicit modeling of handover areas was also suggested
in Everitt [63].
Call blocking due to handovers occurs typically in the handover area between cells.
However, a call that is temporarily lost as consequence of the capacity restrictions in its
destination cell, say cell s, can still be in the area covered by the original transceiver ,
say r. This call will therefore attempt to be reconnected to transceiver r and generates a
new call in handover area rs. In addition, a customer that has lost its call while entering
a full cell r might continue trying to re-establish its call. While travelling through cell
r this customer will not succeed, but as soon as the customer enters the area covered
by a non-blocked neighboring transceiver, the call can be re-established. This will occur
in the handover area between the cells. Here an additional advantage of the separate
areas emerges: without the explicit modeling of the handover areas we cannot distinguish
between redial-calls originating from capacity restrictions in different surrounding cells.
A further advantage of the handover areas is that the redial rate required to obtain a
product form distribution is smaller than the corresponding redial rate in a model without
the explicit use of handover areas, i.e., when only the total number of calls in the cells is
counted. This can easily be verified in a model with homogeneous rates (equal routing
probabilities from cell r to all cells s E Br) .

2.3

The normalizing constant and the blocking probabilities

This subsection derives formulas for the normalizing constant and the blocking probabilities. Furthermore, we show that in a network with standard fixed channel allocation, the
normalizing constant and the blocking probabilities can be computed explicitly.
The normalizing constant, G, can be expressed in k.
Recall that s = {m : Ak ::; C}, and that k is defined as kr = fflrr + LsEBr fflrs, r =
1, ... , R. This gives G =
THE NORMALIZING CONSTANT.

=

L II
R

m r=l

(

Crr
µrr

)

m,r 1
-

II

fflrr ! sEBr

(

Crs
µrs

) m,. 1

- l ( m E S)
mrs !
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L(
k

=

fr

L
{m:mrr+ L,EBr m,.=kr,

R

r=l , ... ,R} r=l

(Crr )ffirr_l

µ,,

m,,!

II (C,.• )m" _ l )
sEBr

µ,.

l(Ak

m,.!

-

vkr

L II f,l(Ak ~ C),
k r=l

< C)
(8.3)

r·

where we have defined
·- Crr

llr . -

µ,,

+ "~

sEBr

Crs

µ,s

r

'

= l , ... , R.

The simplification of the expression for G is a consequence of our definition of the handover
areas: the calls in the handover area between cell r and cell s are separated into calls in
the area rs, served by transceiver r, and calls in handover area sr , served by transceiver
s.
THE FRESH CALL BLOCKING PROBABILITY. The probability that a fresh call in cell i
is blocked, say Bf , equals the fraction of fresh calls that is blocked, i.e. , the conditional
probability that a fresh call arrives and is blocked given that a fresh call is generated. As
fresh calls arrive in a Poisson stream, the fresh call blocking probability for a call in cell
i is simply the probability of the states m such that A(k + e;) <{; C:

B{ =

R vkr )
L
1r(m) = ( L II ~
m:A(k+e; )!C
kET; r=l k, ·

I (L II
R

kEU r=l

~

vkr)

k, ·

,

(8.4)

where T; and U are defined by

T; := {k: Ak

~

C,A(k+e;) <{; C}, U := {k : Ak

~

C} .

Again, observe that Bf is expressed in k only.
THE HANDOVER BLOCKING PROBABILITY. The probability that a handover from cell i
to cell j is blocked, say B;J, equals the fraction of hand overs from cell i to cell j that
is lost due to capacity constraints in cell j. This blocking probability is the conditional
probability that a handover from cell i to cell j is attempted and lost given that such
a handover is attempted. This is the ratio of two Palm distributions, cf. Baccelli and
Bremaud [11] . The probability flux of handover attempts from cell i to cell j, say P;f, is

The probability flux for lost handover attempts from cell i to cell j, say

L 1r(m)q(m, m mES

e;J)

= c- 1C;JPiJJi L
k

R

Ph, is

vkr

II f,l(A(k + e;) ~ C)l(A(k + ei) i
r=l

r·

C) .
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equals the ratio of the above two expressions:

Rt,
vk')
B!f = P;}/P;J = ( L II
kET;1 r=l

r·

I( L IIRt,vk') )
kEU; r=l

(8.5)

r·

where T;i and U; are defined by
T;i := {k: Ak :=:; C,A(k+e;) :=:; C , A(k+ei)

1:: C} , U;

:= {k : A(k+e;) :=:;

C} .

A similar expression was derived in Pallant and Taylor [143] . In that reference, product
forms are derived via the truncation of a reversible process to the state space S = {k :
Ak :=:; C} . As a consequence, the transitions resulting in a blocked handover are modeled
as transitions from k to k, i.e., a handover that is blocked will continue to use its current
channel. In our model a blocked handover from cell r results in a transition from state k
to state k - e, .
2.3. FIXED CHANNEL ALLOCATION . Consider a mobile network with standard
fixed channel allocation: the number of channels available in cell r equals C, . The matrix
A is the identity matrix; the state space is S = {m : m, :=:; Cr, r = 1, . .. , R}. For this
model the normalizing constant and the blocking probabilities can be computed explicitly
from (8.3) , (8.4) , and (8.5) :
EXAMPLE

G

=

B!f =
For fixed channel allocation the handover and fresh call blocking probabilities are given
by the Erlang-B formula. In general, however, the summations involved in G, Bf, and
Elf cannot be simplified.

3

Efficient estimation of blocking probabilities

This section is about efficient estimation from the blocking probabilities (found in Section
2) from the product form . The technique used is basically the same as the one presented
in Chapter 7 and [122] . However, we will explain the choice of the importance sampling
distribution somewhat more carefully. We do that by using the standard problem of estimating rare event probabilities in the context of sample means of i.i.d. random variables,
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see Subsection 3.1. In the second subsection, we will translate the blocking probabilities into this framework. We also comment on the differences between this method and
other simulation techniques to capture these blocking probabilities, e.g. the one proposed
by Harvey and Hills [83]. Furthermore, we show that the large deviations results provide information about the network given blocking, i.e., the most likely state of the cells
surrounding a blocked cell.

3.1

Estimation of large deviations probabilities

Consider a sequence of independent real-valued random variables X 1 , X 2 , .•. , having common density function/(·) . We assume here that this density is continuous, but the same
reasoning applies to general i.i.d. random variables. Let Sn be the partial sum of the first
n terms. Under the condition of a finite first moment,µ, the sample mean Sn/n converges
toµ (n ➔ oo, in probability). Cramer's theorem [23, p. 9-10] states for all a > µ
. 1
hm - logP(Sn/n ~a)= -I(a)
n

n-+oo

= - sup(Ba
6

log M(B)),

(8.6)

where M(B) := J f(x) exp[Bx]dx. This result can be extended to R-dimensional random
variables (R E JN), with density f : JR.R ➔ JR. The multi-dimensional rate function and
moment generating function are given by
s~p (~ B;a; - log M(B)) ,

Cramer's theorem (8.6) states that P(Sn/n ~ a) = 17(n)e-nI(a) for a known number
/(a), and an unknown function 77(·) with log77(n) = o(n) (where n ➔ oo). So, in fact,
the theorem yields only rough characteristics of the probability of our interest (namely
its decay rate), but we have no approximation of the probability itself. Clearly, for the
estimation of small probabilities it is infeasible to use crude Monte Carlo techniques,
since the number of random numbers to be generated is huge. Then variance reduction
techniques such as the importance sampling method can be very useful in order to develop
efficient simulation techniques.
Under importance sampling, Sn is simulated by using a probability model that differs
from the 'real' one. Formally, the procedure works as follows. We want to estimate
P(Sn/n ~ a), which can be written in terms of the expected value of the indicator
function In= I{Sn/n ~ a}:

P(Sn/n ~a)= f

00

lna

fsn(x)dx

= E(-Pl(Jn) ,
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/sJ ·) denoting the density of the convolution of n i.i.d. X ;'s. Using crude Monte Carlo
estimation, we would sample In a number of times (under the original measure P) . The
average value is an unbiased estimator. Under importance sampling, we sample the In
according to a probability measure Q , i.e., Sn having density gs"( ·). Each sample is
multiplied by a likelihood, accounting for the difference between the probability measures
P and Q. Given that Sn attains value x under the new density g8 J·) , when Pis absolutely
continuous w.r.t . Q, the likelihood L can be defined as
dP
fsJ x )
Lsn(x) = L := dQ(x) = gsJx ) .
It is elementary to show that indeed E(Q)(Lin) = E(1')(Jn)- As a consequence, observing
realizations of Lin , which are sampled under Q, their average is an unbiased estimator.
CHANGE OF MEASURE. The change of measure can be used to obtain variance reduction.
Obviously, we want to capture the alternative measure Q that is endowed with the best
variance properties, i.e. , the Q that minimizes

The best choice of Q, say Q 0 , results in a zero variance (cf. [159, p. 122-123]). Under this
optimal measure Q0 , the density (of Sn) is

gsJx ) :=

{

/s J x )/P(Sn/n
0
1

~ a) ,

if Sn/n
else.

~ a,

(8.7)

It can be checked that E(Q l(£ 2 In) = (E(Q l(Lin)) 2 = P 2 (Sn/n ~ a) , yielding variance
0. However, this new density is infeasible for two reasons. (i) The distribution of the X;
being being known does not imply that the density of Sn is explicitly known. (ii) More
importantly, the probability of our interest P(Sn/n ~ a) is required! As the optimal
Q0 cannot be implemented, we relax our optimality criterion somewhat to the notion of
asymptotic optimality. This can be introduced as follows .
Variances are non-negative. Therefore,
0

0

where the last equality is due to Cramer's theorem (8.6) . This lower bound for the decay
rate of the second moment of the importance sampling estimator holds for all alternative
measures Q. A measure is called asymptotically optimal (a.o.), when for this measure the
above lower bound is attained.
Consider the alternative measures that keep the random walk structure, i.e., measures
consisting of i.i.d. increments. We show that there is an a.o. change of measure Qao within
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the class of exponentially twisted densities ('0-twisted densities') of the increments:

f (x) eox
go(x)

:=

(8.8)

M(0) .

The mean of a single increment under the '0-twisted density' is
00

1
_

xg8 (x)dx =
00

j""_ xfM(B)
(x)e
00

8

x

M'(0)

dx = M(B) •

For each a, under weak conditions (e.g. , steepness [23], p. 13), we can find 0 = 0(a) such
that this 'twisted mean' equals a, i.e. , yielding a new density with mean a. It can be shown
that I(a) = 0(a)a - log M(B(a)) , and that a > µ implies 0(a) > 0. If the increments are
distributed according to measure Qao , under which the X; have densities Uo(a)( ·),

/(X1) )
( f (Xn) )
Mn(B(a))
L(Xi, . .. ' Xn) = L := (
(X ) . . .
(X ) =
O(a)Sn '
90(a)
1
90(a)
n
e
invoking (8.8). Consequently,
E(Q .. )(£2 I)= E(Q•o) (M2n(0(a))
n

e28(a)Sn

I) < (M(0(a))) 2n = e-2n/(a) _
n

-

e O(a)a

Here we explicitly use that {In= l} ={Sn~ na} . Thisgiveslimsup¼logE(Q• l(£ 2In) ~
-2/(a) , yielding that the new density 90(a) ( · ) is a.o.
The asymptotically optimal procedure explained above can be extended somewhat in
the following way. Suppose that we want to estimate P(Sn/n E W) for some set W not
containing mean µ. Cramer's theorem states that the decay rate of this probability is
- infaEW I(a). Suppose that this infimum is attained by a• E W . Then the importance
sampling has to be performed under density 90(a•)(·) .
0

REMARK 3.1. HEURISTIC EXPLANATION . From extensive analytical/simulation studies,
cf. [23, Ch. VIII], [85], it appears that this 'exponentially twisted' alternative measure
performs excellent. Of course, we want to know why this change of measure has very
good variance performance. To explain this, we return to the zero-variance importance
sampling estimator mentioned above (8.7), where the event {Sn/n ~ a} is now replaced
by {Sn/n E W}. As noted earlier, this new density cannot be used, since the probability
to be estimated is required. It can be seen that g5 J) is in fact the distribution of Sn,
given Sn/n E W. This distribution being unknown, we might use some distribution which
looks very much the same.
Based on large deviations results, e.g. Sanov's theorem [166, Section 2.4], it can be
argued that the increments X 1 , . . . , Xn have, given Sn/n E W, asymptotically (n large)
densities 90(a•)(·). Indeed, under this density, each increment has mean a• , so according to
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the law of large numbers, Sn/n converges to a* E W. The number a* has the interpretation
of being the most likely value of Sn/n, given Sn E W . We conclude that, using 9o(a•)(·) for
the X;, the resulting density of Sn will be similar to (8.7) . In this way, it is heuristically
explained why simulation with this density works well. A more rigorous treatment of this
argument can be found in [9].

3.2

Estimation of blocking probabilities

After the above explanation of efficient importance sampling, we return to the framework
of product form distributions. This subsection deals with an efficient algorithm to estimate
the blocking probabilities by simulation.
The crucial step is the interpretation of both blocking probabilities as ratios of two
multivariate Poisson probabilities, i.e., for sets T , U they can be written as
(8.9)
To put it more formally, let X(v) be a R-dimensional random variable, having independent marginals, that are Poisson with mean Vr, r = 1, . .. , R . Our performance measures
equal P(X(v) E T)/P(X(v) EU) , and they can be estimated by estimating both numerator and denominator. Methods to find confidence intervals for the ratio estimator are
straightforward.
By scaling, we can transform the numerator and denominator into probabilities that
can be estimated very efficiently by the importance sampling technique described in Subsection 3.1. To this end, replace the v; by nv;, and replace the capacity vector C by nC.
Then the sets T and U depend on n as well: y(n) and u(n). This scaling of input and capacity is used frequently in the analysis of blocking probabilities in large circuit-switched
networks. Applying this scaling, asymptotic analysis (n -+ oo) becomes analytically
tractable, see for instance Kelly [100] .
The numerator of (8.9) can now be interpreted as the probability that the sum of n
independent Poisson(v1 , ... , vR) samples, say Sn, lies in y(nl :

P(X(nv) E y(nl)
For y(n)

= T(n)
J

and y(n)

= T(n)
i,J

{k/n: k E rj"l}

= P(Sn

E y(nl) .

we obtain the limits (for n -+ oo)

= {x

:x

= k/n,

Ax~ C, Ax+ Aei/n

'f:. C}

-+ Ti := {x ~ 0: Ax~ C , :3 k with Aki > 0 and (Ax)k = Ck},
{k/n: k Ertl}= {x : x = k/n,, Ax+ Ae;jn ~ C, Ax+ Aei/n

-+ T;j := {x ~ 0: Ax~ C, :3 k with Aki> Aki and (Ax)k = Ck}-

(8.10)

'f:. C}
(8.11)
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From the theory of Subsection 3.1 we know how to efficiently estimate P(Sn/n E Tj) by
using an alternative distribution. However, because of the relation (8.10) between rtl
and Tj, it seems to make sense to estimate P(Sn E rtl) applying the same alternative
distribution. The same reasoning applies to rtl and T;j, and also applies to the denominator P(Sn E U(nl). Then V := {x 2: 0 : Ax ::; C} for both fresh call blocking and
handover blocking.
The (multi-dimensional) large deviations rate function of a Poisson random variable
with mean 111 , ... , IIR can be calculated easily. First note that
Mr(0r)

= L 11;"e-v'e8'm /m! = exp(11r(e8'

- 1)).

m

Then, as the rth component of 0(a) is given by log(ar/vr),

I (a)

= s~p (:; (0rar -

log Mr (0r)))

=

?; (

llr log ( :: ) - llr

+ !Ir) .

This large deviations rate function I(·) has to be minimized over T (U, respectively) in
order to find a•, i.e., the most probable value of Sn/ n in set T (0) . The importance
sampling distribution (8.8) is a Poisson distribution with parameter a* :
_

ge(a•)(k) -

R (

Jl

11: , e-vr
kr!

e(l(a")rkr ) _
X

Mr(0(a•)r)

-

R

Jl

(a;)kre - a;
kr!
·

Typically, mobile networks have a relatively light load, i.e., Av ::; C; the network is
capable of handling the normal user level. It can be easily checked that the infimum of
the large deviations rate function over V is 0, attained for a• = 11. In other words: the
denominator can be estimated under the original Poisson measure. In contrast, for the
numerator, the infimum over T as given by (8.10) or (8.11) will in general be positive,
since typically II ft T . Consequently, a• (the most probable value of Sn/n in the set T) will
not equal 11. Moreover, given a 'type j fresh-call-blocking ' ( or 'i --t j handover blocking'),
the cells corresponding to the constraints h with (Aa*)h = Ch are the ones that are most
likely to be full, recalling the interpretation of a•. So finding a• in fact has two major
merits:
1. It serves as the Poisson parameter to perform the importance sampling for estima-

tion of the numerator.
2. It gives insight into the network in case of blocking. This allows for bottleneckanalysis and enables us to identify those Ci that have to be increased to improve
network performance. We will give examples on this in the next section.
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REMARK 3.2. COMPARISON WITH THE HARVEY-HILLS ALGORITHM. From (8.9) we
obtain that the fresh call and handover blocking probabilities can be written as

P(X(v) E T)/P(X(v) E U)

= P(X(v) ET I X(v)

E U),

where the equality is due to TC U. A sample from (X(v) I X(v) E U) can be generated
by an acceptance/rejection technique: samples from X(v) are drawn until a sample lies
in U. An unbiased estimator of the blocking probability is the fraction of these samples
that are in T as well. Basically, this is the procedure proposed by Harvey and Hills [83]
for estimating blocking probabilities in loss networks. As reported in [67] and [64], this
approach is also frequently used in mobile networks.
An advantage of the Harvey-Hills technique is that one estimation is involved, whereas
in our approach the numerator and denominator are estimated separately (using different
probability measures) . The Harvey-Hills method has one important disadvantage: it can
be rather slow, both in networks with relatively light load and in networks with heavy
load. Under light load (Av ~ C) a lot of samples from the Poisson(v) distribution are in
U, so it is easy to generate samples from the conditional distribution. However, since Tis
that boundary of U at which blocking occurs, only a very tiny fraction of the samples in
U will be in T as well, due to the light load. Under heavy load (Av <f: C; which is rather
unusual in mobile networks, but not unusual in loss networks) very few samples will be
in U, so it is very time consuming to even get a sample from the conditional distribution.
Our approach overcomes this drawback: due to the 'shift' of the Poisson distribution,
we easily generate 'relevant samples'. We use different measures for both numerator and
denominator, namely the ones that are best for their estimation.
It should be noted that the order of the blocking probabilities of interest (say 10- 3 ,
usually in mobile networks) is not particularly suitable to use large deviations techniques.
However, a separate (efficient) estimation of numerator and denominator, as described
above, gives a very considerable speed-up. The insight into the network given overflow is
an important additional merit.
More details on our simulation method can be found in Mandjes [122] and Chapter
7 of this monograph, where the estimation of blocking probabilities in circuit-switched
networks is considered. There, a thorough justification of the importance sampling technique is given, including a number of additional accelerations. The importance sampling
distribution can be found by solving a mathematical programming problem: the large
deviations rate function must be minimized over T and V . This minimization can be
simplified substantially by considering its dual [122] .
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Numerical examples

This section deals with two numerical examples illustrating the efficiency of the simulation
technique described in Section 3 for the computation of blocking probabilities. In section
2 we showed that fixed channel allocation yields trivial - Poisson - probabilities. In
the examples below we turn our attention to more complicated state spaces. The first
example is adopted from [65], where the amount of interference between adjacent cells
is captured for certain CDMA mobile communication systems. The second example is
taken from [67]. There a 49-cell layout with 7-cell reuse groups was described. For both
models we will compute blocking probabilities. The underlying model is the model of
Section 2. We will assume that a solution II is obtained from the analysis as presented
there. All estimated probabilities have 95% confidence and 10% relative precision (ratio
of confidence interval half-length and estimate) .

4.1

Interference

In the model described in Everitt and Evans [65], the authors explicitly try to capture

blocking due to interference, and give numbers "'; indicating the effective interference
between cells that are 'neighbor in the ith degree' . The interference is a consequence of
the 'overlap' between the areas covered by neighboring transceivers. On the one hand, the
capacity available in the cells increases because channels from neighboring transceivers
can be used to carry a call, on the other hand, the number of calls that can be carried
by the transceiver in a cell decreases due to the interference with neighboring cells. The
bandwidth of a neighboring transceiver cannot be used in the whole cell. Therefore, 1,, 2 ,
the interference with a direct neighbor, must be less than 1. For the 8-cell layout of Figure
2 in [65], see Figure 2, Everitt and Evans derive the following constraint matrix:
Figure 2: Layout interference model.
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Assume that the solution of the traffic equations give that v; = 15 for all i (homogeneous load). Let C; = 65, i = 1, ... , 8, and x; 1 = 1, x: 2 = 0.5, x:3 = 0.25. With these
parameters we obtain that Av= (41.25, 45, 52.5, 60, 52.5, 60, 45, 41.25) < C. Therefore, the denominator of the blocking probabilities can be estimated under the original
measure, whereas the numerator must be simulated using importance sampling. As examples, we treat the blocking probability for handovers from cell 3 to cell 4 and from cell
4 to cell 3, respectively.
For the denominator, simulation under the original measure yields P(X(v) E U3 ) =
0.714 and P(X(v) E U4 ) = 0.702. The numerator corresponds to a rare event and must be
estimated under an alternative Poisson measure. To obtain the parameter of this Poisson
measure, the large deviations rate function has to be minimized over the set
S(I) := {x 2: 0: Ax::; C}

n (LJ{x 2: 0:

(Ax)r =Cr}) ,

(8.12)

rEJ

where/ is determined by (8.11): l; = {k: Aki> 0}, l;i = {k: Aki > Ak;}. For the '3-+4'
handover Ak4 > Ak3 for k = l, 4, 5, and thus / 34 := {1, 4, 5}. For the '4-+3' handover,
/ 43 := {3}. The optima, 4.5813 and 0.3399, respectively, are attained for a• equal to
(16.038, 16.038, 16.038, 17.149, 16.038, 16.038, 15.511, 15.511),
(14.265, 18.124, 27.371, 13.566, 13.346, 14.841, 14.920, 14.920),
respectively. It can be verified easily, that in the first case only (Aa*) 4 = 65. Consequently,
given blocking of a handover from 3 to 4, the constraint associated with cell 4 is most
likely to block. Simulation yields an estimate 1.48 • 10- 2 of the numerator, and therefore
an estimator of the blocking probability is Bf4 = 2.07 • 10- 2 . With respect to blocking of
a handover from cell 4 to cell 3, (Aa•)J = (Aa*) 4 = (Aa*) 6 = 65. This can be interpreted
as follows: given that a handover from cell 4 to cell 3 is blocked, the (most probable)
cells with high load are cells 3, 4, and 6. The numerator is estimated by 1.24 • 10-6 , and
therefore an estimator of the blocking probability is Bf,3 = l. 77 • 10-6 .
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Figure 3a: Reuse group model. Cells of the network. (.) represents load of
the cell.

This example shows that the importance sampling technique not only allows us to
estimate blocking probabilities, but also gives insight into the behavior of the network
upon blocking. Depending on the value of components of the vector Aa• blocking can be
shown to be a local effect (such as for the case of 3 ➔ 4 handover blocking) or a global
effect (such as for 4 ➔ 3 handover blocking). This will be further illustrated in the next
example.

4.2

Reuse groups

Consider the 49-cell system of Figure 1 in [67] . Let the system have a total of 350
available channels. Cells are grouped in 'reuse clusters' of size 7 that share the channels,
i.e., each reuse cluster of size 7 can accommodate at most 350 calls. Cells and reuse
clusters are drawn in Figure 3. For example, reuse cluster 6 consists of cells 9, 10,
15, 16, 17, 23, 24. For this system the state space constraints are linear, for example
mg + m10 + m1 5 + m 16 + m11 + m2 3 + m 24 :S 350. Cell 7 and 49 are not present in
any constraint; these cells can be deleted from our model. The resulting network has
25 constraints. Thus, the matrix A has dimension 25 x 47, and consists of O's and l's
only. Notice that we did not take into account the influence of edge effects. This can
be overcome by introducing a toroidal reuse structure; it results in a similar constraint
matrix A, see [64].
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Figure 3b: Reuse group model. Reuse groups. (.) represents load of the group.

Table 1:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

70
40
20
10
10
100
30
60
40
40
30
60
10
50
40
40
40
30
10
30
30
40
30
40
30

11

parameters of Example 2.
74 .242
42.242
20
10
10
100
30
63.636
42.424
42.424
30
60
10
50
42.424
42 .424
40
30
10
30
30
40
30
40
30

70
40
20
10
10
100
30
60
40
40
30
60
11.381
56.903
40
40
40
30
11.381
34.142
34.142
40
30
40
30

62 .625
35.786
20
10
10
100
30
53.678
49.478
49.478
30
60
10
50
49.478
49.478
55.305
30
10
30
30
40
41.479
55.305
30

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

10
100
80
20
90
10
10
10
20
30
70
30
40
30
30
50
40
50
30
30
30
20
80
10

10
100
80
20

90
10
10
10
20
30
70
30
40
30
30
50
40
50
30
30
30
20
80
10

10
112.251
89.800
20
90
10
10
9.863
19.727
29.590
70
30
40
30
30
49.316
39.453
50
30
30
30
20
80
10

10
100
80
20
90
10
10
10
20
30
70
30
40
30
30
50
40
50
30
30
30
20
80
10

In contrast with Everitt et al. [67], [64], we assume that the network load is heterogeneous resulting in 'busy cells' (with a high 11-value, say 90 or 100) and 'quiet cells' (with
a low 11-value, say 10 or 20) . These parameters are listed in the first column of Table 1.
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It can be checked that Av< C, so the network has a 'light load '.
The denominators of the blocking probabilities can be estimated under the original
Poisson measure: they do not correspond to rare events. Straightforward simulation yields
P(X(v) E U) = 0.651, P(X(v) E Ui) = 0.651 , for i not in reuse cluster 1, 20, or 21, and
P(X(v) E Ui) = 0.636, otherwise.
The numerators of the blocking probabilities correspond to rare event probabilities,
and are estimated using an optimal change of measure. The large deviations rate function
has to be minimized over S(J), as defined in (8.12). For B;1:i we find that Iii:= {k : Aki=
1 and Aki= O}, and for BJ we obtain that 11 := {k : Akj = 1}. The minimum of the large
deviations rate function can be calculated more efficiently by using the dual representation
of the optimization problem [122] . Then, the number of variables is 25 instead of 47, and,
apart from that, the feasible region has a more manageable form . A complete list of
all blocking probabilities can now be obtained. As an illustration, we will indicate how
to estimate fresh call blocking probabilities B~ , B[4 and handover blocking probabilities
B:f.10, B~.23 ·

With respect to B~ , the set / 9 := {1, 2, 6} . Applying numerical techniques, we get
minimum 0.5942, yielding the alternative Poisson parameters a* as displayed in the second
column of Table 1. We find that, given a fresh call blocking in cell 9, reuse cluster 1 is
most likely to block: (Aa*) 1 = 350. Of course, this is logical, since reuse cluster 1 has a
higher load (330) than clusters 2 and 6 (250 and 260, respectively). In this case, blocking
has an exclusively local character: given a cell 9 fresh call blocking, cluster 1 will be
the only cluster to be overloaded. An estimate of the numerator is 8.56 · 10- 3 , yielding
iJ~ = 1.31. 10- 2 •
For B:{;10 the minimization must be performed over S(I) (as in (8.12)) with / 3 ,10 :=
{1, 6, 7}. The parameters of the alternative measure are displayed in the second column
of Table 1. We find that Bf10 = 1.30 • 10- 2 . As above, given this blocking, only cluster 1
is likely to be full; blocking is local.
Both other blocking probabilities do not correspond to overload of only one reuse
group. Consider first B~, 23 , where 129 ,23 := {6, 12}. We find minimum 12.3377, attained
for a• as listed in the third column. We see that both (Aa*) 1 and (Aa*) 6 equal 350.
Therefore, given blocking of a handover from 29 to 23, reuse group 1 as well as 6 are
likely to block. The numerator is estimated by 4.31 · 10- 1 , yielding B~,23 = 6.78 · 10- 1 .
Even these very small probabilities are estimated in a relative small amount of time: in
the order of 10 to 30 seconds on a 586 PC.
Finally, we examined B[4 • Taking / 14 := {5, 10}, the minimum is 2.4763, for the a•
in the last column of Table 1. Again multiple reuse clusters are likely to be overloaded:
cluster 10 as well as 20. The numerator is estimated by 1. 72 • 10-3 , yielding B[4 =
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2.64 · 10- 3 •

5

Conclusion

This chapter has shown that performance measures for mobile communication networks
can be computed using importance sampling. To this end, product form results for the
equilibrium distribution of the number of calls in the cells have been extended to also
include non-reversible routing of calls, and to include explicit modeling of handover areas. A protocol with redialing in case of congestion has been studied. The resulting
product form distribution is shown to be most suitable for the application of large deviations results. Although the large deviations limiting regime for the computation of
blocking probabilities is not reached (the blocking probabilities are too large), estimation
of these probabilities using importance sampling is considerably faster than estimation
using the Harvey-Hills algorithm. In addition, large deviations results provide insight
into the network in case of blocking, allowing, for example, bottleneck analysis for mobile
communication networks.

Directions for further research
Performance analysis under heavy-tailed burst lengths
Consider the workload model of Chapter 2. Take for simplicity the batch size X = 1,
so we are in the classical GI/G/1 context. Then a crucial assumption for the analysis to
hold is that the characteristic equation can be solved. Therefore, in order to do that, we
need that the moment generating function of the work S, brought along by one customer,
is finite in a neighborhood of zero. However, suppose that this is not the case, e.g. , if the
distribution of S has a regularly varying tail. This means, for all a > 0 and an index (,
lim P(S > sa)
P(S > s)

= a(.

s -+ oo

Cohen [36] and Borovkov [17] succeeded in finding asymptotics of the probability of waiting time W exceeding B, having the form K Bl+( for some constant K.
Since the calculation of K is difficult, the question arises: can an efficient simulation
procedure be developed in order to estimate this rare event probabilities? Asmussen and
Binswanger [7] succeed in doing that for the M/G/1 case, by actually simulating the
defective renewal process that can be embedded in the workload process. Asmussen and
Kliippelberg [8] investigate the GI/G/1 case. They find the most probable trajectory
to overflow, but do not provide an efficient simulation scheme. Of course, it would be
interesting to solve this open problem.
A next step is to consider a number of on-off sources, where the on-time distribution
has a regularly varying tail. Boxma [20] gives some first results on this model. He manages
to find the asymptotics of the waiting time distribution. However, his assumptions are
very restrictive: he assumes that the peak rate of every individual source is larger than
the service rate. Brichet et al. [21] found that a queue fed by a large number of sources
with regularly varying burst distributions has, under some additional assumptions, the
Weibull-like tail (that was mentioned in Section 1.3 of this monograph) .
Of course, it is interesting to examine whether the asymptotical results found by
Boxma also hold under less restrictive conditions. Apart from that, efficient simulation
methods can be of interest. An other interesting subject is the relation between heavy
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tailed burst lengths and long-range dependence, see e.g. Parulekar and Makowski [146]
and Likhanov, Tsybakov and Georganas [116] .

Markov fluid models with many sources
Recent work of Botvich and Duffield [18] shows that J*(B), as defined in Chapter 4, can
be expressed as follows . Define the finite time cumulant function and its convex conjugate
as
At(0) = logEe8(A(t)-Ct) ,
A;(x ) := sup(0x - A1(0)) ,

i

8

where A(t) denotes the amount of fluid generated by one source during [O, t]. Then it can
be shown that J*(B) = inft>OtA;(B/t) . From the results of Kesidis et al. [105], it follows
that
Eexp[0(A(t) - Ct)]= 1rT exp[(A + (R - CI)0)t]l,
where we adopted the notation of Chapter 3 and 4, and 1 denotes the unit vector. So, in
principle, the value of I*(B) can be calculated for all values of B.
However, the optimizations involved are rather complex, and the objective function
cannot be given explicitly usually. Only in the limiting regimes B = 0 and B = oo,
Botvich and Duffield succeed in giving more explicit results on I*(B). They find the same
value for I*(O) as we do, and they also conclude that J*(B) - 0B tends to a constant that
can be written as -limt➔ 00 logEexp[0*(A(t) - Ct)] . We find -log((1r,x)(1r,y)) for the
special case of fluid sources.
Comparing Chapter 4 of this monograph and the Botvich-Duffield paper, the latter
shows that the obtained results are valid for a broad class of arrival processes. We,
in Chapter 4, restricted ourselves to the case of Markov fluid input. Having chosen this
concrete model, we were able to find more explicit results. Apart from the approximations
of J*(B) for small and large B , we gave additional characteristics as the optimum path
to overflow, the most probable distribution of entering H , and gave an elegant relation to
the time-reversed process.
Having two characterizations of the function I* ( ·) (namely the above optimization
program and (4.10), we might hope to be able to solve a number of open questions. Interesting subjects for future research are the following. (i) Is the relation for I*(B), as found
in [18], computationally tractable? Is it essentially simpler than (4.10) or computationally
equivalent? (ii) In Chapter 4, we found properties concerning the function I*(B) for small
and large B. Can more properties of the function I*(B) be found? A first result in this
area is by Elwalid et al. [59]. Under assumption of reversible sources, they succeeded in
finding some (upper and lower) bounds g1 B + g2 for J*(B). (iii) Based on this asymptotic relation of the loss probability we can execute call acceptance control. As treated
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in Kelly [101], some general remarks can be made on the shape of the allowed region,
but can it be calculated explicitly for realistic ATM models? Does this CAC perform
significantly better than the one presented in Elwalid and Mitra [59], who only consider
'large buffer effective bandwidths'? Apart from that, it can also be compared with other
CAC algorithms, as Kroner et al. [112], Giin and Guerin [81] and Mitrou et al. [131].

The Available Bit Rate service
As explained in the introduction of this monograph, we can distinguish between delaysensitive (as voice or video), and loss-sensitive traffic. In order to enhance the network
efficiency, a special service for loss-sensitive traffic can be developed: the ABR service,
see e.g. Bonomi and Fendick [15], Smith, Adams, and Tagg [168]. Loosely speaking, the
ATM model with ABR traffic can be described as follows .
The traffic is distinguished between real-time traffic and ABR traffic. Because of
the delay-sensitivity of the former group, this traffic can use all the bandwidth that is
available, but does not use the buffer. The latter group uses the remaining bandwidth,
and if this is not sufficient, it uses the buffer.
The rate at which the ABR sources are allowed to send traffic is determined in the
following way. As soon as the buffer contents exceeds a given threshold, a message is
sent to the ABR sources to decrease their offered rate; if the buffer contents drops below
another threshold, it can be increased again. A complicating factor is the propagation
delay T of this 'congestion status message'.
Ritter [151] considers a situation with only ABR sources; he finds cyclic phenomena,
like Bonomi, Mitra, and Seery [16] . However, a more interesting situation is, of course, a
system fed by real-time as well as ABR sources. In fact , the ABR buffer can be considered
as a queue with a variable service rate (depending on the current traffic rate of the realtime sources), in which the current input rate is determined by the buffer contents T
units time ago. In order to guarantee the very stringent loss requirements of ABR traffic,
it is very important to get insight into the tail behavior of this queue. It is interesting
to examine whether large deviations analysis and importance sampling methods can be
developed.

Large deviation analysis of a cell in a cellular network
In Chapter 8, we gave a large deviations analysis of the population of a cellular mobile communications network. Applying product form results, we developed an efficient
simulation algorithm to capture blocking behavior.
An other interesting point of view is to consider only one cell of the network. Some
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research has already been done to evaluate the performance of mechanisms that prioritize
handover calls with respect to fresh calls. For example, the introduction of guard channels
has been discussed, and redial mechanisms or waiting room for rejected calls.
A classical reference in this area is the paper by Guerin [79], finding explicit results
for blocking probabilities. Chang et al. [26] , Yoon and Un [189], Mandjes and Tutschku
[126], Tran-Gia and Mandjes [176] consider more complicated models. Basically, they
provide only numerical ways to calculate relevant performance measures. However, it
would of course be interesting to see how these performance criteria depend on the model
parameters. A way to investigate this is by a large deviations study: after a scaling of the
model, the decay rate of the blocking probabilities might be expressed in terms of these
model parameters. Such a study can shed some light on the question how to effectively
improve the system performance.
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Samenvatting
Het onderwerp van dit proefschrift is de probabilistische analyse van zeldzame gebeurtenissen in wachtrijsystemen. Afschattingen voor kansen worden ontwikkeld, en daarnaast ook
efficiente simulatiemethoden. De specifieke toepassing van de gevormde theorie is de analyse van moderne telecommunicatienetwerken.
Op dit moment staat B-ISDN (Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network) sterk
in de belangstelling. Dit telecommunicatienetwerk wordt gekenmerkt door (a) de zeer
hoge snelheid waarop data kunnen worden verstuurd ('breedband'), en (b) de mogelijkheid verschillende diensten te ondersteunen, zoals spraak, beeld en data ('ge"integreerde
diensten'). De onderliggende technologie voor B-ISDN is ATM (Asynchronous Transfer
Mode) . ATM converteert het verkeer, wanneer het het netwerk binnengaat, in kleine cellen
van gelijke grootte. In de 'header' van deze 'ATM-cellen' ligt alle informatie opgesloten
over de route door het netwerk die door de eel gevolgd dient te worden. Wanneer het
verkeer uiteindelijk op de bestemming aankomt, worden de cellen getransformeerd tot de
oorspronkelijke boodschap. Het grote voordeel van ATM is flexibiliteit ; zo is het relatief
eenvoudig een extra dienst aan het netwerk toe te voegen.
Bij de implementatie van ATM zijn er in feite twee soorten problemen. Aan de ene kant
moet het netwerk zelf ontworpen worden; er moet beslist worden waar de knooppunten
gelegd worden ('topologie'), welke verwerkingssnelheden en buffergroottes gekozen dienen
te worden ('dimensionering') , etc. Aan de andere kant moeten er effectieve mechanismes
ontworpen worden om het netwerk tijdens het gebruik goed te laten functioneren. Bij
deze laatste categorie kan men bijvoorbeeld denken aan een procedure die beslist of een
nieuwe aanvraag ingewilligd kan worden, zonder de reeds aanwezige connecties al te zeer
te benadelen ('toelatingsmechanisme').
De prestatie van het ATM-netwerk kan gemeten worden aan de hand van een aantal
criteria. Ten eerste kunnen we, gegeven een toelatingsmechanisme, de kans bekijken
dat een aanvraag voor een connectie geweigerd wordt, de zgn. blokkeringskans. Aan
de andere kant zijn we, gegeven een aantal geaccepteerde connecties, ge"interesseerd in
prestatiematen als vertraging van de ATM-cellen in het netwerk, en de fractie van cellen
dat in het netwerk verloren gaat (als gevolg van het overlopen van buffers) .
Een accurate techniek om op probabilistische wijze het netwerk te analyseren is door
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middel van modellering als een netwerk van wachtrijen. Volgens een stochastisch proces
komen aanvragen voor connecties aan. Als deze gehonoreerd worden, dan blijven zij een
stochastische duur actief; gedurende deze periode warden volgens een bepaald kansmechanisme ATM-cellen verstuurd. Dit laatste mechanisme wordt vaak benaderd door een
zgn. 'aan-uit-bron': de bron zendt ofwel niet, ofwel met een bepaalde constante snelheid.
Op het gebied van wachtrijsystemen· is al veel onderzoek verricht. Met het oog
op toepassingen in ATM evenwel, is men gei"nteresseerd in de kans op zeer zeldzame
gebeurtenissen (verliezen van 1 op de 109 cellen, extreme vertragingen), en hier vertoont
de reeds gevormde theorie deficienties. Weliswaar bestaan er voor sommige modellen
exacte en asymptotische resultaten, maar het daadwerkelijk uitrekenen hiervan levert,
voor modellen van realistische grootte, numerieke problemen op. De bijdrage van dit
proefschrift is tweeledig: aan de ene kant komen we tot, relatief eenvoudig berekenbare,
asymptotische relaties, aan de andere kant leveren deze resultaten impliciet de essentiele
informatie voor het ontwikkelen van effi.ciente simulatietechnieken.
De ontwikkelde asymptotiek valt binnen de theorie van Grote Afwijkingen (Large
Deviations); dit is een verzamelingen van technieken/resultaten die betrekking hebben op
kansen op zeldzame gebeurtenissen. Het gemeenschappelijke kenmerk is <lat deze kansen
op exponentiele wijze kleiner warden in een parameter van het model; in het geval van
ATM-netwerken bijvoorbeeld de buffergrootte van een bepaalde rij in het netwerk of het
aantal aangesloten verbindingen.
Het zij opgemerkt <lat directe simulatie zeer tijdrovend is in verband met de zeer kleine
kansen die geschat dienen te warden. Het idee is daarom om te simuleren onder een ander
kansmodel dan het oorspronkelijke (Importance Sampling) . Na de resultaten terugvertaald
te hebben naar het eigenlijke model, krijgen we zuivere schattingen. Het is natuurlijk van
belang om het 'nieuwe' kansmodel op effi.ciente wijze te kiezen. Het blijkt <lat de theorie
van Grote Afwijkingen impliciet dit kansmodel geeft, en wel als volgt. Het is mogelijk om,
gegeven het optreden van de zeldzame gebeurtenis, het meest waarschijnlijke pad (in de
tijd) van het stochastische proces te bepalen. Het 'nieuwe' kansmodel moet nu zo gekozen
warden dat <lit - zeldzame - pad het 'gemiddeld gedrag' wordt. Dit kansmodel blijkt
bepaalde optimaliteitseigenschappen met betrekking tot Importance Sampling te hebben:
binnen een klasse van 'nieuwe kansmodellen' geeft het de grootste versnelling.
Dit procede wordt in de hoofdstukken 2, 3 en 5 behandeld voor verschillende klassen
van wachtrijsystemen. We laten zien dat de verliesfractie exponentieel daalt in de buffergrootte. Tevens vinden we <lat het meest aannemelijke traject (in de tijd) van de bufferinhoud naar een volle buffer, startend in een leeg systeem, een rechte lijn is. Op deze wijze
kunnen ook de parameters voor de Importance Sampling gekozen warden. In hoofdstuk
2 wordt een model onderzocht, waarin het door de bronnen aangeboden verkeer geen cor-
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relatie in de tijd vertoont. Het verkeersmodel van hoofdstuk 3 doet dat wel, en is daarom
relevanter in de ATM-context. Waar hoofdstuk 2 en 3 een enkele buffer van het netwerk
beschouwen, wordt in hoofdstuk 5 een tandemsysteem onderzocht: twee wachtrijen in
serie.
In tegenstelling tot de hoofdstukken 2, 3 en 5 (waar we asymptotiek als functie van
de buffergrootte bekijken), gaat hoofdstuk 4 in op zeldzame gebeurtenissen als gevolg van
een groot aantal toegelaten bronnen. Na een zekere schaling van de verwerkingssnelheid,
kunnen asymptotische .relaties afgeleid worden voor verliesfracties. Opvallend is dat een
parallel getrokken kan worden met het zgn. tijdsomgekeerde proces. Hoofdstuk 6 gebruikt
het simulatieprogramma dat ontwikkeld is in hoofdstuk 5 om te komen tot richtlijnen voor
dimensionering van buffers en verwerkingssnelheden en toelatingsmechanismen voor een
klasse van ATM-netwerken. Tevens wordt onderzocht hoe de stochastische aard van het
verkeer verandert wanneer het verschillende wachtrijen in het netwerk passeert.
Waar in de vorige hoofdstukken meestal het aantal aangesloten connecties constant
gehouden werd, bekijken we in hoofdstuk 7 het netwerk op 'connectieniveau'. Gegeven
een bepaald toelatingsmechanisme kijken we naar de kans dat een nieuwe aanvraag niet
geaccepteerd kan worden, de blokkeringskans. Het gebruikte toelatingsmechanisme gaat
uit van het zgn. effectieve bandbreedte concept; onder <lit concept kan het netwerk
gei:nterpreteerd worden als het klassieke verliesnetwerk. Het verliesnetwerk wordt weer
geanalyseerd met asymptotische technieken en Importance Sampling-simulatie. In hoofdstuk 8 bekijken we geen ATM-netwerk maar een cellulair mobiel communicatienetwerk.
Evenwel, de theorie ontwikkeld in hoofdstuk 7 kan nu ook gebruikt worden, met een paar
kleine aanpassingen. We zijn primair gei:nteresseerd in de kans dat, vanwege het beperkte
aantal kanalen per eel, een gesprek niet kan worden toegelaten. lnzichten in de toestand
van het netwerk, gegeven een blokkering in een bepaalde eel, worden verkregen.
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